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This Curriculum for Mason Training is an attempt to consolidate the experiences of mason
training gained in Kathmandu Valley Earthquake Risk Management Project of the Asian Urban
Disaster Mitigation Program. It formalizes the training materials, training exercises, and the
approaches of such training that were found useful in the past years. It serves as the curriculum
for training the masons, and can be used by local professionals in training the masons on the
skills of earthquake-resistant techniques in non-engineered constructions. It can serve as a
guide for the house-owner, and also for the mason involved in owner-built constructions in
remote villages.

NSET

This publication is made available under the Asian Urban Disaster Mitigation Program for sharing
knowledge and experiences from the participating countries in the project. It is jointly published by
Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, Thailand, and National Society for Earthquake Technology-
Nepal. The opinions expressed herein are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of Asian Disaster Preparedness Center or the National Society for Earthquake Technology-
Nepal or the U.S. Agency for International Development. Publication of this paper was made possible
through support provided by the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance, United States Agency for
International Development, under the terms of Cooperative Agreement No. DFD-A-OO-03-00077-
00.

The contents of this publication may be freely quoted with credit given to Asian Disaster Preparedness
Center, National Society for Earthquake Technology and to the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance
of the U.S. Agency for International Development.
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Preface

.
Significant proportions of residential and public buildings in developing countries are non-engineered and a
majority of them do not conform to the prevailing building codes. Even newer constructions continue to be
built without incorporation of minimum standards. This situation prevails even in high seismicity zones of
different countries of Asia. In some countries, for example in Nepal, the proportion of non-engineered buildings,
constructed by the small contractors, mason leaders and house-owners, is believed to exceed 85%.

Many countries in Asia are yet to make their own seismic codes mandatory. While there have been successful
initiatives towards improving seismic performance of new construction by incorporation of seismic designs
in the building construction process in many countries, it is generally anticipated that local masons and small

. contractors will continue to play significant role in the building construction process, and any enhancement
in their skills in seismic-resistant construction can significantly help in improving the earthquake-resistance
of informal, non-engineered buildings and hence considerable reduction in loss of human lives and properties
due to earthquakes.

This was the approach adopted by the Kathmandu Valley Earthquake Risk Management Project (KVERMP),
implemented by the National Society for Earthquake Technology - Nepal (NSET) under the Asian Urban
Disaster Mitigation Program (AUDMP) of the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) during 1996-2003.
KVERMP included both formal and on-the-job training programs of masons as part of its School Earthquake
Safety Program (SESP) implemented in Kathmandu, Vyas, and Banepa municipalities. The program was a
success, not only because the local masons learned the skills of earthquake-resistant technology in non-
engineered construction, but also because they were able to convince the home-owners on the benefits of such
approach. Further, the skilled masons could successfully impart their skills to masons of other localities. The
Mason Training Program was successful and was implemented beyond Nepal: in several parts of India,
Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and Iran.

This Curriculum for Mason Training is an attempt to consolidate the experiences of mason training gained in
KVERMP/ AUDMP. It formalizes the training materials, training exercises, and the approaches of such training
that were found useful. It serves as the curriculum for training the masons, and can be used by local professionals
in training the masons on the skills of earthquake-resistant techniques in non-engineered constructions. It can
also serve as a guide for the house-owner, and for the mason involved in owner-built constructions in remote
villages.

In the current form, it is a generic, regional level curriculum that needs translation into vernacular languages
with necessary adaptation to local conditions, especially with respect to the prevailing types of construction
materials and technologies.

We firmly believe that this joint effort of ADPC and NSET in bringing out this curriculum will contribute to
safer buildings against earthquakes and other hazards.

Dr. Suvit Yodmani
Executive Director, ADPC

Amod Mani Dixit
Executive Director, NSET
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1. Overview of Curriculum

a, Introduction

. The first step to improve the construction quality and safety level of buildings is to prepare trained
manpower required for earthquake resistant construction technology. A few institutions and individuals
have initiated to organize training programs to produce skilled building workers, though in a very small
number. The graduates of such training programs are mainly engaged in the supervisory role. To improve .
the construction quality the trained masons have to work as masons and it is not possible until more
skilled/trained masons are produced. Such training programs need to be widened and regularized. A
standard "training manual to produce new masons as well as upgrade the skilllevel of the practicing
masons is a basic tool to conduct training programs on earthquake resistant construction technology.
This curriculum is aimed at facilitating such programs to produce skilled building workers mainly
masons.

b. Rationale

Construction of residential buildings iri a developing country like Nepal is primarily carried out by the
informal sector, mostly the ownerslbuilders: The work-force (masons, bar-benders, electricians and
plumbers) employed in this sector does not have any formal training. Most of them acquire skill either
through trial and error (working as a helper to the so-called "skilled ones ,/)or through practical experience
by hereditary transformation. This system may have been good enough in the past. New materials and
technologies are now replacing the old ones in the construction sector of the developing world also,
which are different from the existing ones and they demand specific skills for their effective use. It is
neither possible nor desirable to stop new materials and technology coming to the construction practice.
Improper use of such materials and monkey imitation of technology have resulted in high cost, low
quality buildings and many a times haveleadto loss of life and property. Further, the prevailing
construction practice does not incorporate earthquake resistant components and the existing housing
stock is highly vulnerable to earthquakes. I

Alternative Building Materials and Technology for Nepal, one of the series of reports prepared by
National Building Code Development Project, states. that only less than 5 % of the residential buildings

. are engineered. The owner builders construct more than 95 % of the buildings with the assistance of
the head mason, who plays both the roles of consultant and contractor. Institutions provide maximum
resources to train the engineering manpower in training them for the earthquake resistant construction
technology that can only facilitate the construction of a mere 5% of the buildings. Where nothing is
done so far for training those who contribute to the 95 % of the buildings. This shows a clear need of
producing more trained masons by skill upgrading of the practicing masons as well as new comers in
the construction sector.

In this broad context, this course is designed to address the need to transfer the knowledge and skills
of earthquake-resistant construction technology to the practicing masons. .

c. Aim

Main aim of this course is to train practicing masons with basic knowledge of earthquake resistant
building construction technology and equip them with required skills to construct an earthquake resistant
building.

Another aim of this curriculum is to facilitate the trainers by providing them a clear and concise framework
of the earthquake resistant construction technology for training the masons.

d. Learning Objectives

After successful completion of the training course conducted based upon this curriculum, a practicing
mason will be able to:

1. Explain the importance and effectiveness of earthquake resistant elements in buildings.

2. Incorporate earthquake resistant elements in new construction.

3. Outline available methodologies to incorporate earthquake resistant elements in existing buildings.

4. Name relevant Building Codes existing to ensure earthquake safe construction.

v 1
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e. Scope

This course covers only the residential buildings up to three (3) stories since Nepalese buildings that
are owner constructed rarely exceeds this limit. Taller and more advanced buildings need engineering
consultationin depth, so they are beyond the scope of this training manual.

Regarding seismic strengthening of existing buildings, this course will provide only an outline of the
,methodologies to incorporate the, earthquake resistant features into existing weak buildings. Itwill not
give detail design concepts and construction technology for retrofitting the buildirigs. Therefore, upon
completion of this course, masons are not expected to carry out' the retrofitting works on their own.

Further, as the main aim of this course is to train practicing masons and equip them with knowledge and
skill of earthquake resistant construction technology, this course is notfor training a fresh manpower
in construction business such as a labor. Itwill not be applicable for training unskilled labors to make •
them masons.

Currently, it is prepared and distributed in English language. The English language version is basically
for the trainers. Presentations and the handouts to the participants should be translated into local language
where the training program based on this manual will be conducted.

2. ' Potential Users

This curriculum can be used by both the trainers as well as the participant masons. The trainer of this
course may be anybody practicing as technician, junior engineer or engineer in earthquake resistant
design and construction field. However, the potential trainers have to participate in "Training of Trainers"
program, coordinated or conducted by ADPC and/or NSET. '

The end users of this manual will be the practicing masons who have been invol~~d ip.'bu'ildmg~onstruction
as skilled labor. This manual helps to conduct "Mason Training Program" targeting a specific location.
Interested masons have to participate in such training programs and they, will be provided with the
handouts translated into their local language. Participants will use'the handouts. ' ' , '

3. Course Schedule

An ideal schedule for conducting "Mason TrainingProgram" based onthis manual is also presented
here. The ideal course duration will be FIVE days. However, it may run on-consecutive days. The days
may be staggered to sUItconvenience. This training 'course' can be ideally participated by 30 participants
at-a time. Exercises anddemonstrations are designed for this number of participants. " '

.-1,- -',:
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4. Course Content

Material contains technical descriptions for trainers to' enable them to understand the depth of coverage.
The referencesmentioned are the sources for detailed study if the trainer wishes to update his.
knowledge, and are not meant for discussion with masons.

Itprovides presentations that can be used in,training sessionswith clear instructions of how to proceed
in each session and what learning outcomes' are expected.

The trainer is expected to translate the material into a local language using ,phrases that are user,
friendly to the,masons. '

Where learning outcomes are skills-oriented, exercises and demonstrations have been designed with
proper details for their correc! implementation, They must be strictly adhered to.

Some checklists and guidelines are also provided. These are for dissemination to participants after
appropriate translation.

5. Course Structure

The Course is segmented into THREE Modules. A Module is coded as M. If you see MI written
, anywhere, it means Module 1. Each Module is sub-divided into several Sessions. A Session is coded
as S. For instance, Module' I, Session l is coded as MI-Sl.

Module 1: Overview of Earthquakes (IntroductoryModule)

This module has ONE Session .

. Ml-sf; Overview ofEaithquake and Its Effects on Buildings,

Module 2: Earthquake I{esis,tant Con;str~ction of New Buildings

This Module contains EIGHT Sessions.

. .
M2-S 1 Site selection, configuration and lay out

Earthquake Resistant Construction of Masonry Structures

M2-S2 Construction of Masonry Buildings: Foundation

M2-S3 Construction of Masonry Buildings: Walls

M2-S4 Construction of Masonry Buildings: Floor / Roof

Earthquake Resistant Construction of RC Framed Structures

M2-S5 Construction ofRC Framed Buildings: Foundation .

M2-S6 Construction ofRC Framed Buildings: Beam / Column

M2-S7 Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Roof / Floor

M2-S8 Quality Control and Workmanship

/

viii
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Module 3: Enhancing Earthquake Resistance of Existing Buildings

This Module contains TWO Sessions

M3-S 1 Repair and Maintenance of Existing Buildings

M3-S2 Retrofitting of Existing Unreinforced Masonry Buildings

Each session spells out:

A Goal

Learning Outcomes

Learning Objectives.

The Goal sets the scope of the session in very broad terms. Learning outcomes are what the 'Trainer'
expects as an end result of the session.; what the Trainer envisages for the learner to achieve. The
Learning Objectives are what the learner would be able to measure as achievements at the end of the
session. These are measurable and discrete so that the learner would be able to self-assess whether he/she
has achieved them.

The Goal, Learning outcomes and Learning objectives form a hierarchy that paints what is to come in
the session. Itprovides a mind-map for the learner to provide direction to where he/she would be going
in this learning experience.

ix
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Module 11 Session 1
Overview of Earthquakes and

Its Effects on Buildings

EmIl In this session, some of the important
information about the earthquakes such
as internal structure of the earth, cause of
earthquake etc. are discussed.
Learning outcomes
After completing this session, the
participants will be able to
• Explain that earthquakes are due to
natural phenomena within earth;

• Discuss earthquake risk of Nepal and
its neighboring countries;

• History of earthquakes in Nepal;
• Discuss effects of earthquake in buildings
and infrastructures; and

• Discuss feasibility of damage reduction.

Earthquake and its causes

In first part of this session, we will discuss
about the structure of the earth, causes of
the earthquakes and seismicity of world
and Nepal.

Video on Earthquake Disasters Now, first of all, let's see a video. This
video shows earthquakes and other major
natural disasters which will help to feel
the consequences and possible extent of
the disaster.

[for this video, it is requested to contact
to NSET, Kathmandu, Nepal]P"ICrURE

START
M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 1 ]
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Simply looking around our surroundings,
we may feel that the earth where we are
living is a motionless rigid body. Also,
we may think that our earth is flat. It is
long back proven that our earth is not flat
but it is round like an egg and there is
continuous movement inside the earth as
well as it is moving around the sun and
it is also moving/rotating about its own
axis. In this sense we can say that our
earth is not a motionless rigid body but it
is alive with movements inside and
outside.

[Please, show in the map where your
country and the neighboring countries
lie.] .Image Courtesy: from www.smdc.army.millfamilyprogramslmain.html

mmmi
It is already mentioned that our earth is
similar to an egg. The interior of it
consists several layers of different types
as in the egg. The earth consists of the
inner core, the outer core, the mantle
and the crust. Central part of the earth
is called the core; the inner core (of
radius about 1290km) is solid and
consists of heavy metals like nickel and
iron, and the outer core (of thickness
about 2200km) is liquid in the form. The
mantle (of thickness about 2900km) is in
the semi-solid state and has the ability to
flow. The crust is about 5 to 40 km thick
and consists of light materials like
granite and basalt rocks. This layer is
usually known as the rock layer which
is immediately inside the outermost soil

layer. The crust is divided into a number of large pieces and these large pieces of the crust are called the
plates.

Internal Structure of the Earth

Sketch Courtesy: ·This Dynamic Earth: The Story of Plate tectontcer- Online Edition; USGS

[Give some examples of distance to feel the relative size/distance/thickness of the different layers]

To better understand the structure of the earth, a demonstration of boiled egg is helpful.

[Please show the demonstration to the participants and try to make the participants actively participate]

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 2 1
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Demonstradon - D1 mmmi

Cross section of the boiled egg

Sketch Concept: EVRC course manual, ADPC

Demonstration
Take a hard boiled egg; the egg can be .
seen as a tiny model of the earth, although
the shape is different. Now, crack the shell,
the thin cracked shell represents the earth's
crust divided into plates.

Then, take out the cracked shell and cut
the remaining boiled egg with a knife.
Draw the cross-section of the egg, which
will show a white layer at the outer part
and yellow yoke at the core. These
two layers represent the mantle and the
core of the earth.

Now, ask the participants, does it give a
feeling of earth's internal structure.

Dmarenl Plales around tha World

Sketch Courtesy: "This Dynamic Earth: The Story of Plate Tectonics", Online Edition; USGS

As mentioned earlier and seen in the
demonstration, the crust of our earth is
not a one unit but it is divided into a
number oflarge pieces, these large pieces
of earth's crust or the rock mass are called
the plates. There are 7 major and 23 minor
plates around the earth. The map in the
slide shows different plates around the
world.

[Show in the map the location of your
country and the neighboring countries and
the plate/plates above which your country
lies.]

This difference in temperature and pressure
at the outer and inner parts of the earth
creates continuous flow of the semi-liquid
mantle in the form of currents. The current
of the molten interior can be visualized
as similar to that when created in boiling
water. While flowing, the molten mantle

makes the outer crust (or plates) also to move together. The current may be flowing in different ways as seen
in the picture, and also the plates are moving in different directions depending upon the flow of the current.
There are different locations in the earth where the plates are converging, diverging or sliding to each other.
The boundary between two plates is called the plate boundary.

Plaia Movemanl

Sketch Courtesy: "This Dynamic Earth: The Story of Plate Tectonics·, Online Edition; USGS

The sketch in the slide again shows the
interior of the earth like that of an egg.
Unlike in the egg, there is a huge difference
of temperatures and pressures between
the inner and outer parts of the earth. The
temperature at the core is about 2500°C
whereas the temperature at the surface is
about 25°C. Similarly, the pressure at the
core is about 4 million times more than
that at the surface.

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Bui/dings [ 3 1
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At the boundaries where the plates are
coming close to each other (convergent
plate boundaries), the movement of
different plates increases the stresses in
the plates. In the course of time, such
stress goes on increasing and a stage comes
when the plates can not bear further stress
and they suddenly break producing a
strong vibration. This sudden breaking of
the earth's plate producing a strong
vibration is called an earthquake.

To make it more clear, we can take the
example of snapping of the fingers. Before
the snap, the fingers are pushed together
and sideways. At first, friction keeps them
from moving to the side. But when the
push sideways is hard enough to overcome

this friction, the fingers move suddenly, releasing energy in the form of sound waves that then travels from
the fingers to the ear. The earthquake phenomenon can be taken as similar to the snapping of the fingers.

At the boundaries where the plates are going far from each other (divergent plate boundaries), volcanic eruption
and earthquakes way occur.

Plate Movement mmsl

I--
I O'+--+-~

I WL--~.~~~~~~;2~

[150 My Reconstru,?~ron

What Is an Earthquake ;a mms I

An earthquake is a vibration of
surface of the earth due to the

sudden rupture of the earth's crust
or the rock masses.

OurHlmal

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 4 1

There is a continuous movement of the
plates since millions of years ago, which
can be seen in the animated slide. In the
slide different stages of the earth's plates
are shown at different times.

[Note: My: Million years]

Nepal (and the entire Himalayan belt) is
situated at the boundary between two large
plates, Tibetan or Eurasian plate at the
north and Indian plate at the south. Indian
platq is subducting underneath the Tibetan
plate at an average rate of25mm per year.
Due to its location at the subducting zone
between two large plates Nepal and the
entire Himalayan region is highly
earthquake prone. In the picture we can
see the location of Himalayan region
between India and China. This is
photograph of earth taken from a satellite.
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Mountain Building mmmi

Principal Earthquake Zone

The mountain for which we are very much
proud are the products of such tectonic
movements and the earthquakes. In the
ancient times, our current location used
to be a large sea called the Tethys sea and
the whole Indian sub continent was far
below in the southern part. Different
locations of the Indian plate in different
stages of time are shown in the slide.

Now, it is clear that all the locations of
the earth are not prone to earthquakes, but
the boundaries between the plates are the
locations that are very much prone to
earthquakes. In the picture, Principal
earthquake zones of the earth are shown
which are obviously at the plate
boundaries. The history of the earthquakes
also verifies the fact.

Seismicity and Historical
Earthquakes of Nepal

In this part of the session, we will discuss
about the seismicity and earthquake history
of Nepal.

M1IS1 - OveNiew of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Bui/dings [ 5 ]
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SeismicilV of Asia Pacific Region

M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u u U
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Seismic Hazard Map of Asia

Image Courtesy: Global Seismic Hazard Map, GSHAP

This is a part of world seismicity map
which shows the seismicity of Asia Pacific
Region. The dark red color shows the
highly seismic areas whereas the lighter
colors show the lower level of earthquake
proneness. The map shows the whole
Himalayan region as the highly seismic
area. Similarly, Japan and other eastern
countries and some parts of Russia are
also very highly seismic.

Image Courtesy: Global Seismic Hazard Map, GSHAP

In this map, the whole Himalayan Region
starting from Myanmar in the east to the
Iran in the middle east including our
country is shown. Nepal is in the dark to
pale red color and is representing it as
seismically very active area. Major parts
of India does not lie in the seismic area.

It> Seismic Hazard of Nepal

Map courtesy: National Seismological Centre, Department of Mines and Geology, Lainchour, Kalhmandou,
Nepal

This is a map showing the location and
sizes of the recorded and historical
earthquakes of Nepal. The whole country
seems to be full of earthquakes. Smaller
dots show the smaller sized earthquakes
and the larger dots show larger sized ones.

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Bui/dings [ 6 1
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~-- Earthquake Record in Nepal (1911-1991)

Magnitude No. of Events Frequency (years)
. (Richter)

5to 6 41 2

6to 7 17 5

7to 7.5 10 8

7,5to 8 2 40

More than 8 1 81

Historical Eanhquakes of Nepal

Human I Bulldings,1emples
Year Dale MagnitUde location

Dealh I Injury r Collapsed I Damaged

1255 7 June 7.7 NA One third of total population, including king Abhaya
(1310) Malia died. Many buildings and temples collapsed

1260 Oata unavailable Heavy loss of life and property
~316)

14011 7.0 Heavy loss of [lfe and property
0464)

16111 Oata unavailable loss of life and property
0737/38)

1767 June I I I~B2~

1810 May Moderate to heavy loss 01 lile and property0866)
1823 Data unavailable Minor loss olDie and property(1880)

Historical Eanhquakes of Nilpal

Human Bulldlngs/terTlllas
Year Dale Magnftude Location

Death Injury Collapsed Damaged
1833 26 Aug 18,000 In total
"890)

25Sep

1834 11 Jul, 13 Jul, 26 Sep and Many times Heavy loss of life and property
~891)

1837 17 Jan

1934 16Jan 8.4 Bihar/Nepal 8,519 80,893 126,355
(1990)

1980 .4Aug 6.1 Bajhang 46 236 12,817 13,298
I2031l

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Bui/dings [ 7 ]

If we analyze the historical earthquake
records of Nepal, there are many smaller,
medium sized and large earthquakes. The
earthquake record of Nepal over the period
of past 90 years, is as shown in the table .

In following few slides we will see the
historical earthquakes of Nepal. The fIrst·
earthquake which is seen as recorded in
the history was the earthquake of 1255
A.D. (1310 B.S.), in which the king
Abhaya Malla also died. Some major
earthquakes recorded in the history are
listed in the tables.

Out of these historical earthquakes, the
1934 Nepal-Bihar earthquake is believed
to be the most devastating in the recent
history which is still in the memories of
many elderly people and most of us have
been listening many times about this
earthquake. There are still many buildings,
palaces and temples which survived in
this earthquake and there are many others
which are damaged but repaired or .
reconstructed later.
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Historical Earthquakes 01Nepal

Human Bulkilngs/tBllllles
Year Date Magnlude Location

Death Injury Collapsed Damaged
1988 21 Aug 6.6 Udayapur 721 6,453 22,328 49,045(2(45)

1993 Jajarkot 4OJ, of lfle buildings w ....
(2050) esIIm at.d to b. affected

2001 17 Jul Gorkha None Few Many

2003 22 Noy 5 NeMPoidlara None None Few

The most recent earthquake to affect the
country seriously was the earthquake of
1988. This earthquake hit eastern Nepal
and the Kathmandu valley and 721 people
were killed throughout the country. This
was a medium-sized earthquake.

More recent earthquakes felt in the country
were the Gorkha earthquakes of 200 1 July
and the earthquake near Pokhara of
December 2003. Both of these were the
minor earthquakes in which no people
were killed but many houses were cracked
and many non-structural damages were
observed.

Scenario aner 1934 Earthquake

"-;irn-;:mt ~ ~ flf.teqfu; 3!fl;rr ~ Mr..mm ~~, ~ ~ ~ ~
,~~~, ~ 1 ~ aT <f; ~ ~ m1lJl1T <ftq;r ~ 'If.! "'If-"'If,
'i-'i m ammTI!T ~ ~ ~ 1 'Iffi ;;r@ ~ ~ 'If.! 'I!Tr.t ~ 'lT1('f, ~ ~ ~
..q 'l-m 1
~~m~ ,!"!~-~~~~3!f\;r-3!f\;r~ 3lT lIT ~~
3lT'lT'if 3!f\;r 3!f\;r ~ {e 'I'TO ~ mu i\li'R ~ ~ 1 'ffifr ~ <'rn" 3!'I1lilAT 3ITlIT'Iit
~ ~ 1;;m;'flIT 99 "f'lT ~, ~ ~ 'It I('ffi ~ ~ ""'"' 'lfuit 1m ~ ~
~ 1 f\r<m; ~ 'I'f ~ ~ Wf 9~ ~ • ~ 'l{, ~ 0lJfu il!it-il!it ~ ~
~flRm~I;;m;'flIT~~~~~mr~~~imrr~~
~ ~ ~ ~ <ffi:;r ~ 1 tlIT1'it~, ~ itGT Wf 1 tm!T ~ ~ q;nft ~
;;rA- ~ Wf, <mT ~ W Wf 1 "!R ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 3lT'J: 1!-m, ~ ~ ~
'lOm'I ~ WT 'lT1('f 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Wf, ~ ~ ~ 3f'I'IT <m .. '!tiT Wf
1 ~ ~ "fllf !ffifr ~ ~ ~ 'liTI ~ ~ 'l-m 1 mu ~ 'ffi'it, ~ ~, <F;ft
~ ~ 1 un 'l-m, lIrit ~ q;f ~ ~ 3l'to Wf 1
;;rn[~<mT~~~~~'if<'ITC(I~~~'I11itI~
~'1<! lfot ""l!<Ft~ 'ElTc1!T 'inn; ~ 'fi",'IT'R '4R, lfl'i'!"f\!q;-[ ([ q;;~ m;s,,! I'

(>.l't7Jlt\"~;;r'f.umr~'''o~~'~~)

Most destructive earthquake in the history
of Nepal was the 1934 Nepal-Bihar
earthquake. The scenario after earthquake
was well described by Shri Brahma S.J.B.
Rana in his book "Nabbe Sa/ko Maha
Bhukampa" published shortly after the
earthquake.

These paragraphs from the book are well
enough to describe a scenario after any
earthquake.

[Please read these paragraphs loudly so
that the participants will get real feeling
of what could happen in an earthquake]

Glimpses 011934 Earthquake

Clock tower before
earthquake

Few photographs of 1934 earthquake are
presented here to give an idea about the
extent of damage done by the earthquake.

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 8 1
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Glimpses 011934 Earthquake

The clock tower after destruction by the earthquake. The tower was
reconstructed later.

Photo Courtesy: "Images of Century", udle/gtz, Nepal

EmIl

Glimpses 011934 Earthquake

Famous Bhimsen Tower before Earthquake

Photo Courtesy: "Images of Century", udle/gtz, Nepal

Glimpses 011934 Earthquake

The tower after the earthquake. It was reconstructed later.

Photo Courtesy: "Images of Century", udle/gtz, Nepal
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Glimpses 011934 Earthquake mmmi

The same tower at present.

Photo Courtesy: "Images of Century", udle/gtz, Nepal

Destruction bl Eanhquakes
Damage of Buildings

As last part of this session, let's see
destructions done by different earthquakes
around the world, The main purpose of
showing these photographs is to make an
understanding of the possible damages of
earthquakes and its consequences.

•

Photo Courtesy: "Images of Century", udle/gtz, Nepal

This photograph shows the destruction by
1934 Nepal-Bihar earthquake. During that
earthquake almost 60% of the Kathmandu
valley'S building stock was destroyed.

M11S1 - OveNiew of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 10 1
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Building Damage bv 1988 Earthquake

Photo Courtesy: Department oflnformation, HMG, Nepal

This is a photograph of building damage
due to 1988 earthquake of eastern Nepal.

Building Damage bv 1988 Earthquake

Photo Courtesy: Department of Information, HMG, Nepal

This is a photograph showing the building
damage in Kathmandu valley due to the
1988 Udayapur earthquake.

Building Damage bv 1988 Earthquake

Photo Courtesy: Department of Information, HMG, Nepal

This is a typical damage of rural houses
during 1988 earthquake.
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DesuucUon bl Guiaral Earthquake mmmi

Photo: NSET • Bhuj Earthquake, India

Damage of stone masonry buildings due
to Gujarat earthquake of 2001.

In Gujarat earthquake many buildings of
urban areas collapsed due to the failure
of ground stories. The failure of ground
stories was mainly due to open and weak
ground stories.

Desuuclion bl Guiaral Earthquake

Photo: NSET· Bhuj Earthquake, India

DesUuclion bl Gularal Eanhquake

Photo: NSET· Bhuj Earthquake, India

Not only the load bearing masonry
buildings are damaged by earthquake but
also the RCC framed buildings get
damaged if they are not properly
constructed. The photograph shows
collapse of infill walls in a framed
building.

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 12 1
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DestrucUon bl Gujarat Earthquake

Complete Collapse of Concrete Building

Photo: NSET - Bhuj Earthquake, India

mmsl This is a complete collapse of an RCC
framed building.

I. Destruction bl Mexico Earthquake

Pan caking collapse of a School Building

Destruction bl Mexico Earthquake

Collapse of Apartment Building

Photo Courtesy: Annotated Slide Set, EERI

If not properly constructed RCC buildings
are more threatening to life than load
bearing masonry buildings. The picture
shows pan caking collapse of an RCC
school building during Mexico earthquake.

High rise buildings also collapse during
an earthquake if they are not constructed
incorporating the earthquake
consideration. The picture clearly shows
that if a building does not incorporate the
earthquake resisting features, then only it
collapses during an earthquake and if it
does it can withstand earthquake tremors'.

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Bui/dings [ 13 1
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Collapse due to liquelacUon

Nigata,Japan

Photo Courtesy: Goddon Collection, Earthquake Engineering Research Center, University of California, USA

Destruction bv Eanhquakes
Damage of Lifeline Structures

Failure 01Dam

Taiwan Earthquake, 1999

M1/S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Buildings [ 14 1

mmmi Buildings may also collapse due to
liquefaction of the soil underneath the
foundation. (liquefaction phenomenon
will be described in later sessions.)

Tilting of apartment buildings at
Kawagishi-Cho, Nigata, Japan

Buildings are not the only to be destroyed
by an earthquake but other infrastructures
are also destroyed by the earthquakes.

Shih-kang (Taiwan-China) incident Sept.
1999 after earthquake
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Collapse 01Bridge

Taiwan Earthquake, 1999

Taiwan Earthquake, 1999

Collapse 01Tower

Taiwan Earthquake, 1999
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Failure of Railwav lines mmmi

Destruction bv Eanhquakes
Damage on Non-structural Components

Large earthquakes are not necessary for
damaging the non-structural components
of a building. If the contents of a building
are not placed firmly, even a minor to
moderate earthquake can damage these.
Only the non-structural damage in a
building may cause a heavy loss of
property and the falling objects may kill
people. Also, due to loss of property and
essential facilities, critical structures such
as hospitals may loss the functionality and
they may be non-functional during most
critical hours.

Our room mav look like this

M11S1 - Overview of Earthquakes and Its Effects on Bui/dings [ 16 1
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KItchens and Rooms EmIl

Cup-boards may be opened and things may fall down. Furniture may topple
down

Shops and Stores

Objects in shops and stores may
fall down, racks may topple down
and window glasses may shatter

This ends the brief presentation on overview of earthquakes. If participants are interested and raise questions
further discussion on the issues can be continued.
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Module 21 Session 1

Site Selection, Configuration and
Layout

rIA•NSI!T

mmmi
In this session we will discuss about the
considerations required during selection
of sites for building construction and
appropriate shape, size and layout of a
building to become strong and earthquake
resistant.

Learning Outcomes
After completion of this session:
participants will be able to:
• Distinguish between suitable and

unsuitable sites;
• Explain the measures available for site

improvement;
• Choose appropriate form of building

for earthquake safety; and
• Determine layout of columns, walls

and openings

Consideration in Site Selection

Location and type of site play important
roles in the behavior of a building not
only in an earthquake but also in normal
conditions too. Therefore, site for a
building should be carefully chosen. In
this session some basic consideration for
good site selection are discussed.

Common Problems

Unequal Settlement

Due to defective site, settlement of
foundation may occur in due course of
time. Usually such settlement of
foundation is likely in most of the common
buildings. However, if the settlement is
equal, it is not much severe but if the
settlement is unequal then it is dangerous.
Tilting and overturning resulting many
cracks and damages may occur due to
unequal settlement. Here are few examples
of unequal settlement.

[ 19 ]M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout
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Common Problems

Unequal Settlement

Photo Courtesy: Washington Post, Page HOS, Wed, Dec 9, 1998· by Jane Morley

This is another example of unequal
settlement of foundation.

Common Problems

Liquefaction
Niigata 1964 Japan, Tilting of Apartment Buildings

Photo Courtesy: EERI, 1964 Nigata Earthquake, Japan

This photo shows overturning of building
due to liquefaction of foundation soil during
Niigata earthquake, 1964 of Japan.

Liquefaction is phenomenon of sandy soil
behaving as liquid during earthquake.
When sandy soil layer with very high
ground water table is shaken due to
earthquake vibration, the soil layer behaves
like liquid in which buildings may sink or
float. This is a serious problem during
earthquakes.

Common Problems

Liquefaction
Japan Jan 17, 1995, Col/apse of the Nishinomiya Bridge

Photo Courtesy: University of Illinois Urban·champaign Civil and Environmental Engineering.

ami Due to liquefaction buildings tilt and fall
down or overturn and structures collapse.

This photo shows collapse of a bridge in
Kobe earthquake due to liquefaction.
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Common Problems ElSI

Landslide and Rock Fall

Photo Courtesy: NSET, 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

In a hilly country like Nepal, building-
damages due to landslides and rock falls
are common. Landslides usually
completely wash out buildings lying in its
course. Rock fall damages buildings
partially or completely.

Facton to be Considered

Following factors should be considered while selecting
a site for building construction

• Ground Topography
• Slope Stability
• Rock fall area
• Flood proneness
• Liquefaction Potential
• Fault Zone

Inview of these and many other common
problems, site for a building construction
should be selected carefully. Mentioned
are the main factors to be considered while
selecting a site. Detail description of these
factors are given in the following sections.

Inappropriate Site - Water logged Area

• Flood Proneness
• Liquefaction Susceptibility

Photo Courtesy: Annotated Slide Set, EERI

Following area should be avoided while
selecting site for building construction:

Water logged area

Water logged area should be avoided for
building construction. Inwater logged area,
there may be possibility of flooding,
foundation settlement and liquefaction.

[ 21 ]M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout
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• Inappropriate sne - Back Filiad Araa

• Foundation Settlement
• Low Bearing Capacity

Earth filled (back filled) area

No building foundation should rest on
uncompacted filled ground. In a back filled
area, the bearing capacity of foundation
sub soil is low and settlement of foundation
may occur. Also, foundation may be
exposed due to easy scouring of the
backfilled soil. If a building is to be
constructed on a filled ground, the
foundation should be deep enough so as
to rest on the firm ground surface beneath
the fill.

• Landslide Potential
• Rock fall proneness

Inappropriate Slia - Staap Siopas

Illustration from NSET Calendar

Steep and unstable slopes

No building should be constructed near
to steep and unstable slopes. Steep and
unstable slope areas are the potential areas
oflandslide and rock fall; there are potential
danger of landslides and rock fall due to
rains or ground shaking. Simplest
indication of sustained stability of a slope
is the upright standing of trees on it. They
would be inclined downwards in the case
of unstable slopes.

These steep and unstable slopes should be
avoided. However, buildings can be
constructed in such areas after the provision
of proper precaution by retaining walls
and green barriers of bamboo grooves is
assured. In such case all wall footings
should be set back from the edge of slope.

Inappropriate Sita - Rlvar Banks

• Flood Proneness
• Liquefaction Susceptibility

Illustration from NSET Calendar

Near River Bank

River banks should also be avoided for
building construction. River banks are
susceptible to frequent flooding and also
susceptible to liquefaction. Buildings
should be far enough from the flooding
zone of river and construction in such areas
should be undertaken only after carrying
out necessary protection works.

[ 22 ]M2JS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout
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-f) Inappropriate She - Near BigTrees

• Roots may damage foundation
• Tree may fall down and damage the building

Near to big trees

Building should not be constructed close
to any big- tree. Roots of the tree may
penetrate into the foundation and damage
the whole building. Also, if a building is
near to a big tree, there is always possibility
of falling the tree in strong winds and
storms. .

It is a good practice during the construction
of a building to examine the existing local
knowledge and the history of performance
of existing buildings. This will assist in
identifying whether there is any potential
danger from iriherent natural susceptibilities
of the land to the process of sliding, erosion,
land subsidence and liquefaction during
the past earthquakes or any other natural
/ geological processes likely to threaten
the integrity of the building. The local
practice of managing such hazards, if any,
should be judged against the required level
of acceptable risk.

Whenever it is unavoidable to construct
a building in an inappropriate site, extra
efforts are to be made for improving the
site or enhancing the capacity of-normal
foundation.
In initial observation, if the site is found
unsuitable for building construction, it
should be improved and made suitable
before starting the construction. Following
are common site improvement techniques:
• In backfilled areas, the filled material
is first removed and the foundation should
rest on a firm ground.
• In case the building is to be constructed
on a water logged area, sufficient drainage
should be provided and site should be kept
well drained. The draining can be done by

pumping or providing drains. . .
• In landslide and rock fall areas, sufficient retaining structures should be constructed before constructing a

building.
• In liquefaction susceptible areas or areas of potential sand boiling, the liquefiable soil layer can be removed

and packed with gravel.

//Iustration from NSET Calendar

local Knowledge

• If there is any local knowledge for site selection, that
should be used
- Which helps to incorporate local knowledge of

foundation construction suited to the particular site
- History of performance of existing buildings during past

earthquakes will be known and this helps to take
appropriate corrective measures.

• Assist in
- Identifying inherent natural dangers like sliding, erosion,

land subsidence
- Identifying other natural/geological hazards

Improvement of Site

Improvement of Site
- Removal of filled material

Providing sufficient drainages to control water logging
- Providing Retaining structures to prevent landslides
- Controlling the damages by rock falling
- Control of sand boiling

Improvement of site
- Site should be kept well drained
- Gravel Packing

M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout [ 23 ]
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Ie Mitigation Options Em! I

Site improvement is in general expensive option

Improvement of Foundation
- Isolated footing - economical foundation
- But for end columns problem of eccentricity
- Adjacent building, during demolishing and new

construction may create to our building
- Strap footing may be effective solution

The beam at foundation level give better performances

Illustration from NSET Calendar

In general, improvement of site is
expensive. Therefore, it will be appropriate
in most of the cases choosing a suitable
foundation type and improving the capacity
of the foundation.

Isolated footings are common and
economical foundation for a pillar system
(framed) building. For end pillars, there
is problem of eccentricity and during
demolition of old building and construction
of new, there may be problem of effect
due to adjacent building. Combined footing
or footing with strap beams will be an
effective solution.

Strap beam provided at foundation helps
to reduce the problem due to unequal
settlement and liquefaction. The strap beam
can be provided as shown in the figure.
Innormal buildings size and reinforcement
in the beam may be same as the plinth
beams.

Similarly, in a load bearing masonry
building spread footing is common
foundation type. In this type of footing
also, strap bands are effective for increasing
the earthquake resistance of the building.
The strap bands can be of similar size and
reinforcement as of the other bands like
plinth band or sill band will be discussed
later. .

Mitigation Options

Mat Foundation
- Expensive option

Pile Foundation
- Also expensive option
- But using locally available timber as piles with simple

pile driving techniques may not be so expensive
- Pile does

Soil compaction

Increase bearing capacity from end bearing action

Increasing bearing capacity from friction action

Mat foundation and pile foundation are
advanced type of foundation which suit
for even weak soils. However, they are
much more expensive. A mat foundation
is of concrete slab covering the entire
building area. This is suitable for sites of
weak soils or low bearing capacity.

Pile foundation is more deeper-foundation
with long piles or columns inserted deep
into the soil. Pile may be of steel, timber
or concrete depending upon the type of
structure and material available.
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arMogPI.e EEl

Local solution of specific problems during pile driving

Photo: NSET, SESP-Vidyodaya School, Jhonchhen

Use of locally available material as pile
and use of local pile driving technology
may help to reduce the cost of pile
foundation. Figure here shows the use of
locally available timber logs as piles and
also the use local pile driving technology
in one of the school construction in
Kathmandu valley.

Finally, site for a building should be
carefully selected so that it is free of any
problem. In unavoidable circumstances,
inappropriate sites should be improved
first and then only building is constructed.
Type of foundation should also be carefully
selected.

Shape, Size and Layout of an
Earthquake Resistant Building

Earthquake CharactarisUc
During an earthquake building vibrates to-
and-fro and upward and downward. The
vibration of a building can be viewed as
similar to the backward throw of passengers
in a vehicle when it starts moving and
forward leaning of the passengers when
the vehicle suddenly stops.
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Building During Earthquake

F-ma

DI.ptI;ced positioo
ofbtlilding

Heavier buildings are hit by more force
than the lighter buildings. In general,
heavier buildings get more damaged than
the lighter ones

Illustration: NSET, SESP

EmIl Vibration of a building during earthquake
is due to weight of the building. When
earth shakes during earthquake, the
building tries to remain in its original
position due to its weight but the foundation
changes its position according to the
ground; this makes the building to vibrate
back and forth. The building may vibrate
in any direction. The vibration is due to
the weight, therefore heavier buildings
vibrate more than the lighter ones. Heavier
buildings are hit by more force than the
lighter buildings; heavier buildings get
more damaged.

When building vibrates, in a weak building
joints between the walls start to open,
cracks start from doors and windows and
finally the wall and also the floors/roofs
collapse. However, in a strong building
the walls do not separate and collapse.
There are many factors to make a building
strong: shape, size and the layout are the
primary factors to make a building strong
and contribute to make the building
earthquake resistant.

Building During Earthquake

Buildings start to vibrate in all
direction

·Joints start to open
·Cracks start from doors and
windows
·Wall collapse and slab also collapse

2nd step 3rd step 4th stepI st step

Illustration: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

Common Shapes of Buildings

Photo Courtesy: TAEC, 1988, Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal & Illustration

We see different shapes of buildings around
us, some common shapes being rectangular,
square, L, tee, Y, C, circular etc. buildings
with different shapes behave differently
in an earthquake: irregular shaped buildings
behave with more complexity and suffer
more damage than a building of regular
shape.
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Imuular Shape
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Illustration Courtesy: Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC)

mmmi
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When a building is hit by an earthquake,
it is subjected to horizontal force at the
floor levels and the whole building is
deflected. If the building is regular shaped
the deflection is uniform in all the parts
of the building. But if it is irregular then
the deflection is not uniform, some parts
deflect much and some parts less. Due to
this difference in deflection the building
as a whole tends to rotate leaving the
comers and ends at more stresses. This
rotation of a building is called the torsion .

Tonion

TORSIONAL FORCES center of resistance
~erofmass

wall~

unbalanced resistance

balanced resistance

cg]
center of mass and resistance

Illustration Courtesy: BSSC

To understand this more clearly, let us take
an example of a table, the legs of which
are fixed at the base. If the legs are of same
size, when we push the table at the center
of the top, the whole top of the table
deflects equally and forces on the legs are
equal. But if one of the legs is of larger
size as shown in the figure and when we
push at the center of the top, then due to
the larger resistance of the larger leg, the
top near to the larger leg deflects less and
that at the far deflects much. This difference
in the deflection makes the table rotate as
shown in the figure. Due to this rotation
the normal legs are subjected to more forces
and stresses.

members are placed
uniformly in plan of
building, more mass on
one side causes the
floors to twist

Even if vertical

Illustration Courtesy: Earthquake Tip Series, IITK-BMTPC

A simple example of this rotation can be
seen in the swing. In a swing, if the ropes
are not equal or the person sitting is not
at the center, in both the cases it does not
swing in straight direction, but it rotates.
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Appropriate Shapes 01Buildings

Illustration Courtesy: BSSe

From both the examples, it is clear that
shape and weight of a building should be
such that the building does not rotate during
earthquakes. Regular shaped and uniformly
weighted building does not rotate or rotates
less. Therefore, a building should be of
regular shape and uniform size.

Some APpropriate Shapes

D
Square Rectangular

o
Circular

long Narrow Buildings

Long narrow building

II
Long narrow buildings are also weak
because the long side of the building
can easily be damaged.

Photo: NSET, SESP

Separation can be made only in the superstructure.

Rectangular, square and circular shapes
are some common appropriate shapes and
C, L, T, Yare inappropriate.

When length of a building exceeds three
times its width we call the building as long
narrow building. Ina long narrow building
the longer sides are usually weak due to
its long length and can easily fall down
during earthquakes. A long narrow building
is also taken as weak building even if the
shape is rectangular and regular. Therefore,
whenever it is necessary to construct a
long narrow building, it has to be divided
into two or more blocks providing sufficient
gaps between them so that the individual
length of separated blocks does not exceed
three times its width. Such gaps provided
to separate the blocks are known as the
seismic gaps. The foundation of different
blocks may be connected to each other.
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Wings Ina building Emil

Small wings in rectangular
buildings are permissible.
Rotation due to such wings is
less.

Complel Shapes

Unsuitable plan Suitable planeu [1
- L-

eu L1 DCJDCJDD D
In order to make unsuitable building plans seismically acceptable, they
need to be divided into a number of rectangular or symmetrical units.

Simple SoluUon lor Complex Buildings

(A) CONCENTRATION OF STRESSES
IN STRUCTURES wnH
COMPUX GEOMETRY

-------(.)_.10 __

L shaped buildings are irregular and
inappropriate. However, small projection
as shown in the figure is allowable. If the
wing projection is less than one sixth of
the width of the building effect of torsion
is not much significant; hence small
projection in buildings are allowable.

More complex shaped buildings can also
be made simple by providing seismic gaps
at appropriate locations. Some complex
shapes and their solution are as shown in
the figures.

Other complex shapes and appropriate
locations for providing seismic gaps to
make them simple are as shown in the
figure. The proposed building should be
viewed in both plan and elevation and if
there is any change in elevation, gaps
should be provided in that place too.
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Further,when there is some extra weight
at the top of the sticks, then it is more
easier to deflect them. With the same extra
weight the longer stick deflects more than

'---------=---:---=-==:---;-----=====-~=='""-='__..LllIe_sho@rJme~ .Similarly in a building if
the weight near to the top is more as

compared to the bottom, then the building can be more easily deflected.

'8e Careful IThese are not symmetrical mmm Some buildings may look symmetrical and
regular but actually they may be
unsymmetrical and irregular. Buildings
with heavy shear walls in staircase or lift
wells, buildings with walls in some sides
and open in some sides are common
examples of such false symmetry and false
regularity. This should be avoided as far
as possible and care should be taken to
make them actually regular both in terms
of shape as well as weight and distribution
of walls or columns.

Height 01a Building
Height also plays important role in
earthquake resistance of a building. We
can see many tall and slender buildings
around us specially in urban areas. Tall
and slender buildings are not good in terms
of earthquake point of view as well as for
normal conditions. Let us see few examples
why tall buildings are inappropriate.

Photo: NSET, SESP

Height 01a Building

Height / Weight Relationship
012 o 1 2 3

Take two sticks of same size but different
lengths and put them vertical with their
bottom end fixed at some place. Now if
we try to deflect them at the top with same
amount of force, the shorter one deflects
less and the longer one deflects much. In
other words we feel easier to deflect longer
stick than the shorter one.

Similar to this case, tall buildings deflect
much and small buildings less during an
earthquake.

o 1 o 1 1112 rt
I I
11

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

,",
) .. 1,,,,,,,

r,,,,,Elevation

HD1 HD2 HD3 HD4
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Height 01a Building

OVERTURNING

Buildings in our surroundings are normally
weak and when they deflect they don't
overturn as a single unit as the case in an
equipment, but they fall apart and pancake
or collapse.

Building Seldom Overturn-

They fall apart or pancake

APpropriate Conllguradon

mm
mm
wm

mmm
mmm
WmImI
mm

Therefore, building should not be of
excessive height. A good building is that
in which its height is not more than 3 times
of its width. Height should not be more
than 3 times of its width.

h

b b

Photo (Left); NSET & Illustration from NSET Calendar

Height of the building should be less than 3b

Upper Floon - Elevadon
Form of a building in elevation should also
be uniform. Shown are some common
forms in elevation. We see many buildings
cantilevered and many buildings set back
in upper floors. Inall the cases the building
becomes unsymmetrical and unstable. In
first building, upper floors are cantilevered
in one side only, making the weight of
whole building concentrated in that side.
Therefore, this building is quite
unsymmetrical and unstable. In second
building, the upper floors are cantilevered
in both sides and looking symmetrical. But
in this building also the whole weight is
concentrated more towards the top which
again makes the building unstable. In the
third example, the building is set back in

upper floors and looks good as compared to the pervious ones. However, this building is also not good, weight
of the whole building is concentrated towards one side and this again makes the building unstable.

-'--_
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Illustration from NSET Calendar
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APpropriate Form in ElevaUon Eml

Illustration from NSET Calendar

Some Specific Problems in
Building Configuration

Hammering bv Adjacent Building

Photo Courtesy: Annotated Slide Set, EERI
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Irregular and unsymmetrical form in
elevation also makes a building weak.
Therefore, building should be of uniform
shape and regular form in elevation also.
Upper floors should be of same shape and
same size as in the lower floors. Building
should have no walls in cantilever and it
should not be excessively set back.

Here, we discuss some specific problems
in building configuration.

When two buildings are attached with each
other, during earthquake vibration both the
buildings vibrate and they may hammer
to each other. Different buildings behave
differently in an earthquake. There may
be different amount of deflections in each
building. Incase the floor levels of adjacent
buildings are at the same level, the effect
of hammering may be less, but if the floors
are at different levels then floor level of
one building may hit at the middle of the
other building. This may be severe.
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Inurban areas, it is of normal practice that
ground floors are left open for garages,
parking, shops, stores or any other
commercial purpose. The walls in ground
floors are less than that in upper floors to
make it open. When there is significantly
less amount of wall in the ground floors
the total capacity of ground story to resist
the deflection due to earthquake shaking
becomes significantly less than the capacity
of upper stories. This makes the ground
story weaker than the upper story and it
can reach to failure stage far before the
other stories reach the stage. Hence in such
case ground floors collapse first and the
whole building may fall down. This
phenomenon is called the soft ground story

problem because the ground story is more soft than the adjacent stories.

This phenomenon may also happen in other floors, if the floor has significantly less walls or columns than in
the adjacent floors.

Adjacent Buildings E1D1 Therefore, buildings should be sufficiently
apart. If it is not possible to make them
sufficiently apart, then at least making their
floors at the same level can reduce the
problem.

Sketch concept from Earthquake Tips Series. IITK-BMTPC

Vertical load Path

Sketch concept from Earthquake Tips Series, IITK-BMTPC

Soli StOry Failure

normal

Illustration: from BSSC
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Other commonly seen problem is no perfect
vertical load path. Weight of occupants,
contents and non-structural elements are
taken up first by floors or slabs, floors and
slabs transfer the loads to beams and then
to columns or walls. These columns and
walls transfer the whole load to the subsoil
below the building through foundation. If
there is no wall or columns perfectly in
vertical line from top to the foundation,
then there will problem of transferring the
load. Therefore, all the walls or columns
of upper floors should be perfectly above
the walls or columns of bottom floors. No
walls or columns should start in between
the slab or beam.
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Earthquake Resistant
Building

APpropriate lavout 01Buildings

For masonry buildings
• Regular shape and appropriate size
• Proper distribution of walls .
. - More than two major wall each direction
- Evenly distributed walls

• Same shape and size in all the floors of the building
• No main walls in cantilever projection

No significantly less amount of wall in ground floor
• Proper size and place of doors and windows

APpropriate lavout 01Buildings

For Framed Buildings (Pillar system)
• Regular shape and appropriate size
• Columns (pillars) in grids forming a good lateral load

resisting system .
• Proper distribution of columns

- More than two columns (2 or more bays) in each
principal direction

- Evenly distributed columns
• Sufficient size of columns
• Same shape and size in all the floors of the building
• No main walls in cantilever projection
• No columns starting from middle of the slab or beam
• No significantly less amount of walls in the ground floor

M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout [ 34 ]

We can summarize the basic characteristic
configuration of an earthquake resistant
building as follows:

For a masonry load bearing building these
. are the main features of good configuration:

For an RCC' framed building to be of good
configuration it should have the following
main features:
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Ideal EarlJlquake Resistant Building

• Small mass
• Low HeighHo-base ratio

. tow center of mass relative to the ground
• Balanced lateral resistance

Direct load paths
• Symmetrical Plan

Uniform section and elevation
Uniform floor heights, and

• Maximum rotational resistance
• Short spans

In general, an earthquake resistant building
looks like this.

The stiffness of a body or a structural element
can differ according to its position and direction
of the force. For example, let us take a metal
plate. When we put the metal plate flat with
its width horizontal, supported at two ends and
try to put a weight over it, we see the metal
plate will deflect. Now, put the same metal
plate with its width vertical and try to put the

same weight over, then in this case the metal plate can easily resist the weight without any deflection of the plate.

This example gives the idea of stiffness of a structure.

Concept 01StlHness
In an earthquake resistantbuilding the stiffness
of different structural elements should be such
that they can resist the probable displacement
of the structure and the structural members are
placed such that their stiffness are
proportionately distributed.

Stiffness is a property of a body by which it
can resist the deflection. If a body can resist
sufficient amount of displacement then the
body is called stiff.

STRENGTH and STIFFNESS

Member are equally strong but their stiffness is different

Similar to this example structural elements like beams, columns and walls should be placed in such a position that they
will give more stiffness to the structure. A beam should be placed with its longer side vertical so that it will give high
stiffness to resist vertical load and posses less deflection.

Illustration: from Bsse
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Similarly, ductility is the other important
property of a structure that is assumed to
be 'essential to make a building earthquake
.resistant. Ductility.is a property of a
material by which it can take more force
without any sudden damage but with the
gradual elongation of the material. By
ductility an element 'can absorb larger
amount of energy in it without sudden
breaking of the element.

When we try to break a steel spoon and
apply increasing force to it; in place of
sudden breaking it starts to bend with the
elongation in its length. Itwill break only
after a number of repeated application of
force to bend it back and forth. In contrast
to the steel spoon if we try to break a plastic

spoon at the certain level of force the plastic spoon suddenly breaks down. In first example, ductility of the
steel makes the spoon elongate and prevent the sudden break whereas in the second, the plastic spoon does
not have the ductility but it is brittle so itfails suddenly.

Concept 01Duetilltv mmm
DUCTILITY

Finally, the considerations for good
configuration of buildings can be
summarized as dos and don'ts as in the
following:

Ductility is the characteristic of materials such as steel
that fall only after considerable deformation has
occurred.

Nonductile Materials
(like poorly reinforced
concrete) fail without
warning In a brittle
manner

Illustration from esse

I.

In an earthquake resistant building it is tried to make all the structural elements and their joints ductile as far
as possible by providing the steel reinforcing bars or any other reinforcement so as to give sufficient ductility

" ,to the structure; For this detailing 'of the reinforcements should be given special attention and they should be
constructed as per the requirement of ductile behavior.

Building Configuration
Do and Don't Do

M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout [ 36 ]
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..
II..

Plan shapes

Asymmetry
of building in

Plan

Seismic Joints

Or

Strengthening
of Connection

mmmi

No Yes

[:------:-----]
Signiflcant difference betwHn wall.

Inxandy

Irregula, arrangement of vertlcal
element

BaJaneed will. In It and y

No Yes

= F= =

Unclear Frame Behavior Good Frame Behavior... in x and y

L: ! : J CJ•.......i
Concentratkm d Shear Wall at Good Dlstrfbution of SheAr Walls

centraJarea In the peripheral areas
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No

I..,.
I

Yas

Weak (comparatively) beam-atrong
Column (Beam Failure mechanism)

717. 'T?71777. "777l77J '?Tn?/, 7TfJ777. 7,
Strong beam-weak Column
(column Failure mechanism)

I I

71'7. 'T1'7?7r/. 7r/77)7. _7T717. H717/7." 71

Uniform Column

Yas

"777. "P71'7}7; //7TI7" /_ 7TJ'/7/' 71717J7/ 7]'

1";C0rrectly supported columns

Seismic Joint at appropriate location

mm

Open Ground Floor.

• No

Proper Design or Strengthening of
Flexible Elements

Yas

No Seismic Joint

Interaction of structural Elements of
Different stiffness

Equal Walls in Ground Floor

Increased siz8 of columns and
beams

• No
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Building Systems I TVPes

• TImber frame
• Load Bearing Masonry - Adobe, Brick in mud, brick in

cement, stone (mud/cement), Block
• RCC Framed
• Steel frame
• Composite

.• This manual covers the Load bearing masonry with
brick/stone and RCC framed buildings

mmmi
These are the common types of buildings
available in Nepal depending upon the
building system or the construction
"material.

.Out of these systems and types, this mason
manual covers and describes only the
construction of load bearing masonry wall
buildings and RCC framed buildings.
Following sessions of this manual/training
program are devoted in describing the
various aspects of these building types in
detail.

Here are some of the issues for discussion
with the participants if they are interested
and raise the questions.

EXERCISE

<9 Exercise on Planning and la.out 01a Building mmm
Task:
- A landowner wants to construct a 2-storied building in

his existing plot of land with the following requirements.
The detail of plot has been given in the attached sheet.

Plot detail:
- Name of the plot A
- Size of land- 10m (32 feet) on the road side and 13m

(42 feet) on the back side, (L= 13m, B= 10m)
- A 3-storied building exists on the west side of the plot

as shown. The building is constructed adjacent to the
boundary line of the proposed land.

- There is 4m wide road on the south face of the plot

building or for load bearing masonry building.

In this exercise, participants will be given
plan of a piece of land and required sizes
of rooms and facilities for a proposed
building to be constructed on the land.
Then they will be asked to plan and layout
the building appropriately. Main purpose
of this exercise" is to give the -Idea of good:
configuration of buildings and orient them.
how to make a good plan; For this they
will be given papers, pens, hardboard!
plywood, threads, pins, rubber band, board
. marker, small blocks (similar to bricks but
smaller in size) etc. to make the plan. They
. can use any of the material as per their
convenience. The trainer will facilitate
them while planning and laying-out.
Participants will work in the groups. Each
group will make one plan either for framed

[ 39 ]M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout
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Plot 01 land

lIIustra,tion: NSET

.-;

I. Requirements 01the Building

• '2 nos. Bed Room of size 3.00m x 4.50m (10 ft. x
15 ft.)
1 Living room of size 3.00m x 4.50m (10 ft. x 15 ft.)

• Kitchen / Dining- 1
• Toilet - inside
• Staircase- inside
• Balcony at the front

Materials to be provided
.' Following items-will be given to prepare

the plan for RCC framed structure
- Thumbpins
- Rubber bands '
- 'Card board/Ply wood/hard board of

size 3 feet x 4.5 feet
- 'Board marker to mark the size and

location of openings
- Other necessary items

• Following items will be given to prepare
the plan for Load-bearing building
- Blocks (similar to bricks but reduced

in size)
- Small wooden strips for making

.doors and windows
Nails, binding wire, saw, binding
materials as required,. Exercise

,. Prepare two draft plans as per the requirement on the
, existing land:' , '
-' one for load bearing building and another for RCC

, framed b~ilding

• Provide 'doors and windows as required and permitted

..

, .
[Please let the participants prepare the
plan and layout Assist them by giving
some clues for better plans; Finally allow
them to clief them about their works and
tell them good & bad aspects in their plan
based on the guidelines provided in the
lectures.]

[ 40 ]M2IS1 - Site Selection, Configuration and Layout
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Module 2 I Session 2
Construction of Masonry
Buildings: Foundation'

Learning outcomes
In this session we will discuss about the
importance, type and construction
techniques of foundation of masonry

: buildings. Following will be the learning
outcomes of this session.
After completing this sessions, participants
will be able to
• define relationship between soil type,

no. of stories and type of buildings with
respect to determining the size of
foundation.
use recommended construction
techniques of foundation.

• use appropriate type of material,
incorporate EQR components in the
foundation.

• use appropriate construction technique
for foundation in terrace land

Foundation is bottom-most part of a
structure which transfers all-the load of
superstructure to the soil beneath it.Loads
due to the occupants and contents are first
taken up by floors, then by beams, walls
or columns and finally transferred to the
underlying soil in a wide area through the
foundation. Foundation is essential part
of any structure, without which loads of
the structure can .not be uniformly
transferred to the soil and the structure
will not be stable.

Buildings may have different types of
foundation depending upon the type of
structure and the material of construction
used, "It also depends on the type of the

foundation sub-soil. For an RCC framed building, the foundation is mostly of isolated spread footing whereas
for.a masonry building with brick or stone walls it is continuous strip footing of brick or stone masonry. In
this session we will discuss about the foundation of masonry buildings.

What is FoundaUon

• Foundation is a bottom-most part of a structure which
transfers the whole load of the structure to the soil beneath
it.

• It is a critical part of a structure which plays main role in
overall stability of the structure.

• Foundation for a particular structure depends on type of
the structure and foundation sub soil. -

[ 41 ]M2IS2 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Foundation
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FoundaUon lor Masonn Building

• For load bearing wall construction, strip footing of masonry,
plain concrete or RC is commonly used.

• RC strip footing is most effective for seismic and settlement
consideration in soft as well as firm soils

• Masonry footings are most frequently used.

Load bearing masonry building in Nepal
and the like countries generally have the
continuous strip footing as the foundation.
The foundation footing may be of brick
or stone masonry or it may be of RCC or
PCC depending upon the type of the
superstructure, material availability and
the economy. RCC or PCC footing is little
more expensive as compared to the
masonry footing of brick or stone. Seismic
performance of RCC footings is better
than the others as well as it is good from
settlement point of view. However, due
to economy, easy availability and easy
construction process masonry footings are
the most widely used foundation type for
load bearing masonry buildings.

FoundaUon lor Masonn Building

Wall

Floorl8vel

Ground level

Masonry footing

Footing stem wall thlcknss$
plus ha" units

Illustration: NSET, National Building Gode

Continuous strip footing for a masonry
building looks like as shown in the figure
above. This is internal view of the
foundation which is covered by the ground
and can not be seen from outside. Width
of footing at the bottom is made wide
enough so that it can transmit the
superstructure and foundation load to a
wide area.

In following slides we will discuss one-
by-one the different types of footings used
in load bearing masonry buildings.

[ 42 ]M2IS2 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Foundation
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As mentioned earlier, RCC footing is the
most suited from seismic and settlement
-consideration in soft as well as in firm
soils. This is due to the capacity of
reinforced concrete to resist both tension'
'and compression forces which in the case
of masonry, it has little or no .capacity to
resist, tension forces. In case of an
earthquake ..there will not be only

I compressive forces but there will also be
tensile forces coming in the footing.

In this system; required size and no. of
steel reinforcing bars are .laid over brick
,or stone soling or lean concrete layer and

,~.., then concrete is casted over to make the
L-lIlu-st-ra-tio-n:-N-sE-r.-.N-at-io-na-IB-Ul-'Id-ing-C-O-de--------------___.J required size and shape of the footing.

Width of the footing should be. such that
it can transmit the load of the building uniformly to the foundation sub-soil without making any part of the
sub-soil overloaded or overstressed.

Similarly, the thickness of the footing is made tapered since it requires more thickness near to the superstructure
wall and less at the far end of the footing. The area near to the wall is subjected to more punching forces due
to the concentrated load from the superstructure wall. Considering this, the minimumthickness of the footing
at .the far endshould not be less than 150mm and it increases towards the center of the footing.

Then above the tapered footing, remaining foundation wall and the superstructure walls rest. The remaining
foundation wall-may be of the same RCt or it may be of masonry wall. ' -

RecStrip FoOting'

• RCC footing is most effective
for seismic and settlement

, consideration in soft as.we]l as
firm soil?

PCC footing is similar to RCC footing;
only the difference between these two is
the reinforcing bars inside the concrete.
In PCC footing there is no reinforcing
bars inside. Due to the reinforcing bars .
placed in the concrete the footing becomes
little more expensive but the strength of
the footing increases significantly.
Therefore. PCC footing is inferior than
the RCC footing but is economical.

In this system, a RC strip is laid
on brick or stone soling.

• The minimum thickness of the
, strip should not be less than
'150mm. .

• Wall thickness equal to that of
first story structure can be
erected on the strip as shown
in the Figure.

pee Strip Footing mmm '
• This type of foundation is ~

inferior to RC strip footing.
• Plain or lime concrete with

minimum thickness of 150mm
is laid on soil, brick or stone
soling
Over this PCC layer the
masonry footings is built using _."""" ______
gradually reducing wall
thickness to obtain the final
wall thickness.

• Often, the footing stem is kept ~--
a half unit wider than the
superstructure wall at plinth
level as shown in figures.

Illustration:NSET,'NationalBuildingCode
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$L!lt~QI~where. stone or PQulc:te.r~
~re.~v~lI~ple. in ~pL!nda!1C;e.,

$,cme.~Qf ~QO mm Qr Ie.§§are
§l,Ii,~plEl.,

I~i§ p~§i9.?l.Iy stQnf;!ma§QRry in.
matril< qf 1;3;6 to t~j~c~m¢re.tEl
which WQrk~as poth pinc:t~r~flC:I
fine.r r:n~te.ri~1.

Plmn ~on(1r~t~footin~ i~~nQth~r typ~ of
footing which CM b~used whe.re.the. ~tOJW~
or the. bo~lde.r~axe.~y~H~ble.in ~b1IDqill19e..
Plum ~on~re.te. i~ a king of QQngre.t~in
which a major portion of it is filled by
stone boulders of ~bm~t ~qQrnm iQ
QombinatiQn with lean concrete mi!' of
1;~;~or le~e.:r proportion, illtills concre.te,
the. voids among the. boulders ~re fined
by the concrete mix, This type of footing
i~not so common, . ... ..

~--
It [s th~ most common §trip fOl,!nd~ti9n,which c~n
be. Gon~trI,!Gte.O in cement or muc! mQrtCir,

Illustration.: N$E."[; {II~tional EJuilcfi'1999d8

Most commonly used type 'of foundation
for a load bearing ffi~~onrYWllllbuilding
is masonry footing of'brick or stone. The
masonry footing is generally made
stepped, the. width at the. bottom being
more and the.width at the.top of the footing
is equal to the width of the wall above.
The footing wall may be of brick Of stone.
depending upon the availability of it and
tnt;!mortar aJ~o mud Of the cement,

" Appropriate Foundation Option

! An RC fqoting is appropriate
from seismic and settlement
consideration.

! While most commonly used and
economical footing type is
masonry footing ...

• Therefore, there should be
SOme.optimization between
these two,

• If we provide an RC band at the
bottom and use masonry footing
above, this wil! be an optimized
§olution,

lIIustf!Jtit;m: {liSE!, Natior~1 fjuilding COcf8

Even though RCC footing is most ~ff~~tiv~
from seismic and stlttleni~nt point of view,

. due to its cost it is not commonly used,
On the other hand, masonry wall footing
is most common but it "is weaker to
withstand earthquake vibration and ground
settlement, Therefore, there should be
some optimum type of foundation having
both economy and strength. Such
optimized solution is masonry footing
with RCC band at the base. In this solution,
an RCC band as shown in the figure is
provided at the bottom and above this
band the masonry footing is constructed.
.Details of this type of footing is discussed
in the later slides.

[ 44 ]M2IS2 - Construction qf M(jsonry Buildings: Foundation
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Slie 01Foodng

Wali
,oi:&'t--- Vei'tieai

Reinforcemeni

FGL :::Finished Ground level
a ::: Haif or brick or stone length
b = Quarter or brick or stone Unit lerigiii
iN ::Widih of fooiing
T :: Thickness of wall
X = (W-T)/6

=1-+-__ -'-'w__ ~

Illustration: NSET, National BUilding Code

ami The depth of footing should go below the
weathering zone. Usually a depth of 750
to 900mm below ground level will 'be
adequate except iii special problem soils
(e.g. black cotton, highly plastic Soils). It
should not be placed oh filled soil.

The footing should have adequate width
to meet the requirements of safe bearing
pressure. Widths of7,SOmm:for one story,
1 In for two story and 1.2 III for :3 stories
are frequently used 'and are enough in .
alluvial soils. These may be reduced for
rocky foundations.

The foundation should be on firm base of
lime or cement concrete 'with minimum
thickness of 150 mm over which the

masonry footings may be built using gradually reducing steps to obtain the final wall thickness. Often, the
footing stem is kept 11 half unit wider than the superstructure wail at plinth level.

<X_ MinimUm Size of FoundatiOn

Size of footing depending upon no. otstones (mm)

Soil Type
2 2+Aitic

Wioth Depth Width Depth Width Depth

H;frd 750 750 . 750 750 750 750
Mellium 750 750 750 750 750 750
Weak 750 750 900 750 900 750

this table provides the minimum size. of
foundation for masonry footing in different s.... 5iitK<':""·"

types of foundation sub-soil and different
no. of stories.

~

" Prelerable Size 01Foundation

Foundanon Size

Building Type up to 1 story Up to 2 stories Up to 3 stories

Depih Widlh Depth Width Depth Width
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mill)

BrieleMasonry in 800 750 900 900Cement mortar

Stane Masonry in 800 750 900 900Cement mortar

Brick Masonry In 800 830 1000 1000I\\Id mortsr

Similarly, this table gives the appropriate
size of foundation for' different no. of
stories and different wall types.

M2IS2 - Construction ofMasonry Buildings: Foundation 45
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~..•.;..... Size 01Superstructure Walls

Floor Min. Wall Thickness
(mm)

Second 230
Brick masonlY in Cement First 230mortar

},
Ground 350

Stone MasonlY in Cement First 230
mortar or Brick Masonry in mud

mortar Ground 350

~•, .... Foundation in Sloping Ground

SuperstructUre
!

Finlshed ground r&~ eo -- 1.2 m Min.

1.2mMfn.
Substructure

x:: 2t or 1m (greater)

h = max. 300mm

0= max. 20·

-+----'''---+----'----+-_-"----t_!...--t---''-----+-v = Max.1m

Whenever building on a sloping ground is unavoidable. special care should
be taken while constructing the foundation.

Illustration: NSET, National Building Code

This table provides the required thickness
of superstructure wall for different no: of
stories and different masonry wall types.
The footing wall just below the plinth
level should not be less than the thickness
of the superstructure wall. Therefore, this
table also gives the minimum thickness
of the plinth wall.

As far as possible, building should be on
a level ground. But in a mountainous
country like Nepal, it is always not possible
and building construction on a sloping
ground is absolutely unavoidable in some
cases. In such condition, if.possible it is
best to make the ground level first and
then to start the construction. However,
this is also not possible in most of the
cases. Therefore, stepped excavation'and
stepped' foundation as shown is figure is
the best option for such circumstances.
Width of steps, depth of excavation,
distance of side drainage, height of finished
ground level etc. should be as shown in
the drawing.

Earthquake Resistant Components
in Masonry Foundation

Now, we discuss about the earthquake
resistant elements that has to be
incorporated in the foundation of a load
bearing masonry building.

[ 46 ]M2IS2 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Foundation
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This band is provided throughout the entire
foundation length and ties the whole
building atthe foundation level.This helps
to keep the building as one unit even
during earthquake vibration and prevents
the damage of the foundation. This band
is also effective to minimize the problem
due to settlement of foundation sub-soil.
When the sub-soil settles down unequally,
even in that case this band helps to keep

the foundation at the same level and prevents the cracks and damages due to settlement.

Foundation Band EmIl
• .A reinforced concrete band provided throughout the

foundation helps to perform better during earthquake;

• It ties the whole building at foundation level and helps to
prevent damage due to settlement of foundation sub soil.

• This band is cost-effective solution for normal residential
buildings in very weak and liquefiable soils to"medium
soils.

Of course, as discussed earlier, foundation J

band of reinforced concrete is the best
option as an earthquake' resistant element
in a masonry building. This band is cost-
.effective solution for normal residential
. buildings in very weak and liquefiable
soils to medium soils.

Foundation Band

• Thickness and width of this band
depends on the span of footing
between supporting walls and the
thickness of the wall at plinth.

• Width should not be less than wall
thickness at plinth.

• Thickness should be 75mm
minimum.
-Minirnurn 2 nos. 12mm diameter
bars with 4.75mm diameter single
legged stirrups at 150mm spacing.

• If the width is more than 350mm,
it is preferable to use more than 2
nos. of bars.

Foundation Band

Illustration: NSET. National Building Code

Size of the RCC foundation band depends
on the span and the load above it.The
minimum width .of this band should 'not
be less than the width of the wall at plinth
and the thickness 'should not be less than
75mm. Thickness can be similar to the
bands at plinth (plinth band), sill (sill
band) or lintel (lintel band) and will be
discussed later in the session of masonry
wall construction. Also, the-reinforcement
,in this band wiil be similar to other bands.

Con~truction of Masonry Footing
with RC Band -

In following few slides we will discuss
on the construction steps of masonry wall
footings with the foundation band at the
base.
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Above this lean concrete layer, required
no. and size of reinforcements are placed.
Before placing the reinforcements,
formwork should be placed for making

required width and depth of the band. This can be made alternatively by constructing brick walls at the sides.

Finally, concrete mix of 1:2:4 proportion (MIS) is poured in into the prepared formwork. Hence the concrete
foundation band is constructed. After curing for few days, masonry footing is constructed above the band as
done in the normal masonry footings.

ConstnlCUon Steps

• Foundation excavation to true line and level
• Compaction of excavated foundation soil level
• One layer flat brick or stone soling
• P.C.C. (1 :3:6) over soling
• Placing formwork or constructing brick wall at sides for

required size of foundation band
• Placing reinforcements for the band
• Erecting vertical reinforcement for the wall connecting to

the foundation band reinforcement
• Concreting the band with minimum of M15 (1 :2:4) concrete

mix
• Construction of masonry wall footing above the band

After laying out the building plan,
excavation is done to the required depth
and width in true line and level. The
excavated ground is then compacted well
to make a hard base in true horizontal
level. Over the compacted base, one layer
of flat brick or stone soling is done and
again above this soling lean foundation
concreting (p.C.C. 1:3:6) is done to make
the foundation base uniform and to protect
the band reinforcement from the ground
moisture.

Making Appropriate Width 01Band

Photo: NSET, School Earthquake Safety Program, Kathmandu

In foundation band construction, economy
can be achieved by reducing the width of
the band.

The band can be made covering the whole
width of the footing. However, the full
width is not necessary and it can be made
at least equal to the width of the plinth
wall. This reduction in the width can save
a significant amount. In this case of
reduced width of foundation band, in place
of formwork, brick wall as shown in the
picture at the sides can be used. This will
also contribute to the economy as wall as
the good quality of work.

Placing Reinlorcements

Photo: NSET, School Earthquake Safety Program, Nateswori Primary School, Bhaktapur

While placing reinforcements for the
foundation band, not only the band
reinforcements but also the vertical
reinforcements should be placed as shown
in the picture. These vertical
reinforcements have to be placed at comers
and junctions and these are required for
giving the tensile strength to the
superstructure walls. The superstructure
walls will be discussed later in next
session. The vertical reinforcements should
have sufficient anchorage (L) inserted into
the band reinforcement. It should be at
least 60 times of the diameter of the
vertical bar.

Details of these reinforcements are as
discussed in the reinforcements of other
bands in the next session.
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Concredng ami

Photo: NSET, School Earthquake Safety Program, Himalaya Primary School, Bhaktapur

After all the reinforcements are placed in
position, concreting is done as shown in
the photo, Concrete should be well placed,
compacted and cured.

Finished BCBand in Masonn FooUng

Photo: NSET, SESP

The photograph shows the completed RCC
band in the foundation of a masonry
building. The vertical reinforcements
starting from the foundation band are also
seen in the picture. Now, above this band
the masonry wall footing is constructed.

Finished Masonn Fooling

Photo: NSET, SESp, Shree KrIshna Secondary School, Dhapakhel, Lalitpur

These are some photographs showing the
views of masonry wall footing with
foundation RCC band at the base (now
hidden).
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Specific Problems and Solutions

Here, the participants are encouraged to
raise specific problems frequently
encountered during the construction of
masonry foundation and tty to find out
-the .solution after discussion:·- .
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Module' 2 I Session 3
Construction of Masonry

Buildings: Walls

e· (~@,r!a
NSET

Masonry wall construction has been a
major type of building construction since
ancient times. Stones, bricks and blocks
of different sizes, shapes and quality h~v~
been in use as masonry units and mud,
lime and cement as binding materials.

Masonry buildings have been suffering
from earthquake damages in which
significant number of population have
been killed throughout the world. On the
other hand, there are many historical cities
in the world where a large stock of old
masonry buildings still exist surviving
after numbers of large earthquakes.

In this session participants will learn about
earthquake resistant construction of
masonry buildings.

Learning outcomes
After completing this session, participants will be able to:
• Use appropriate bonding of masonry units based on materials use.

Use techniques of strengthening of corners and junctions.
Correctly incorporate horizontal and vertical reinforcements -r-- _ ,

\I) .Earthquake Behavior of Masonrv Buildings

~ - If improperly
~ pinned table is

pushed il will
,collapse

TIle strength of the paper box is
fully depend upon the strength
of the joint between tour side
leafs, top and bottom leafs.

.If we study the damages of masonry
buildings, we find the failure of joints
between different masonry wall elements
as the major cause of damage. A masonry
building consisting of different wall
elements can be viewed as similar to a
paper box consisting of different paper
pieces joinedtogether, The strength and
quality of the paper box depends on the
quality of joints between different pieces.
Similarly, the quality of masonry building
also depends on the joint of the masonry
'walls.

A building can be compared to
tile paper box, Further, if we view a table,joints between

different elements are the crucial points
to give the strength to the table. If the
joints are not properly pinned, the table

may collapse even in a small push over it. A masonry building can also be compared with a table.

In the following sections you will learn the important factors that make a masonry building strong and earthquake
resistant.
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Ie Bond in Masonn Construction mmmi Walls are made up of small masonry units
like boulder, stone, bricks, blocks etc.
joined together in a systematic way.
Method of joining these masonry units is
called "BOND" and there are different
methods of joining the masonry units.
Bond between masonry units is an
important factor to make a wall strong.
Buildings having properly bonded walls
are much stronger and durable and walls
with improper bonding are weaker. To
join one masonry unit with other mortars
of different types are used. Type of bond
and mortar used converts individual
masonry units into a single homogeneous
wall.

• Walls are made up of small
masonry units.

• Method of joining masonry units
is called "Bond"

• Building becomes stronger only
if properly bonded

Photo: NSET, SESP

Ie Bond in Masonn Construcdon In the figure given, we can see two types
of brick walls. Can you guess, which wall
is stronger and why?

Of course, wall A is weak and B is strong.
Wall A is just a stack of bricks on a straight
line in which each brick rests on only one
brick immediately below it. Itcan be easily
knocked down. On the other hand, each
brick of wall B transfers its load to at least
two bricks below it and they are
interlocked by staggered brick layers. Wall
B is stronger as compared to wall A.

From this, it is clearly seen that each
masonry unit must rest centrally on at
least two masonry units below it.

As stated earlier, there are different types of masonry units: bricks, stones and blocks are commonly used
masonry units. Now, we will go through existing practices, defects and possible corrective measures in the
masonry wall construction.

• Which wall is stronger?

• Why?

• A is weak, Bricks are just
stacked

• B is Stronger, Bricks are in a
bond
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In general, walls with same type of bricks are stronger than that of composite ones. They are also easier to
construct. The impact of forces coming to different types of bricks vary in a composite wall; the weaker bricks
get crushed easily while the stronger bricks do not in the same level of force. In such condition, the wall starts
to get separated in two parts (weaker and stronger). This separation causes the wall to bulge out or delaminate.
When the wall is deformed it makes the building weaker.

Hence, use of same type of bricks makes easier to construct a stronger building, whereas use of different types
of bricks may make a building weaker. Therefore, as far as possible same type of bricks should be used in all
the walls of a building; if it is not possible to use same bricks then it should be tried to use similar quality bricks
and special care should be taken while constructing so that the bond between different types of bricks will be
good enough.

Masonn Wall with Bricks

• Building with bricks
- Same bricks in all walls

- Compos its brick walls
Chinese & Local
bricks
Brunt and sun dried
bricks

Photo: 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India, NSET

We can find different size and quality of
bricks available in the market. According
to the availability and quality of
construction needed, people use different
bricks. Inmost of the cases, people prefer
to use same type of brick in a building,
however, due to the economy and
availability different types of bricks are
also used in a single wall or a building.
In some cases, people also use bricks with
stones or blocks. These types of walls
with different masonry units are called
composite walls. The composite of
different bricks may be of Chinese and
local bricks, different types of local bricks
or burnt and unburnt bricks.

I. Masonn Wall with Bricks EmIl
• Brick Wall

Photo: 1988 Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal, NSET

Another practice commonly seen is the
use of broken bricks or brick pieces in the
inside faces of the walls. Use of broken
bricks makes the vertical joints in a wall
to be in a same straight line and hence he
wall can easily be cracked. So, care should
be taken not to use broken bricks in main
wall of a building. Due to economic
consideration, it is sometimes unavoidable
to use such bricks. In such case, use of
excessive volume of such broken bricks
should be avoided and there should be no
vertical joints in a straight line.
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I. Masonry Wall with Boulder Stones mmmi
• Building with Boulder
- Boulders used as it is available

Photo: NSET, 1988 Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal

Boulder stone is another type of masonry
material mostly used near the river banks
since rivers and natural streams are the
main sources of boulder stones. The
history of earthquake damage has shown
that a wall made up of boulder stones
easily crumble down even in a small
earthquake. Boulders are round in shape
and do not have flat surface thus making
the contact area between two boulders is
very much little and difficult to properly
bond together. Also, boulders are heavy
in weight. These are the reasons why
boulder stone walls fall down easily even
in a small force.

Boulder stones should not be used as
masonry material without dressing the
surfaces. The dressing is done so that they
can be placed in flat surface and contact
surface also increases.

In stone masonry wall construction, flat
surfaces of the stones should be placed
horizontal, but we can see many cases
around the Nepalese cities that flat surfaces
placed vertically. This is done to give the
wall or the building a good looking or in
other words it is done for good

architectural view. In this case, two surfaces of walls are made of the stones with their flat surface placed
vertically and inner part is filled with smaller stone pieces and mortar. This practice allows the stones to fall
down easily as they are stable only due to the mortar joint but not due to their self weight. Also, during
earthquakes these stones can be shattered like a glass and hit the people. Therefore, the use of stones in this
manner should strictly be avoided.

Wall With Quarry Stones

• Building with Quarry Stones
- Larger stones on sides
- Packing stone chips in the
middle

Photo: NSET, 1988 Udaypur Earthquake. Nepal

The other type of stones used in wall
construction is quarry stones. Quarry
stones are generally available in hilly areas
and they are the common building material
used in these areas. As these stones are
taken out from the large quarries, they are
already broken into pieces and normally
flat and cubical in shape. However, further
dressing may be necessary to make more
regular shape and size.
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Stone Masonry Walls Emil

Common Problem in Stone Masonry Works

Photo Courtesy: Left - TAEC, Right - NSET, Bailedi, Nepal

No matter whether boulder stones are used
or the quarry stones, it is a common
practice that the inner parts of the walls
are filled with small stone pieces and
mortar. This way of constructing a wall
makes the stone units of inner and outer
faces not bonded together properly which
results in separation of two faces of the
wall, bulging and delamination. Such
deformation in stone walls may lead to
collapse of the building even in normal
times whereas they are fatal during an
earthquake.

Failure 01Stone Walls

Stone wall delamination
with buckled walls

Bulging and subsequent
failure of stone wall

Illustration (Left): IAEE, Photo: Righ t) NSET

The figures show separation, bulging,
delamination and collapse of stone
masonry walls

Failure 01Stone Walls

Failure of outer face of the stone walls

Photo: NSET, 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

This is another example showing the
failure of outer face of the stone wall.
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Through Stones In Stone Walls mmmJ
The problem of separation of two faces
of stone walls can be easily mitigated by
not using the stone pieces or mortar in
excessive volume at the inner part of the
wall and by providing through stones at
certain appropriate intervals. Through
stones are provided at appropriate intervals
in both horizontal and vertical direction
and they should be provided in staggered
fashion.

When there is shortage of large stones to
be used as through stones, timber blocks
or steel hooks can also be used in place
of through stones or in combination with
them.

Implementation of simple technique (through stone) can mitigate
the problem

Illustration from NSET Calendar

This figure shows the use of through
stones, timber blocks and steel hooks
together for tying two faces of stones walls
properly.

Through Stones

Illustration Courtesy: IAEE Monogram

Through Stones

~ 1.Ston.wan
2. Vertical steel bar
3. casing pipe
•. 'through' stone
$. Conc:,..,t block

110 1110 •• 00-150 orrn long
6. Long .onc:reel block

110 1110 1510 .. 00 long

® Sectional plan @ Sectional elevation

Illustration: NSET, National Building Code
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This technology have been in use since few years back in the school projects of NSET under the School
Earthquake Safety Program (SESP) and is becoming popular day-by-day.

The details of making stone crete blocks are described in session 1 of module 4: Alternative Building Materials
and Construction Technologies.

Stonecrete Blocks ready for use in construction

Photo: NSET, SESP· Kavresthali Lower Secondary School, Kathmandu

Stoneerete Masonn Building EmIl

Stonecrete masonry building under construction

Photo: NSET, SESP - Kavresthali Lower Secondary School, Kathmandu

Main problem in stone masonry wall is
due to the irregular shape and size of stone
units. To overcome the problem, use of
stonecrete blocks may be easy, cost-
effective and appropriate solution.

Stonecrete block is a solid block consisting
of stone pieces in the core surrounded by
lean concrete mix to give proper shape
and size. Significant volume of the block
is of stone pieces (40 - 60%) so that it is
a low-cost solution for the location where
stones of more smaller sizes are available.
The strength of such blocks is also good
enough to use as main masonry wall
material.

This photograph shows the construction
of a school building by using the stonecrete
blocks made locally in the school.
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Thickness of mortar plays a vital role in
the strength of masonry wall. The mortar
thickness should be optimum; thin mortars
can not bond the masonry units properly
and the thick mortar makes the wall

weaker. The optimum thickness of mortar for brick or block masonry is 1 to 1.2 em (3/8" to 4/8"). It is very
much difficult in a stone masonry wall to make the mortar thickness uniform, however it must be ensured that
the thickness is not less than 1.2 cm.

Monar In Masonn ConstrucUon

2 photos of wall being
constructed that

clearly showing the
activities and

materials being used
(stone and bricks).
The photographs
should contain

masonry units, and
mortar in the
background.

Photo: NSET, SESp· Shree Krishna Secondary School, Dhapakhel, Lalitpur

mml Mortar is an important component in
masonry construction which joins masonry
units (bricks, stones or blocks) to each
other to form a masonry wall. Type 0

mortar and thickness are another factors
that affect the strength of a wall.

Mortar may be of cement, lime or mud
depending upon the type and purpose of
building and the availability, however
cement sand mortar is the preferable one
to make an earthquake resistant building.

Common Defects in Masonry Buildings
and Mitigation Measures for Earthquake

Resistance

In the second part of this session, we will
discuss about common defects in masonry
buildings and corrective measures for
reducing the defects.

Vertical Cracks and Separation 01Walls mm

Corners in masonry buildings are
inherently week and first suffer from
horizontal force during Earthquake.

Photo Courtesy: Siddhi Shrestha, TAEC, 1988 Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal

Long vertical cracks and separation of
walls at corners and tee junctions are
commonly seen defects in masonry
buildings. These are seen not only after
earthquakes but also in normal life of the
weak buildings. Corners and tee junctions
are the places where the walls from two
orthogonal directions are joined together
and these two walls behave differently.
Therefore, these locations are inherently
weak points in a building.

Here are some photographs showing the
vertical cracks and separation of walls in
masonry buildings.
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Stone Masonry

Wall Separation

Photo: Bhuj Earthquake, India, NSET

mmmi
Vertical cracks and separation of walls at
the comer of stone masonry building.

Brick Masonry

Wall Separation

Photo: Bhuj Earthquake, India, NSET

Vertical cracks and separation of walls at
the comer of brick masonry building.

Toothing as our
construction

practice makes the
building inherently
weak at the corner

Photo: NSET, Bhairhawa, Nepal

In one hand, the junctions are inherently
weak locations, on the other hand we are
constructing the junction with toothing
joint between the two walls as shown in
the figure. Constructing all the walls of a
building at once is difficult, so some walls
are constructed first and remaining walls
joined later. While doing this, it is of
common practice to provide toothed joints.
In such joints it is not possible to put the
mortar everywhere in the joint; vertical
and top surfaces can not be perfectly
provided with mortar. Also this makes the
weak vertical joints in the same location
through out the wall height. Ultimately,
the inherently weak locations are further
weakened by the use of toothed joints.
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An RCC stitch is L or T shaped concrete band of usually one brick thick and reinforcing bars inside. Length
of the stitch on either side is about 2.50 times the thickness of wall or it may be l.20 to l.50 m. The stitches
should be provided at about 500-700 mm as the vertical interval. The view of reinforcements of RCC comer
and tee stitches are as shown in the photos.

Joints In Orthogonal Walls mm3l
Simple improvement on construction practice give most satisfactory result

Sloping Joints at comers (most satisfactory)

Illustration Courtesy: IAEE Monogram

Slapping an anactlVe solHUon

Photo: NSET, SESp, Shree Krishna Secondary School, Dhapakhel, Lal#pur

Joinl StranUlhenlng bVSmch

Reinforcement detail view of RCC corner stitch

Photo: NSET, SESp, Himalaya Primary School, Thimi, Bhaktapur
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For mitigating the problem of weak
comers and tee junctions, first we have to
change the practice of providing toothed
joints and second, some extra joint
strengthening measures should be
provided.

The weakness due to toothed joints can
easily be removed by using stepped joints
in place of toothed joints whenever
necessary. Steps are easy to construct as
well as when another wall is to be joined
mortar can be placed at all necessary
places. Also the joint will not be at the
same vertical line. It is a simple method
of increasing the strength with no extra
cost and extra effort.

This photo shows the stepped joints in
actual construction of a building.

The inherent weakness of wall joints can
be removed by just providing stepped
joints, for this extra strengthening of
comers and tee junctions are necessary.
Joint strengthening elements commonly
called the stitches have to be provided at
the junctions. The stitch is L or Tee shaped
element which properly joins two
orthogonal walls together. Stitches may
be of RCC band, timber or bamboo
depending upon the type of building and
material available. RCC stitches are
suitable for masonry buildings with cement
mortar and timber or bamboo stitches are
suitable for masonry buildings with mud
mortar. However, RCC stitch can also be
provided in the mud mortared buildings.
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The reinforcing bars required are 8 rom
diameter torsteel for main bars and 4.75
rom diameter torsteel for ties or hooks
(rings). The reinforcement bars are first
prepared as shown in the photograph and
then placed in appropriate location, tied
by binding wire and covered with concrete
of 1:2:4 mix.

mmBiJoint Strengthening bv SUtch

Reinforcement detail view of RCC T stitch

Photo: NSET, SESp, Nateshwori Primary School, Chhaling, Bhaktapur

Details of reinforcements for the stitches
are as shown in the figures. 2 longitudinal
bars of 8 rom diameter torsteel and tied
with 4.75rom diameter rings at a spacing
of 150rom (6") center to center.

Joint Suengthening bv SUtch

Illustration Courtesy: IAEE Monogram

For a building with mud mortar, timber
stitches can be used in place ofRCC stitch.
Details of timbers stitch should be as
shown in the figure. The joints between
different wooden members can be made
strong by nailing or by using bamboo
keys.

Timber SUtch

b, I 600 600

60x 3850 x 30 50 x 30

50x30

b,

(i) WOOD DOWEL AT CORNER
OF WALL

(ii) WOOD DOWELATT-JUNCTION
OF WALL WALL AT ABOUT.900
ABOVE FLOOR

Detail of timber stitches

Illustration Courtesy: IAEE Monogram
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• Stitch in Stone Walls

Through "0"' --- _____

Illustration Courtesy: IAEE Monogram

In stone masonry works, stitches should
be provided in combination with through
stones or timber blocks or steel hooks.
Through stones are provided to properly
tie the two wythes of the walls as
mentioned earlier.

Failure 01long Walls mmm I

Long and high walls easily collapse during earthquakes

Photo Courtesy: Lett - EER11988, Sp#ek Earthquake, Armenia & Right - TAEC 1988 Udaypur Earthquake,
Nepal

Failure and falling outside of the wall is
another common problem in masonry
buildings. Long walls may easily fall down
in an earthquake and they may fall even
in normal condition if not properly
constructed. In an earthquake the
horizontal force due to ground shaking
hits the wall horizontally throughout the
wall and most at the top. This horizontal
force to hit the wall is more in the long
walls than in the short walls and also more
in high wall than in the short walls. If any
provisions are not made to resist this force
the wall alone can not resist the force and
fall down as shown in the photographs.

Cross Walls and Bunresses mmmi

Which wall is stronger and why?

Illustration from NSET Calendar

In the figures given, three buildings are
shown; out of these three, which is stronger
and why?

In building 1, the same length of longer
side walls are divided into two smaller
parts and extra lateral support is given by
the intermediate wall. In the second one,
the long walls are again divided into
smaller parts and lateral support is given
by the buttress walls. The lateral support
provided by the small buttress walls will
definitely be smaller than that provided
by full length intermediate wall. The third
building has two long walls not supported
by any intermediate or buttress wall.
Hence, out of these three buildings,
building 1 must be the strongest one and
building 3 the weakest one.
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length and Height 01Walls

Photo: NSET

mmmi
For a building to be strong enough, the
length and height of the wall should not
be unnecessarily high. The maximum
length of unsupported wall shall not be
more than 12 times its thickness. If it is
necessary to make more than 12 times,
buttress walls shall be provided to make
the unsupported length less than 12 times.
The height to thickness ratio of the walls
should be limited to 1:12 for brick or block
masonry and 1:8 for stone masonry.

A good building with appropriate length
and height of walls and provision of
sufficient cross or buttress wall looks like
that shown in the figure.

Corn en and Sides 01Opening

Shear cracks at window openings

Photo Courtesy: LeI!· Siddhi Shrestha 1988, Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal & Right - NSET 2001, Bhuj
Earthquake, India

Another common problem in masonry
buildings is long and deep diagonal cracks
starting around doors and window
openings. Such cracks may also be in the
middle of the walls. The problem can be
seen not during an earthquake but also in
normal times. If such cracks are seen in
normal conditions, the building may be
severe during earthquakes. Even in normal
conditions the cracks may increase and
ultimately the wall fall down.

Such cracks are basically due to inability
or low capacity of walls to resist horizontal
forces coming along the plane of the walls
during the earthquakes. In normal times,
this may be due to partial settlement of
walls and/or foundation and low quality
of construction.

Failure 01Walls

Cracks originated from comers

Photo: NSET 2001, Bhuj Earthquake, India

In an earthquake there may not be only a
single problem but there may be
combination of many. Due to the
combination of many serious defects, a
weak building can easily collapse. If the
walls are constructed properly, major
problems can be reduced .'
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Timber Members In TradlUonal Buildings EmS

Wooden bands in old-type of buildings

Photo: NSET, Basantapur, Kathmandu

If we look at our old and historical
buildings, we find many good things in
them.

One of such good things is the wooden
bandages provided at top and bottom of
windows in the shape of snakes. These
are not just the architectural and
ornamental things but they also have
significant role in making buildings
earthquake resistant. Due to this and many
other measures that our forefathers used
to put in the buildings, we have now plenty
of traditional building even after many
large earthquakes.

Wooden Bands in Traditional Buildings EmS

..

Wooden Bands

Photo: NSET - Archeological Manual. Lalitpur

This is another example building having
wooden bands in the walls.

Horizontal Bandages

Horizontal band at sill, lintel arid eve level should be designed for out
of plane bending

Illustration: NSET Calendar

To mitigate the problem of diagonal cracks
and failure of walls, providing bands below
and above the window openings
throughout the whole length of wall as
also seen in our historical buildings will
be an easy and effective solution.

The bandages in brick and stone masonry
buildings are as shown in the figures. The
band may be of RCC, timber, bamboo or
steel strap depending upon the material
available and type of the building
construction. For a building with cement
mortar, RCC band is preferable and for a
mud mortared building timber or bamboo
band is appropriate. However, RCC band
can also be used in mud mortared
buildings.
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RCClands

Photo: NSET - Residential Building, Chhaling, Bhaktapur

RCC band is a bandage of concrete with
reinforcing bars inside provided
throughout the entire length of the wall
of a building. A views of RCC bands in a
building is shown in the photograph.
Comer and tee stitches are also seen in
the picture.

RCClands
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Illustration: IAEE Monogram

The width of RCC band should be same
as the thickness of the wall. Inother words,
the band should be provided in full width
of the walls. Concrete for the band should
not be less thanM15 i.e. the mix of 1:2:4
or richer should be used. Thickness of the
band should not be less than 75mm. For
a band with 2 reinforcements the thickness
may be of 75mm and for a band with 4
reinforcements, the thickness should be
of 150mm.

Details of reinforcements are as shown in
the figure.

Reinlorcements In lands

Diameter of bars
Wall Length (m) No. of Bars

T K

5 or less 2 10 9

6 2 12 10

No. and size of reinforcements in bands
depends on the length of the walls and the
no, of stories in the building. Ifthe building
is more than 2 stories minimum of 4 nos.
of 12mm diameter longitudinal bars with
6-8mm diameter lateral ties should be
provided. The no, and size of
reinforcement for different length of walls
are as shown in the table.
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Timber and Bamboo Bands mmmi
Vertical Reinforcement Bamboo
Polithin Sheet (OPC)

Illustration: NSET, NBC 204

As stated earlier, timber and bamboo bands
can also be used in case of mud mortared
buildings. The details of such bands are
as shown in the figures.

Failure 01Gable Walls

Failure of gable walls due to the high height and lack of support at the top

Photo: NSET, 1998 Chamauli Earthquake, India

Other problem in sloped roof buildings is
failure of gable walls. Gable wall in a
building is at the highest level and the
displacement of wall at the top is more
than that at the bottom. Usually these
gable walls are untied at the top. Also the
height becomes more in gable walls so
this wall can fall more easily .

•

Failure 01Gable Walls

Complete failure of gable walls

Phofo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

Photograph shown here is the complete
failure of gable walls in the rural buildings.
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Bands In Sloped Rool tm:Il

Illustration: NSET

To mitigate the problem of gable wall
failure, bandages similar to other bands
should be provided at bottom and the slope
of the gable wall as shown in the figure.
Details of the gable wall is similar to the
bands at sill level and the lintel level.

Horizontal Bands

• Plinth Band
• Sill Band
• Lintel Band
• Roof Band
• Gable Band

Illustration: NSET

Finally, in a building there should be plinth
band at the plinth level, sill band at the
sill level, lintel band at the lintel level,
roof band at the rooflevel and gable band
at the slope of the gable wall. The structure
of all the bands is similar. These bands
contribute to create a box effect to a
masonry building and helps the building
to behave as a composite single unit and
hence prevents the damage and collapse.

Venlcal Reinlorcement 01Walls

Vertical bars should be
inserted at L-junctions,
T- junctions, and around
openings

Illustration from NSET Calendar

By even providing the horizontal
bandages, the problem of tensile failure
can not be solved. Masonry walls have
the capacity of resisting compression, but
they have little or no capacity to resist
tension. In earthquake, masonry units are
separated at the mortar joints due to tensile
failure. This problem can be solved by
providing vertical reinforcements at
corners, tee junctions and sides of
openings. If a wall is long then providing
vertical reinforcement at the middle of the
wall further enhances the earthquake
perforinance of the building. Vertical
reinforcements may be of steel reinforcing
bars, timber or bamboo.
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In case of providing steel bars as vertical
reinforcement, the bars should be provided
at every junctions (L and T joints) and
sides of openings. These bars should start
from the foundation: at foundation there
should be foundation band (as mentioned
in the previous session of foundation) and
the vertical reinforcement bars should start
from this foundation band as shown in the
pictures. Such bars should also reach up
to the roof level and anchored to the
roofing element.

The reinforcement thus provided should
be covered with a concrete core of about
2 to 3 inches in the outer periphery of the
bars inside the wall. The concrete should
be of 1:2:4 mix. After placing the

reinforcement, the wall is constructed leaving voids of diameter about 2 to 3 inches around the bars. When
the wall reaches up to a height of 300-450mm, the void is then filled with concrete. Again, another lift of the
same height is constructed and then filled with concrete. In this way the wall with vertical reinforcement is
constructed to the required height.

Steel Bars as Venical Reinforcement

SIZeof Venlcal Bars

No. of Story Diameter of Fe 415 bars (mm)Story

One 10

Top 10
Two

Bottom 12

Top 10

Three Middle 12

Bottom 12

Diameter of vertical reinforcement bars
depends on the no. of stories and the span
of the walls between two supports or joints.
The required sizes are given in the table.

Vertical bars should be placed at L-junctions, T-junctions, and around openings

Photo: NSET, SESp, Himalaya P. School, Bhaktapur (Left) & Tinkanya P. School, Benighat, Dhading (Right)

Vertical Reinforcement In Stone Walls

Illustration from IAEE Monogram
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In stone masonry wall also, steel bars can
be used as vertical reinforcement.
However, in stone wall it is somehow
difficult to provide void outside the
reinforcement in the wall. In such case,
polythene pipes of75mm internal diameter
and 300 - 450mm length can be used to
make the void around the reinforcement.
While constructing the wall the pipe is
placed around the bar and wall is
constructed up to the height of the pipe.
The pipe then lifted up gradually filling
the void with concrete mix. 'Repeating
same process stone wall with steel bars
as vertical reinforcement is constructed.
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nmber as Verdcal Reinforcement mmal

o
OoveTallJoint

sectionA-A

Illustration: NSET, NBC 203

In mud mortared walls normally timber
or bamboo are used as vertical
reinforcement. Details of timber or
bamboo vertical reinforcements are as
shown in the figures. In case of timber
vertical reinforcement, dove-tail joint
should be used to join two timber members
and it should be anchored with the walls
by metal straps and nails at appropriate
spacing as shown.

Bamboo as Vertical Relnlorcement

Illustration: NSET, NBC 203

In case of bamboo vertical reinforcement,
the vertical bamboo members should be
properly joined with horizontal bamboo
members with the use of keys and lashings
as shown in the figure.

Doors and Windows In Masonn Wall

Photo Courtesy: Annotated Slide Set, EERI

Large sizes and inappropriate locations
of doors and windows are another cause
of severe damage of masonry buildings.
Doors and windows are the voids in walls
to make them weak. Therefore, their sizes
and locations are carefully decided and
constructed. These are some rules for size
and location of doors and window
openings in masonry buildings.
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Openings. In Brick Walls

I. l

i:>, \II, Wt ~. W. ~

Dr·' 0 •

Ib:

-----_ ....._------,,..,.-_ ....
W1+W2+W3 <O.SOL(for ODe story)
W1+W2+W3 -c OA2L(for two stories)
Wl+W2+W3 -e; O.33L(for three stories)

PI> O.2Shl
P2>O.25h2
P3>O.50h2

Illustration from IAEE Monogram

Openings in Brick Walls

o o

D D

Illustration from IAEE Monogram

h3 > 600mm or >0.50 Vi (whichever is more)

Openings in Rectangular Block Walls

PI >O.2Shl
P2>O.2Sh2
P3>O.50h2·

Wl+W2+W3",OAOL
PI orP2 orP3>450mm

Illustration from IAEE Monogram
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The total length of doors and windows in
, a wall-should not be more than 50%.·of
total length of the walls in case the building
is of single story. But it should not be
more than 42% at ground floor when the
building is 2 storied and 33% when it is
3 storied .

.Distance of doors and window from the
end of a wall should be more than V4of
the height of the opening.

The distance between two openings should
not be less than half of the height of the
larger opening.

[Give some examples with numerical
values here]

If there are two openings in the height of
a wall, then vertical distance between the
two openings should riot be less than
600mm 0['50% of theIength of the upper
opening whichever is more. . .

In case of wall with rectangular block
units, the size of openings should be even
less than in brick walls. Totallength of
openings should not be more than 40% of
the total length of the-wall.

The distance of an opening from the end
of the wall and the distance between two
openings should not be less than 450mm.
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Openings In Random Rubble Walls

D

P1+t>1.20m
P2+t>1.20m

Wl+W2<U3
WI and W2 < 1.2Om

Further, the size of openings are even less
in random rubble masonry walls. The total
length of openings should not be more
than 1.20m and it should also not be more
than 113of the total length of wall. Their
distances from the ends should also be
more.

• No. 01Stories and SIZe 01Walls am For a good masonry building, the no. of
stories, height and length of walls are
limited and minimum thickness are
specified. The no. of stories, height and

Floor Mill. Wall IIIIX.Helght (m) MIX. 8IDrt span length and thickness of walls are as
Tlicknlss (mml (m) mentioned in the table.

Second 230 2.8 3.6

Brick masoruy in
For a building with brick masonry in

Cemenl mortar First 230 3.0 3.5 cement mortar, the maximum no. of stories

Ground 350 3.2 3.6 is 3 and that for stone masonry in cement
mortar or brick masonry in mud mortar

Stone Masonry in First 230 3.0 3.2 is 2.
Cemenl mortar or

Brick Masonry in nul
Ground 360 3.2 3.2mortar

An Example 01Good Masonrv Building

Photo: NSET, SESp· Himalaya Primary School, Thimi

This is an example of good masonry
building. This building incorporates all
the earthquake resistant features and
follows the rules.

Here are some of the issues for discussion
- - - with the participants if they are interested

and raise the questions.
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Floor and roof in a building are other
important elements where the occupants
live and which protects the overall building
and its occupants from rainfall, snowfall
and sunlight. Earthquake resistance as
well as the functional use of a building
depends also on the construction and type .
of its floor and roof. In this session we
will discuss about the construction of floor
and roof of masonry buildings.

'Learnlng Outcomes
After completing this session the
participants will be able to:
o choose appropriate type of floor .or

roof for particular type of building.
• use proper technique of constructing

different type of floor and roof.
o use proper technique of connecting floor and roof with supporting walls.
o i~corporate earthquake resistant features into flexible roof.

Module 2 I Session 4
Construction of Masonry
Buildings: Floor I Roof

·mmm . Floors and roofs can be broadly
. categorized as flexible and rigid. Flexible
floors or roofs are those in which the
deformation in their own plane can take
place or we can say they can be twisted.
Mud or-tile flooring over timber or bamboo
supporting elements are the common types
of flexible floors and tile, jhingati, CGI
sheet or thatch covering over timber,
bamboo or steel elements are common
flexible roofs.

Rigid floors and roofs are those in which
the deformation in their own plane can
not take place and they can not be twisted.
RCC slabs are most commonly used rigid
floor and roof.

Dinerent Types of Floor and Roof

• Floor
- Flexible - mud, tile flooring with timber or bamboo

as supporting members
- Rigid - RCC Slab

• Roof _
- Flexible -'-Tile, jhingati, CGI and thatch roof covering

with timber, bamboo or steel as supporting elements
- Rigid - RCC Slab

M2IS4 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Floor / Roof [ 73 ]
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Force due to earthquakes in a building is
assumed to be applied at floors or roofs.
As stated earlier, the load due to earthquake
shaking is proportional to the weight of
the building. Hence, if the load at the
floorslroofs and the load of the
walls/columns is more, earthquake load
coming at the floor and roof levels is also
more and if it is less the force is also less.
Therefore, weight of a building should
not be made unnecessarily high, they
should be as light as possible to make
them more earthquake resistant.

If the beams, joists, rafters, purlins and
other floor / roof elements are not properly
tied with walls or columns and are not
made rigid, they may slide from their
original position and floor and roof may
collapse.

Few examples of roof collapse during past earthquakes are shown in the photographs. In these pictures, the
roof has collapsed due to the sliding and failure of supporting elements like rafters, purlins and ridge poles.
The rafters and purlins shift from their position mainly due to no or low bearing length into the walls or wall
plates and no proper connections at the joints.

Failure of Flexible Roofs and Floors
and Their Protective Measures

failure 01flexible Rool

Photo: NSET 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

M2IS4 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Floor / Roof [ 74 1

mmmi
Out of the two types of floors and roofs,
in this session we will discuss about
flexible type. Rigid type of floors and
roofs will be discussed in RCC
construction in later sessions.
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Failure of Flexible Roof mmmi
This is another example of failure of
flexible roof during earthquake.

Photo: NSET 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

Failure of Flexible Roof

Collapse fo roof due to sliding of rafter

Roofs and floors collapse also due to the
lack of structural integrity between
different floor / roof elements. Different
elements are normally just placed one
over another without any anchorage in
their joints.

Photo: NSET 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

No ConnecUon of Floor Elements

No connection between floor elements and walls

No proper connection of different flooring
elements like beams, joists to the walls
makes the floor flexible and can easily
collapse due to sliding and falling of the
members.

From all of the above examples it is clear
that there are some important factors that
help to make a building earthquake
resistant. Now we will discuss the main
factors in detail.

Photo: NSET Nangkhel, Bhaktapur
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light Weight Floors and Rools ami

Photo: NSET Shake Table Demonstration

As already mentioned buildings should
be as light as possible in order to be more
seismic-resistant. The practice of laying
thick layers of mud to achieve a firm
floor/flat roof is common. This increases
the overall building weight and it will be
subjected to high seismic force. Therefore,
thickness of the mud layer used for
flooring/roofing should be kept as small
as possible. Reducing the thickness of
mud layer can reduce the overall weight
of a building significantly. Using light
flooring and roofing materials in place of
heavy materials can also reduce the weight.
For example using CGI sheet roof instead
of using tile or jhingati roof will
significantly decrease the weight of the
roof.

light Floors and Rools

Heavy Floors and Roof Light Floors and Roof

More damage in a building with heavy floors and roofs

Illustration: NSET Archeological Guidelines

Floor

Building with heavy floors/roofs is
subjected to higher seismic force as
compared to that in a building with light
floor/roofs. This higher seismic force
causes more damage in the building.
Figures show more cracks and damage
due to heavy floors and roof than in light
ones.

Wooden Beams

Wooden
Beams

Illustration: NSET

M2IS4 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Floor / Roof [ 76 ]

Beams are main structural elements in a
flexible floor and wooden beams are most
commonly used. Beams take the loads
from floors and transfer it to the walls or
columns. If these beams are not properly
connected with floor joists and the
supporting walls it can not properly
transmit the loads. Therefore while
constructing beams following important
points should be considered.
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• Size 01Wooden Beams

• The beams shall be rectangular in section and shall never
be laid wider surface horizontal. The minimum dimensions
of the beams for different spans shall be as tabulated in
Table

Minlrrum depth 01beam according to Span 01 beam
Species

Spa! = 2m 2·2.5m 2_5-.3m 3-3.5m S.S·4m

Hardwood 190 220 240 270 300

Softwood 230 27Q 310 340 370

+ The minimum width of beam = greatest of 50mm or 1/50 of span
or 1/3 of depth

First of all, beam should be of sufficient
size to withstand all forces coming from
the floors. Size of a beam depends upon
the span of the floor or the span of the
beam. The longer the span larger the size
of the beam and the shorter the span the
smaller. Out of the two dimensions of a
beam i.e. depth and width, the depth plays
important role to withstand the loads.
Therefore, the larger dimension should be
placed as depth, it should not be placedllaid
wider surface horizontal.

The table gives the minimum required
depth of beams for different spans of the
floors and for different species of woods.
Similarly, the minimum width of beam
should be at least 50mm or 1150 of the
span or 113 of the depth whichever is
more.

Wooden Beams

• The wooden beams should never rest directly over the
masonry walls

• A base pad for the beam shall be provided

• This pad should be either of timber or a large flat stone
or concrete band covering the whole width of the wall.

• The minimum thickness of such a pad shall be 75 mm.

• The beam shall be long enough to extend beyond both
the supporting walls. Timber keys shall be provided on
both the external and internal walls

Next important thing to be done while
constructing wooden beams is that the
beam should not rest directly over the
masonry wall. Laying directly over to the
masonry wall makes difficult to tie the
beams with the walls and it can easily
slide or fall down during earthquake.
Wooden beams should rest over a base
pad which can either be of timber or a
large flat stone or a concrete band covering
the whole width of the wall. Thickness of
such pad should be at least 75mm. The
beam should be long enough so that it can
extend beyond the walls and can be fixed
by providing shear keys or it can be
anchored with the base pad.

Wall Plates

Concrete
Wall Plate

Photo: NSET Archo/ogica/ Guidelines

The base pad provided below the wooden
beam is called the wall plate. Wall plates
are provided in the walls so that wooden
beams can rest over it and the floors can
be made more rigid by providing shear
keys or anchors. In case of timber wall
plates, shear keys as shown in the figure
are provided at both inside and outside of
the walls and in case of concrete pad,
hooks or anchors are provided.

M2IS4 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Floor / Roof [ 77 ]
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Wall Plates Emil
• Wall plates or horizontal bands

should extend all around the
walls.

• They should 'be placed on the
wall so that the beams rest on
them.

RC Band as
Wall Plate

Illustration: NSET NBC 203, 1994

Wall plates should be provided all around
the walls to cover the whole walls of the
building. Wall plates provided throughout
the walls should be at the same level so
that beams can easily rest over them. They
can be provided as shown in the figure.
In case of timber wall plate, it can be
provided in full width of the wall or it can
be provided at the center and flat stones
at two sides or timber wall plate at two
sides and flat stone in the middle part of
the wall. In case of concrete wall plate (or
band), it should cover the whole width of
the wall.

Kevs in Joints

Illustration: NSET NBC 203, 1994

To make the floors or roofs more rigid,
the beams should extend beyond the walls
and they are tied with the walls by shear
keys from both sides of the walls.
Additionally, the beams can also be
anchored with wall plates by nails. These
keys or nails tie the beams with walls or
wall plates and do not allow the
beamslfloors to move. This increases the
rigidity of the floors or roofs, Details of
the shear key is as shown in the figure.

Posts and Capitals

If wooden posts are used to rest the
floor joists, the joists should not
directly rest above the post. There
should be capitals above the posts
and the joists rest above the capitals.

Illustration (top): NSET Archo/ogical Guidelines & (bottom) NBC 203, 1994

In traditional buildings we can see the
timber posts as vertical as well as lateral
load resisting elements besides the load
bearing masonry walls. If timber posts are
used as main load resisting elements, floor
beams or joists should not directly rest
over the timber posts. At the top of the
posts wooden capital should be provided
as shown in the figure and beams or joists
rest above the capitals. The minimum
required connection detailing of such
capitals is as mentioned in the figure. In
a building, there may be single post system
or double post system, accordingly there
may be single capital or double capitals
as shown.
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The floors or roofs can easily transfer the
horizontal load due to earthquake vibration
to the supporting walls if they are
sufficiently rigid. But in case of timber or
bamboo floors/roofs they may not be
enough rigid to transfer the load and can
easily deflect in their own plane without
transferring the load to the supporting
walls. Connections of beams, joists and
rafters with walls or wall plates by use of
keys, anchors or nails helps to provide
rigidity to the flexible floors and roofs.
For making floors and roofs more rigid,
diagonal bracing of the flooring and
roofing elements is the most effective
solution. Diagonal bracing of beams, joists

Photo: NSET, Kathmandu and rafters gives more rigidity to the
flexible roofs and floors. Each joints of bracing with beams, joists and rafters should be properly fixed for
better rigidity. Bracing can be done either by timber strips, bamboo or bamboo strips or by metal straps.

Struts mmal

Beam
Nail

1//---- Metal Strip

The capitals or struts should be well connected with the posts and the joists
with keys, nails or metal strips

Illustration: NSET

I~ Ranen

Rafters should also be
long enough to extend
beyond supporting
members such as walls
and/or beams.

• The extended rafters
should have timber keys
on both external and
internal sides of the
supporting
elements.

Illustration: IAEE monogram

Diagonal Bracing of Floon I Roofs
• All flexible structural elements such as beams, joists and rafters

should be diagonally braced.

Each crossing of a joist and a brace should be properly fixed.

• The bracing material could be timber strips, whole bamboo,
bamboo strips or metal straps.

M2IS4 - Construction of Masonry Buildings: Floor / Roof [ 79 ]

Inplace of capitals, inclined timber struts
can also be provided as shown in the
figure. Joints between posts, beams and
struts should be made strong by using
metal straps, nails or keys and they should
be well connected to each other. In some
cases, metal strut can also be used in place
of timber struts.

Similar to beams, rafters should also rest
on wall plates or bands. They should also
be long enough to extend beyond the
supporting walls so that they can also be
tied with the wall plates by using shear
keys on either sides of the walls or nails
or anchors.
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• Demonstndon 01EnectiVe 01Bracing

c::=::> ------

To understand the effectiveness of diagonal
bracing, here is one simple demonstration.
Take a rectangular or square object made
of four timber sticks as shown in the figure.
Now try to push it at two opposite comers.
The object will easily deflect as shown.

Again, take another similar rectangular or
square object but with a diagonal member
at the middle as shown in the second
figure. In this object also try to push at
two opposite comers. This time the object
will not deflect as was previously.

This shows the effectiveness of diagonal
bracing to make a diaphragm rigid and
strong.

Bracing 01 Floors I Rools

Wooden
Beams

Illustration: IAEE Monogram

Bracings are normally provided at the
lower part of floors and roofs as shown
in the figures.

AnernatlVe Method 01Floor Bracing

Placing the floor planks diagonally can also provide stiffness to the floors.

Illustration: NSET Archeological Guidelines

In case of flooring by the use of wooden
planks, bracing and hence rigidity can
also be provided to the floors without
using any separate bracing members. The
planks that are generally placed at normal
or parallel to the walls or beams/joists, if
we place them at some inclination with
the floor joists, they can easily behave as
bracing element and hence provides
stiffness to the floors. but this needs little
bit more effort and care while constructing
the floors.
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Another alternative method of floor
bracing and providing rigidity to the
flexible floors is construction of thin
concrete layer with iron mesh inside.

In this method, iron mesh is laid over the
wooden planks, bamboo strips or wooden
chirpats covering the whole area of the
floor and then a thin layer of cement
concrete is casted to make a thin rigid
concrete slab, this thin concrete slab
provides sufficient rigidity to the floors.
The iron mesh may be galvanized iron
(G.I.) wire mesh, chicken wire mesh or
welded wire fabric or mesh of smaller
diameter reinforcing bars. For making
concrete, smaller sized aggregates i.e.
12mm or down are used since the
thickness of the concrete layer has to be
as small as possible.

Around the floor, the concrete layer should be connected with the concrete wall plates or concrete beams
provided at the walls.

Altamatlva Method 01Floor Bracing EmIl

Thin concrete layer

Iron Mesh

There are many joints between different
structural elements .in flexible floors and
roofs. If the joints between these elements
are not properly connected, they can easily
move from their position, fall down and
hence the whole floor or roof fails.
Providing bracings, wall plates etc. only
can not make a floor rigid if the
connections at the joints are not proper
and strong. The joints can be made strong
by use of shear keys, nails and anchors.
Providing metal straps, nailing and
lashings are also some ways of making
the joints strong. Above picture shows the
joint connection of floors joists by use of
metal straps and nailing.

Thin layer of concrete over iron mesh can also be an alternative solution to
make the floors stiffer.

Illustration: NSET Archeological Guidelines

Propar ConnacUon al Joints

These pictures show the use of rope
lashings at the joints between rafters, posts
and the ridge beams. These lashings also
help to make the floor or roof strong and
rigid.

Each joint between two structural elements should be properly joined
together by metal strips, nails or lashings

Use of metal strips
and nails

Photo: NSET, SESP- Bhuwaneswori L.S. School. Nangkhel, Bhaktapur

Pro par ConnecUon at joints

Use of Lashing

Photo: NSET Sindhupalchok
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Appropriate bridging material should be
selected for applying in the floors.
Bridging materials should be such that it
allows the joists to be spaced wider apart.
This helps to make the building lighter
and reduce the construction cost. It should
also help to achieve stiffer floors. some
commonly used flooring materials are
timber planks, half-cut bamboo, chopped
(split) wood (chirpat), reed etc. Ifwooden
planks or chopped woods are used, they
should be nailed to the floor joists
supporting them and if bamboo or reed
are used, they should be tied with joists

by using nails or lashing. These connections of flooring materials with the joists makes the floor strong and
stiff.

Similarly, while selecting roofmg material
care should be taken to select lighter
material so that the roof will become as
light as possible. As discussed earlier,
heavy roofs are subjected to higher seismic
force and suffer more damage. Therefore,
stone slabs, slates and mud roofmg should
be avoided. Tile andjhingati laid over a
thick mud layer are other roofing types
which give heavy load to the roof.
Avoiding these tiles ot jhingati may not
be always possible, in such case special
attention should be given to make the mud
layer thin. In place of heavy roofing
materials lighter options like thin stone
slabs, thin layer of mud or CGI sheet

Photo: NSET, Kathmandu roofing are preferable. .

Additionally, roof should be capable to protect the building from rainfall, snowfall and other adverse environmental
effects. Therefore, roofmg should be made watertight by providing appropriate joints and connections between
different roofmg units and also with purlins, battens or rafters.

AddlUonal Strengthening mwal
Metal strap connecting two
rafters to minimize the impact
on middle wall.

Bracing provided at the end of
rafter to reduce the force on
supporting walls

Photo: NSET Archeological Guidelines

Flooring and ROOnng mmsl
Floor Bridging materials

• Appropriate bridging material
- allows joists to be spaced wider apart
- reduce the construction cost
- make the building lighter
- helps to achieve stiffer flooring.

• Timber planks and half-cut bamboo are examples of these.

If chopped (split) wood or planks are used as bridging materials,
they shall be nailed to each joist supporting them.

If bamboo, reed, or any other material is used, it also shall be
tied to the joists.

Flooring and RoOnng

Roofing

Stone slabs, slates and mud roofing make a building heavy. These
elements should be avoided as far as practicable.

Tiles or jhingati laid over a mud layer are another load-increasing factor
and should be avoided. However, it may not be possible to avoid completely
these elements owing to various constraints.

Lighter options such as
thin stone slabs, thinner
layer of mud and CGI
sheet roofing are
preferable

Thick mud layer
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In case of flexible roofs, some additional
elements can be provided for increasing
the strength. One such element is
horizontal metal strap connecting two
rafters together as shown in the figure.
The strap helps to increase the rigidity of
the roof and reduce the impact on the
middle wall.

Another extra strengthening element is
bracing or strut provided at the end of the
rafters. This additional bracing also
contributes to make the roof more rigid
and helps to reduce the force on the
supporting walls.

Finally, flooring and roof covering also
play important role in the performance of
the floors and roofs.
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Locally available hardwood species should
be preferred than the softwood for making
structural elements of roofs and floors.
Softwood species have lower strength and
can be easily attacked by termites. Instead
of using whole tree trunk for structural
elements, it is better to use sawn timbers.
Using whole tree trunk makes a building
heavy and also they are susceptible to
termite attack. Unnecessary and weak

parts of the tree trunk like the bark, sapwood should be removed and only the sawn hard section should be
used. Similarly, unseasoned and untreated timber are more likely to be attacked by termites. So seasoned and
treated timber or bamboo should be used. Seasoning and treatment should be done prior to using as structural
elements.

Wood for Timber Member mDl Wood or timber is most widely used
material to make flexible floors and roofs.
Quality of the timber plays vital role in
the strength and durability of roofs and
floors. good quality timber gives sufficient
strength as well as it can also last for a
longer period.

• Locally available hardwood species should be preferred
to softwood species for the structural elements of flooring

• Using a whole tree trunk as a structural element not only
increases the weight, but also makes the wood more
susceptible to termite attack. This results in a shorter life
for such elements. Hence, only sawn timbers should be
used

• Seasoned and treated timber or bamboo are preferred
than the untreated ones. Treatment should be carried
out prior to the placement of these structural elements

Rigid Floors and Roofs of RCCSlab mmmi
RCC slabs as floors and roofs are superior
than the flexible ones of timber or bamboo
since it gives higher rigidity and helps to
improve the integrity of the building.
However, defective construction of RCC
floor and roof slabs can not contribute to
overall strength of the building. We can
find many defects in the RCC slab
construction. These will be discussed in
detail in later session in the RCC
construction.

Reinforced Concrete Slab (RC Slab) is the most commonly
used rigid floor/roof.

However, till few years back there was a normal practice
of constructing Reinforced Brick Slab (RB Slab).

Photo: NSET, School Earthquake Safety Program
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Module 2 I Session 5
Construction of RC Framed

Bulldlnqs: Foundation

Learning Outcomes:
Upon completion of this seSSIOn,
participants will be able to:
• Defme relationship between soil type,
building type in terms of use, number
of stories and grid span with respect to
determining the size of foundation.

• Distinguish between different types of
foundations.

• Incorporate earthquake resistant features
in isolated and combined footing
foundation

• Use bars of optimum size and proper
placement of reinforcement in
foundation

• Use appropriate size of aggregate and
mix ratio for the foundation.

NSET

There. are various types of foundations
used for RCC framed buildings.
Foundation for a particular building
depends on the size and weight of the
building as well as the.type of foundation
sub-soil. Commonly used foundation types
for RCC framed buildings are:
• Isolated Footing (pad Foundation)

Combined Footing
• Mat Foundation

Pile Foundation
Generally, site condition and sub-soil
category play vital role while deciding
foundation type and its size. We can
change the foundation type by improving
'the site condition if it is very much weak.

However, site improvement is generally very much expensive and therefore, it is better to go for a superior
foundation type rather than going for improvement of site. Also, partly site improvement and partly using
superior foundation type may be optimized solution. In some cases site improvement may be must and which
can not be avoided. Hence foundation should be selected carefully to match with site condition and the building
type.

. TVPe of FoundaUon

In the following slides we will go briefly through all the foundation types.

e , Irnprovernerii-ot -site 'condition -is' generally expensive
therefore, appropriate type of foundation has to be chosen
for a particular site and building type ..

• There are various types of foundations used in RCC
framed building.

• Foundation type depends on size and weight of the
building and the sub soil category.

• Some commonly used foundation type for RCC buildings
are:

Isolated Footing (Pad Foundation)
- Combined Footing

Mat Foundation
- Pile Foundation

M2IS5 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Foundation 85]
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When more than one columns end at a
combined reiriforced concrete pad, the
footing is called combined footing. This
type offooting isused-when two columns

. are'close to each other or when the pads
become eccentric due to property line or
any other reason. Combined footings
minimize the effect of eccentricity. in
isolated footings. Combined footings are
better than isolated footings and can be
used in medium soil conditions. This
footings can be effectively used in low to
medium rise buildings. Combined footings
increase the capacity of foundation and
help to reduce the eccentricity in isolated
footings.

The isolated footings when provided with grade beams, they become further better type of foundation. This
is yet effective to take more eccentricity and more building weight. This type of foundation can be used in
medium to weak soils also.

Figures in the following slide give the views of the combined footings.

Pad Foundalion
"Each column of building ends at an isolated pad of reinforced
concrete which is called pad footing.

• .The pads balance the loads due to gravitational forces and the
induced forces due to earthquake shaking.

• This type of footing is appropriate for firm soil condition and
smaller buildings with low weight.
However, most commonly used foundation type in Nepal in all
soil conditions.

lIIustration:.NSE;T. .•

Combined'Fooling

More than one columns end at a combined reinforced concrete
pad or footing;
It is commonly used Wh~n the columns are close to each other.
For rnedlum'soll condition and low to medium-rise building this
type of foundation is economical solution.

• When isolated footing becomes eccentric due to property line or
any other reason, thistype of foundation is effective one to
minimize the effect of eccentricity
Combined footing with grade beam is another solution when the
eccentricity and loads from the building is more.
Combined footing with grade beam is better than the combined
footings only, hence it can be used in weaker soils also.

M2IS5 - Construction of RC Framed Bui/dings: Foundation [86]

Pad foundation is the most commonly
used and most economical foundation type
in Nepal. This type of foundation is
appropriate for firm soil condition and
smaller buildings with low height.
However, this is used for smaller and most
of the residential buildings in all soil
conditions without in-depth consideration
of sub-soil category.

In this type of foundation, each column
of the building ends at an isolated pad of
reinforced concrete which is called the
pad or isolated footing. The pads balance
all loads due to gravitational forces as
well as the forces due to earthquake
vibration. \
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Combined Foodng Eml

Illustration: NSET

Pad foundation is the most commonly
used and most economical foundation type
in Nepal. This type of foundation is
appropriate for firm soil condition and
smaller buildings with low height.
However, this is used for smaller and most
of the residential buildings in all soil
conditions without in-depth consideration
of sub-soil category.

In this type of foundation, each column
of the building ends at an isolated pad of .
reinforced concrete which is called the
pad or isolated footing. The pads balance
all loads due to gravitational forces as
well as the forces due to earthquake
vibration.

MalFoundaUonlRalU
• All the columns rest on a mat of reinforced concrete slab, also

known as raft.
It is suitable for poor soil conditions.

• This type of foundation is effective to minimize the effects of
both unequal settlement of foundation and the earthquake
forces.
It is normally
expensive and
used when there
is basement floor
in the building

Photo & Illustration: NSET

. Mat foundation is another important and
a strong type of foundation in which all
the columns of a building rest on a
common mat floor of reinforced concrete
slab. This type of foundation is also known
as raft foundation. Inpoor soil conditions
also this type of foundation is suitable
since it is capable to minimize the effects
of unequal foundation settlement and the
effects due to earthquake forces.
Foundation slab and beams of required
size and reinforcement are constructed
covering mostly the whole plinth area of
the building for making a raft slab.
Therefore, it i~ costlier than other two
previous types of foundations. This type
of foundation is suitable and effective
when there is basement floor in the
building.

M2IS5 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Foundation [87]
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Another further more strong type of
foundation is pile foundation. In this type
of foundation whole building and the
footings rest on numbers of long legs,
called pi-les, inserted deep into the
foundation sub-soil. Pile foundation is
taken as the strongest type of foundation
and suitable for almost all type of
structures and heavy buildings. This can
be used in all types of soils and specially
preferable when the foundation sub-soil
is very weak, firm strata is at a higher
depth or the soil is liquefiable one. The
long legs or piles used in pile foundation
may be of different materials such as
timber pile, steel piles or concrete piles
depending upon the type of structure, type
of soil and its condition and availability

of the construction material. Pile foundation is extremely expensive and superior type of foundation, therefore
it is not commonly used 'and also not necessary for normal low to medium rise residential buildings. It is
generally used in very heavy and important structures like bridge, dam, tall buildings etc.

We saw, there are many types of
foundations suitable for different soil
conditions: weak to firms soils, and for
different height and weight of RCC
buildings. However, isolated footing or
the pad foundation is the most commonly'
used foundation type in all categories of
residential buildings in Nepal. The practice
of constructing isolated footings for all
types of buildings without any
consideration of soil condition and
building type is prevailing throughout the
country since it is the most economical in
cost. Pad foundation may be sufficient for
low rise buildings in firm soils but it is
definitely insufficient for medium to high
rise buildings .in medium to weak

soils. It is inappropriate bothfrom settlement and seismic consideration. Therefore, there should be some
optimum solution so that the foundation is effective from both settlement and seismic consideration as well
as it is yet economical. Isolated pad footings with grade beams or foundation beams connecting all the pads
together is such type of solution which possesses both economy and sufficient capacity for normal loading
condition as well as in earthquake shaking. Another equally or more effective solution is 'combined footing'
or 'combined footing with grade beam'. .

Pile FoundaUon

• Whole building and the footings rest on numbers of long legs
(piles) inserted deep into the foundation sub soil.
It is suitable for even more poor soils and where the firm soil
strata is at higher depth.
It is also appropriate for liquefiable soils.

• This type of foundation can be used in all kinds of heavy structures
like high-rise buildings,
bridges etc.
It is highly expensive
therefore, commonly'
used only in the heavy
and important
structures.

Illustration: NSET

APpropriate FoundaUon

• Although there exists many advanced and strong foundation types,
isolated footing (pad foundation) is the most commonly used in
normal residential buildings of Nepal.
However, isolated .footing only is not sufficient in weak soils and
for settlement and earthquake consideration.
Therefore, pad foundation with grade beams (connecting all the

, pads together) is the best option from economical as well as
seismic and settlemenspoint of view.
Combined footing or combined footing with grade beam is equally
effective foundation type.

M2IS5 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Foundation [88] ,' .',',.,
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• Isolated FooUngWIth Foundadon Beam l!!I:3
• Foundation pads have to be

connected by grade beams
at the foundation level or just
above the foundation pads

• The beam ties the building
at the foundation level and
helps to maintain integrity of
the building during
earthquake shaking.

• This also helps in preventing
cracks and damage due to
unequal settlement of
foundation.

Foundation Beam
(Grade Beam)

Illustration: NSET Calendar

Internal view of the isolated pad
foundation with grade beams is as shown
in the figure.

In this type of foundation, the foundation
pads have to be connected by grade beams
at the foundation level or just above the
foundation pads. Size of such grade beams
and size/no. of reinforcements in these
beams should be similar to that of plinth
beams in normal residential building
whereas these should be determined after
thorough analysis and design for other
than normal residential buildings.

The grade or foundation beams tie the
building at the foundation level and helps
to maintain integrity of the building during
earthquake shaking. This also helps in
preventing cracks and damage due to
unequal settlement of foundation.

Isolated FooUng WIth FoundaUon Beam l!!I:3

Photo: NSET SESP - Vidyodaya Primary School. Jhochhen. Kathmandu

The view of a typical foundation detail is
as shown in the picture. The picture shows
the reinforcement details of footing pad,
grade beam and the columns. Size of
footings, reinforcements in them and size
of grade beams and reinforcements in
them depend on the type of sub-soil and
load in each footing. Also, the detailing
of reinforcements should follow the rules
of ductile detailing (this will be discussed
in detail in next session). In following few
slides, we will have a glance of required
size of footings and no. of reinforcements
for a simple residential building of 3 or
less stories in different types of soils.

Sue 01 Pad Foundation

Face
Interior
column

Illustration: NSET
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Size o,-pad FoundaUon

Size and Reinforcement for Medium Soils
(for RCC framed building with masonry infill wall)

Column location fGUndatlll1 Thlcmess MaXimum ReinfOl'1:e
Column Plan al Edge Thicmesst", men!
Type C8ntilev A1l11g Abutting LIB(m) I. (mm) (mm) each way

er side LII19 Bay InfiliWall . A, Fe415
Carner No - No 1.011.0 150 . 325 5T10

corner" Yeli - No. 1.111.1 150 325· 6Tl0
Corner YeSlNo - Yes 1.311.3 150 425 . BTl 0

Face No No '. No 1.2 I 1.2 150 450 BTl 0
Face No Yes No 1.411.4 175 450 9Tl0

Face Yes YeslNo No 1.411.4 175 450 9T10

Face Yes ·No Yes 1.411.4 175 450 9Tl0.

. Inferior -. YeslNo 1.611.6 250 550 BT12

Size o. Pad FoundaUon

Size and Refnforcement for Weak Soils
(for R~Oframed building with masonry infill wall)

COIumri Localill1 Foundation Thickness Maximum Reinforce
Column Plan" al Edge Thicmesslm

men!
Type Cantilev A1l11g Abutting LIB(m) I; (mm) (mm) each way

ill side Long lIay InlillWall A, Fe415
Corner . No ". No 1.6 x 1.6 150 300 1T10,

Corner Yes " No 1.711.7 150 300 BTl 0
Corner, o YeslNo Yes 1.711.7. 150 300

~ BTl0 .

Face No .No No 1.911.9 150 375 1T12
Face No Yes N!J 2.2 x 2.2 150 400 BT12

Face Yes YeslN° No 2.2 I 2.2 150 400 BT12

Face Yes No Yes 2.212.2 150 400 BT12
Interior - YeslNo 2.6 I 2.6 200 500 lOT12

Size o. Pad FoundaUon

Size and Reinforcement for Hard Soils
(for RCC framed building with masonry infill wall)

Column Localion Foundation Thickness Maximum Reinforce
Column Plan al Edge Thickness 1m men!
Type Cantllev Along Abutting LIB(m) I. (mm) (mm) each way

ill side Long Bay InflltWall A, Fe415
Corner No - No O.BOI 0.80 . 150 350 5T10

Corner Yes - No 0.90 I 0.90 150 350 5T10
Corner YeslNo Yes 1.211.2 200 450 BTl0
Face No No No 1.011.0 200 450 1T10
Face No Yes No 1.1 11.1 200 450 1T10

Face Yes YeslNo No 1.1 11.1 200 450 7Tl0

Face Yes YeslNo Yes 1.211.2 200 450 BT10
Interior - - YeslNo 1.311.3 250 550 7T12
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Foundadon Beam

• Depth of foundation depends on the type of soil
• Generally, the foundation should reach up to a depth of

firm strata
• It should also be such that the foundation is not scoured

by rain water or any other drainage system
• Foundation depth should in general be not less that 90

cm.

DePth of FoundaDon

• Depth of foundation depends on the type of soil
• Generally, the foundation should reach up to a depth of

firm strata
• It should also be such that the foundation is not scoured

by rain water or any other drainage system
• Foundation depth should in general be not less that 90

cm.

• Depth of foundation
- Up to firm strata
- No Scouring

Special Connning Reinforcement

• Special confining reinforcement should be provided at
joints of column and the footing.

• The confining reinforcement should extend at least 300
mm into the footing as shown in the figure.

• The spacing of confining reinforcement should not be
more than 100 mm.

Illustration: NSET

M2IS5 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Foundation [91 ]
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Toe Wall and Plinth Beam

• All plinth beams shall be
constructed on the toe
walls.

• Toe walls give support to
plinth beams and protects
the filled materials in the
floor from being going out.

• Depth of toe wall - 450mm
or 1.5 ft

• Height of plinth - min.
450mm or 1.5 ft

Illustration: NSET

M2IS5 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Foundation [92]
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Module 2 I Session 6
Construction of RC Framed
Buildings: Beam I Column

A-NSI!T

Photo Courtesy: EERI

A Tour to Damage:
Lessons from Failure

Pancake Damage

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 93 ]

In this presentation we will discuss about
the conventional pillared (reinforced
concrete framed) building construction.
It covers prevailing weaknesses, faulty
practices and consequential damage
patterns. It also discusses possible
mitigation methods to avoid these
damages. It also covers an introduction
of pre-engineered three story RC framed
construction. We will have an exercise as
well at the end of the session.

First of all we are going to discuss about
global damage to the RC framed
construction and then move to local
damage. At the same time we will discuss
why these damages occurred, what was
the problem. Hope, it will help us to learn
many lessons.

This picture shows pancake damage of a
RC framed hotel building. This building
collapsed during Philippine earthquake.
It shows RC framed construction are not
immune to earthquake damage unless
designed and constructed properly.
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Damage in HCBuildings Ell I

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

These photographs are from Bhuj
Earthquake. Though, RC framed
construction is excellent construction
system, faulty design and construction has
made it more risky than masonry
construction because of more number of
stories and higher occupancy.

son Storey EHeclln He Frame WIth
Brick Inllil Walls

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

Both the photographs shows "Soft storey"
collapse of the buildings. Though the
upper stories are still intact, the bottom
storey collapsed.

Soft storey effect happens when lower
stories are weaker/less stiffer than upper
stories. Examples could be open bottom
storey such as shops and more compact
upper stories (constructed for residential
or office space). More walls in upper
stories makes it more stiffer than lower
story.

Damage In HCBuildings

Joint Reinforcement
Unreinforcement beam-column joints may not be able to develop the strenllth of the

connected members, and this can lead to sudden brittle failure of the Joint

Photo Courtesy: EERI Erzican, Turkey 1999

This picture shows general brittle damage
in a RC framed construction. This building
has interestingly suffered all types of brittle
damages. The red circle shows cold joint!
shear failure of column. Beams could be
seen falling apart. The infill walls have
already fallen down.

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 94 ]
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mmsl

LOCAL DAMAGE

EccenUlc beam column joint

Photo Courtesy: EERI

Indirect loading to Column

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 95 ]

After discussing global damage of the
building, we are going to discuss about
local damages, their cause and mitigation
measures. We will be discussing about
how this damage occurred and how it can
be mitigated.

The picture of this slide shows damage
due to eccentric beam column joint. In the
picture, interior beam does not frame into
column, transverse beam is eccentric with
column.

The pictures here shows indirect support
for framing beams. The spandrel beam
does not frame directly into column -
connected on one face only.
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GoodBeam-Column Joint

Photo: NSET, SESp, Vidyodaya Primary School

Beam-column joint should be concentric
as shown in the pictures. Eccentric beam-
column joints creates additional stress in
the joint region forcing it to fail.

Column De Spacing and Dellooks

Photo: EERI Maxico Earthquake, Maxico 1985

These pictures show column failure
because of lack of stirrups. Because of
very little stirrups, the column bursted.

The picture in inset shows too much cover
on one side where as almost no cover on
other side. Though there are a lot of steel
bars in both the columns, the column failed
because of lack of stirrups. It shows that
vertical bars are not only enough for
strength of column. Furthermore, in second
picture, all the bars are lapped in one
location and at the bottom of the column.

• Column Tie Spacing and Tie lIooks

Photo Courtesy: 1971, Jan Fernando. C4, James L. Stralta EERI

Deformability (ductility) of reinforced
concrete members is a necessity. Note the
obvious differences of capability of
concrete columns to take load after
earthquake damage. The reinforced
column with more stirrups (ductile
reinforcing) has an obvious capacity to
carry much more load than the column
with less stirrups.

This picture shows front column without
much stirrups failed where as central
column survived because of more stirrups.
The stirrups provides shear strength,
confmement to the concrete and protects
longitudinal bars against buckling. This
photo proves this fact. Further, because
of adequate stirrups only cover concrete
has spalled without much harm to the
column.

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 96 ]
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Column De Spacing and De Hooks

Photo Courtesy: EERI

Ductile vs. Non-ductile Concrete
Construction
Reasons as discussed in last slide, upper
part of the column suffered very little
structural damage compared to middle
part. Though the longitudinal bars are
same, the difference in quantity of
transverse stirrups have made total
difference.

Shon Column Enact

Photo Courtesy: Top - unknown, & Bottom - EERI, J.O. Jirsa, Maxico City, 1985

These photographs show failure of column
because of short column effect. What is
actually happening is, the walls have
effectively reduced the column height.
Because of shortened height, the imposed
shear load on the column has increased.
The column was not designed for this load
which led to failure of these columns.

Other problem that can be clearly seen
from the pictures is the stirrups were not
anchored in the column core concrete
that's why these stirrups opened leading
to loss of all the concrete.

What is our PracUce iI

Photo: NSET (Lefl) Kathmandu, (Right) Baitadi

The slides shown earlier clearly shows
shear, confinement failure and buckling
of longitudinal bars. These problems are
result of lack of stirrups, unanchored end
of stirrups in the core of concrete as shown
in the above pictures. Use of even open
stirrups has been observed as shown in
first photograph which is worst possible
case.

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 97 ]
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Beam and Column SUrrups ami

Column Stirrups Beam Stirrups

Photo: NSET

Stirrups in beam and column should be
closely spaced. At the end of the column
and beams stirrup spacing shall not be
more than 100 mm till ftrst 600 mm from
their ends. In the rest of the mid section
the spacing can be increased to half the
depth of the section.

Proper Detailing lor DucUlitV

Do Proper detailing to provide
proper ductility in RC frame
Building

Illustration: from NSET Calendar

This picture shows how a well detailed
beam and columns look like. Furthermore,
the stirrup ends should be well anchored
inside the column or beam core as shown
in the right hand picture.

Reinlorcemenllapping and Anchorage

Improper Lapping of Column Bars

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

The pictures show damage concentration
in the region of bar lapping. Because of
interaction between overlapped bars and
concrete for load transfer the overlapping
section suffers higher level of damage.
This interaction is further coupled with
lack of stirrups which has led to buckling
of bars, loss of concrete.

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 98 ]
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Column Failure [Sdrrup Failure)

buckling

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

The picture exposes the lack of anchorage
of column bars, lack of stirrups. Beam,
column ends suffer higher interaction of
loads than rest of the member so these
need special attention.

Whalls Our Practice iI

Photo: NSET SESP (Left), Chamoli Earthquake 2001, India & (Right)

These pictures reveals what our practice
is and what should we expect if an
earthquake strikes. In the first picture
overlap is less than 200 mm and spacing
of stirrups is more than 400 mm far less
than what is required. In the second
picture, column bars are left for future
extension at the floor level. At one end
lap length is too little and other hand this
is not a good location to lap bas.
Furthermore all the bars should not be
lapped at the same location,

Whal is Our Pracdce iI

Photo: NSET, Pokhara

This picture reveals one more weakness
of reinforcement detailing. Besides
weaknesses discussed in earlier slide, this
column has only three bars to be lapped.
There shall not be less than four bars in
a column.

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 99 ]
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I. What should be done ;a mmmi

Proper method of tie hooks and
spacing

Illustration & photo: NSET, Earthquake Safety Exhibition

The lap length of reinforcement either in
beam or column depends on quality of
concrete, diameter of bars, surface
roughness of bars. However, in general
for concrete quality being used, lap length
should not be less than 60 times the
diameter of the particular bar. Further,
lapping should be avoided in beam-column
joint region and it should start around 600
mm away from beam or column ends.

As shown in the picture, stirrups should
not be more than 100 mm apart over the
reinforcement lapping region.

Coldloint

Photo Courtesy: (Left) EERI, (Right) 1979, Mexico City EERI CD

Both the pictures show effect of clod joint
on seismic performance of the columns
of reinforced concrete framed construction.
One of the joint is at the mid height of
the column and other at the top of the
column.

The cold joints are formed when second
phase of concreting is done on smooth
surface of existing concrete.

Note the failure of roof connection because
of lack of transverse reinforcement around
hooked bars, cold joint at top of column,
insufficient anchorage length for hooked
column bars.

What Is OurPracUce ;a mmmi

Photo: NSET, Kathmandu

It is common practice to construct columns
of full or half height without surface
roughening at the top or a shear key. These
basically lead to cold joint and should be
avoided.

M2IS6 - Construction of RC Framed Buildings: Beam/Column [ 100 ]
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Whal should be done iI mmmi

•

Photo & Illustration: NSET, Kathmandu

The picture shows construction of shear
key at the top of the column. The top of
the column should be well roughened or
shear should be provided at the top of the
column .

Also note how beam bars are anchored
in the column.

Anchorage of Beam Bars In Column

Photo Courtesy: EERI

The pictures presents both the interior and
exterior beam-column joint damage
because longitudinal beam bars of the
beams were not confmed within column
longitudinal bars and stirrups.

In the second picture, the cornerjoint
failure, the beam bars are not well
anchored inside the column, beam bars
are not confined by transverse
reinforcement through joint.

Whalls Our PracHce iI

Photo: NSET, Bhaktapur

It is common practice not to provide any
stirrup in the beam-column joint region.
Inaddition to it, it is also common to keep
one face of beam bars outside the column
bars. Furthermore, very short L-bend is
provided at the end of beam bar which is
not enough for anchorage.
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Good Beam-Column Joint

Photo: NSET, SESp, Vidyodaya Primary School, Jhochhen

The beam bars should pass through the
column bars and the joint region should
be well confined by closely spaced stirrups
as shown in the picture (though not visible
in second picture).

Joint Reinforcing

Photo Courtesy: TAEC, Jorpati, Nepal

The picture shows how the beam bars can
be anchored in the column.

Joint Reinforcing

Photo Courtesy: TAEC, Jorpati, Nepal

Note how closely spaced beam bars are
in the beam-column joint region, although
all the beam bars passes through column.
This detail may lead to total honeycombing
inside the beam-column joint. Beam-
column joint regions are always difficult
component of RC framed construction
and need special attention.
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Good Baam-Column Joint EmIl

Photo: NSET, SESP - Vidyodaya Primary School, Jhochhen

There should be enough space between
reinforcing bars so that concrete can be
easily poured in beam column joint region.
Also note stirrups in the beam-column
joint region.

Detailing at Baam Column Jolm

Photo: NSET, SESP - Vidyodaya Primary School, Jhochhen

This slide shows how long the beam bar
should be anchored in the column or
beyond.

Column SUrrups and Hooks

Stirrups at
junction

Spacing of
stirrups in
beam

Spacing of
stirrups in
column

Placing confining reinforcement at the junction

Photo: NSET, SESP - Vidyodaya Primary School. Jnocbnen

This picture shows few of the good
practices of the beam-column joint,
column, beam construction.
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Problem o11Oft11Walls mmmi

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

Untied infill walls (masonry units of brick,
concrete blocks, adobe, or other similar
material placed within the confines of a
structural frame) usually collapse during
earthquake shaking. Though the building
may survive, it may cause casualty and
loss of property.

Problem ollnOl1 Walls mmmi

Photo: NSET, Bhuj Earthquake, India

The infill walls usually create structural
problems. As shown in the pictures these
may cause shear failure of the framing
elements. Since they create a rigid non-
flexible element, they attract seismic
forces; but being structurally weak, they
fail when subjected to these forces. When
they fail, they tend to cause a failure in
the structural frame as well- often causing
collapse of the structure.

What Is Our PraeUee ;a

Photo: NSET, Kathmandu

There is hardly any practice to tie-up these
infill walls.
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Tie-up 01Walls

Photo: NSET, SESP

mmal All the infill walls should be tied up with
the frame. Walls could be tied up in
different ways. One of the method could
be to tie-up walls with Reinforced concrete
band.

Guidelines

Here is one example for design of a new
RC framed construction using pre-
engineered design. This design assumes
there is no participation of strength and
stiffness from the infill walls (cladding
or partition walls).

This example is based on NBC201,
prepared by Nepal National Building Code
Development Project as per Nepalese
building code. Precautions shall be taken,
if this guideline be used in other regions.
The requirements set in following
presentation shall be applicable only for
buildings complying with specified
limitations. The intension is to achieve a
minimum acceptable structural safety. The
intension of this guideline is not to replace
engineers.
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• This guideline is not applicable ifbays are single bay.
• The area of slab panel shall not be more than 13.5 sq meter.
• All the columns of the building shall be vertical. It shall be continue on the same centerline down to

foundation.
• No walls other than parapet wall be built on cantilevered slab. This slab should be framed with beams and

wall be reinforced and tied up with the slab.
• The foundation shall be at uniform level.
• The building shall not have a soft story.

lavout ami
• A or B < 6 bays

- 7 columns in one direction

• 25m in length

• One bay <4.5m (i.e. 15 feet)

• A<3B and >B/3

• H/A or H/B <3

• H < 11m or 3 stories

Illustration: NSET, NBC 201, 1994

The general limitations on size of the
buildings are:
• The height of the building should not

be more than 11 m or three storey
(whichever is less). Within an 11 m
height, there mayan additional storey
of smaller plan area. However, plan
area of it shall not exceed 25% of the
area of typical floor.

• Height to width or height to length
ratio of the building should not be more
than 3.

• The building should not be more than
25 m long or wide.

• It should not have more than 7 bays in
any direction.

• Anyone bay of the building should
not be more than 4.5 m long.

lavout

• Wings of the structure

- K1 and K2 < N4 or B/4
- The width of wing should be greater than half of K1 or K2

Illustration: NSET, NBC 201, 1994

Regarding the configuration:

• Inplan, the wing length should not be
more than ~ of the width of the
building.

• At the same time, the width of the wing
shall not be less than Y2 of its length.
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lavout

• The concrete strength shall notbe less than 15 MPa at
28 days for a 150 mm cube.

• The longitudinal reintorcinq bars used for beam and
column shall not have yield strength more than 415 MPa.

However, for beam or column stirrups bars of yield strength
upto 550 MPa can be used.

• 8 mm bars of yield strength ar:e replaceable with 7 mm
bars of yield strength 550,I'y1Pa.

These are minimum material standard that
must be met when this example is used.

CriUcal SecUo.n of Frames

• . Ends of beams upto a lenqth of about twice the depth of
the beam.

Ends of columns.

• Joint regions between beams and columns.

1. _nMllon
2. PIIn_und .... '-•• CGNmond
4. Ileomend
S. ""fIIt

Illustration: NSET, Kathmandu

Column and beam ends, and beam-column
joints are the most critical sections during
earthquake loading. These need special' c_~",,"~,

care.

Size of Reinforcement in Columns

Size of columns and reinforcement depends on the number
of stories, span, type of building and the floor

For a residential building as mentioned earlier, following
suqqests the size of columns and the reinforcements

Siory Comer Columns Face Columns Inlerior Columns

Size (mm) Reinforceme Size (mm) Reinforceme Size (mm) Relnforceme
nt nl nl

III 230 x 230 4T16 230 x 230 4T12 230 x 230 4T12

230 x 230 4T16 230 x 230 4T16 230 x 230 8T12

270 X 270 4T16 270 X 270 4T16 270 X 270 8T12

This table gives steel bars required in
columns. Quantity of steel in a column
depends on its location, number of stories,
type of loading, beam span etc.
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Shear Reinforcement (Rings)

• At the end of columns for 600mm (2 ft) length - T
08 @100 mm clc
For remaining height - T 06 @125 mm clc

Illustration: NSET, Kathmandu

1_ Beams
Size:
- Width = 230 or 240 mm
- Depth = 325 mm overall
Reinforcement:

Span More than 12 ft. Less than t 2 ft.

Bar type Regular Addnlonal Regular Additional
/Level

Top Bot. Top Bot Top Bot. Top Bot.

Roof 2T12 2T12 1T12 1T12 2T12 2T12 1T12 1T12

II 2T16 2T16 1T16 1T16 2T12 2T12 2T12 1T16
I 2T16 2T16 3T12 1T16 2T16 2T16 1T16 1T16

Plinth 2T12 2T12 - - 2T12 2T12

Beams are more critical near the supports than at the midspan

mmmi
When casting a column, care must be
taken to maintain cover to the steel bars.
If cover is not well maintained the steel
bars start rusting with time and capacity
of column is significantly reduced. Cover
blocks can be used to maintain cover.

Moreover it, the most important part is
shape of column stirrups. The ends of
stirrups must be anchored in the column
core as shown in picture. These stirrups
should also be continued in beam-column
joint region.

This chart presents steel reinforcement
required for beams. The quantity of beam
reinforcement depends on beam span, type
of loading, intensity of loading etc. For
vertical loading only, steel reinforcement
in all the floors is more or less similar.
However, it increases in building designed
for earthquake load in lower stories.

Beams Details

Illustration: NSET, NBC

This drawing presents beam details.
Column bars are not shown here for clarity.
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SUrrups In Beams

i~, \'} ~~} oJ
'<0 '.0 ~

i, ,"0 '~ i, ,"0 '~
~, ~,

Illustration: NSET, NBC

When casting a beam, care must be taken
to maintain cover to the steel bars. If cover
is not well maintained the steel bars start
rusting with time and capacity of beam
is significantly reduced. Cover blocks can
be used to maintain cover.

Moreover, the most important part is the
shape of beam stirrups. The ends of stirrups
must be anchored in the beam core as
shown in picture.

SUrrups in Beams

LeveVSpan More than 12ft. Less than 12 ft. Remarks

Roof End 600rrvn: End600mm: In the rerrainlng
Moo@100mm Moo@100rnrn length of all beams

use MOO@ 150mm
II End 900mm: End600mm:

Moo@100mm M06@100mm

I End 0.3 L: End 0.3 L:
Moo@80rnrn Moo@80rnrn

Plinth M06@100mm Moo@100mm

The stirrups shall be provided as specified
in the table.

Detailing 01Columns

B
;==.) e,,,"","
4~1lI~,..n,.:::-1oIt..-
l ""'""'__

• apuo:.lft""""'-lNIra

Illustration: NSET, NBC

The spacing between stirrups shall not be
more than 100mm at the ends of columns
for 600mm. In central region the stirrups
spacing can be increased to lh the width
of the column. However, where
longitudinal bars are lapped the spacing
shall not be more than 100mm.
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Delliling 01Bea_
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lIIuslraVon: NSET, NBC

The lap length of bars shall not be less
than 60 times the diameter of the bar.

The top bars shall not be lapped in beam-
column joint region. The bottom bars shall
be lapped 300 mm away from the column
face but lapping in central region of beam
shall be avoided. However, the top bars
shall be lapped in central region of the
beam. Lapping all bars in one section shall
be avoided.

D811111ng01Beam Column Conneedons

r
... h_1

L.

Illustration: NSET, NBC

The beam bars ending over the column
shall be well anchored in beam column
joint region. The anchorage length shall
not be less than 60 times the diameter of
the bar.

Further, the column stirrups should also
continue in the beam-column joint region .

Detailing 01Foundadon. Plinth aeam &
Column Joints

. '1. 'loti;' ;'" -.- -.---- - - .

2. EIM!fOrC0410111'1
.. eonlrlint dlrNp' In c:oIulm ........ ~ .,uor

S1"nn
.. ConlniAQ .tit'Npl hJdrnt, .pldne ~'Mor

S100 .."SII""._~""

• "0

Illustration: NSET, NBC

Individual column footings resting on soft
to medium soils should be connected
together at ground or plinth level by tie
beams. The tie beams shall be a minimum
of 200x200 mm in section with 4-10 mm
diameter longitudinally bars and 6mm
stirrups @ 150mm .
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• Slab

Thickness = 100mm
Reinforcement = T08 or K07 and M06 or K4.75

A

.. I" ..

Illustration: NSET, NBC

The drawing presents a typical drawing
of a slab where panel area in not more
than 13.5 sq m and non of dimension are
more than 4.5m. The details are not
applicable for single span slab.

Extra bars are required in the slab as top
layer along the supports.

• Slab .etall

Chair Detail

~T_Ji----l t-
~ "0

Interior Slab

Illustration: NSET, NBC

The top bars and bottom bars shall be well
separated. The separation can be
maintained using chairs made of steel bars
as shown.

In end panel, the top bars along the edge
shall be well anchored in the beam.

Slab Reinforcement

Slab reinforcement detail showing chairs

Photo: NSET, SESp, Jhochhen. Kathmandu

This picture presents a typical layout of
slab reinforcement details.
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Non load Bearing Walls

• Horizontal reinforced concrete (RC) bands

- To prevent walls from falling out

- At one third and two third of the wall height

- At sill level and lintel level if there is opening

- Width equal to the wall thickness

- Thickness equal to thickness of brick or 75mm

• Reinforcement

- The reinforcement depends on span of the wall.

Bands in Non load Bearing Walls

...._"
Illustration: NSET, NBC 201, 1994

mDll

This picture presents a typical details of
wall bands. For span up to 4.5m, two
number of 8 mm diameter bars as
longitudinal steel with 4.75 mm stirrups
at the spacing of l50mm would suffice.
The longitudinal bars can be installed
during construction of column.

Bands In Non load Bearing Walls

Photo: NSET, Dharan

This picture presents bars left during
column construction for band.
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EXERCISE

JI

r::m! I

Exercise on ConstrucUnu Reinforcement Models r::m! In this exercise participants will prepare
and erect reinforcement models of RCC
frame. Models may be scaled down by
1:4.

There will be two types of models: one is
column with foundation and another is
beam, column and bands. Details of these
models are as shown in photographs.

To make the exercise easy and effective,
the whole participants (30 nos.) will be
divided into 6 groups consisting of 5
persons in each group. The groups will
be of three types according to the model
they will prepare and for each type of
model there will be 2 groups. Hence two
groups will construct same type of model
separately.
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It is better to divide the groups at the
beginning of the course so that they will
stay in groups and will do everything in
groups. This division of groups in the
beginning will help better coordination
during the sessions as well as in the
exercises.
"Column with Foundation" group (2
Nos.)
This group will prepare foundation and
column reinforcements and will erect in
place.
"Column and Band" Group (2 Nos.)
This group will .erect the column
reinforcement with proper cutting and
bending. Side by side the group will also

make the rings and fit them to the main reinforcement but in close coordination with "Beam Group" for proper
construction at the joints. This group will also work for making the. horizontal band at one location of the
columns. '

:"';:'"
"Beam" Group (2 Nos.)
Preparation of main reinforcement in required length (including that for development length and lapping),
placing in required locations and fixing with the rings are the responsibilities of this group. This group will
also prepare the rings, in required size. Special joint detailing has to be done in the joints between beams and
columns.
These two groups have to work in close coordination because the beams prepared by "Beam" group has to
be fixed into the column prepared by the "Column and band" group.

Exercise' Groups

"Column with Foundation" group (2 Nos.)

"Column and Band" Group (2 Nos.)

"Beam" Group (2 Nos.)

These two groups have to work in close coordination because the beams
prepared by "Beam" group has to be fixed into the column prepared by
the "Column and band" group,

~.--

{~=-.

~-

Drawing 01Model

Foundation and Column
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Illustration: NSET

After dividing the whole group of
participants into different groups, let them
works to prepare the assigned models. It
will be better to allow them to work
independently without any instruction
during the exercise, let them make
whatever they received during the lecture.
In the critical places where they want any
suggestion, some clues can be fixed so
that they themselves could try to remember
whatever they have learnt in the lectures.
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o

DraWing 01Model

Beam, Column and Band

Illustration: NSET, NBC·

Drawing 01Model

Detail of beam, column and band

'" '" m
""

'1
,

e_J

L-SECTION OF BEAM OF FIRST FLOOR

Illustration: NSET, NBC

-
It is expected that this exercise will take
3 hours. Now, ask them-to describe/present.
about- their models. Facilitate them to
identify the positives & negatives in their
models.

Finally, from this.exercise the participants
will have a very good practical knowledge
& skill about the required detailing in RCC
construction. .

Drawing 01Model

Detail of beam, column and band

{O
CIs FOR PLINTH BEAM

SECTIONAL DETAILS OF FIRST FLOOR BEAM

Illustration: NSET, NBC
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Out of the two types of floors and roofs,
we have already discussed in detail about
the flexible floors and roofs. Now, in this
session we will discuss about rigid floors
and roofs.
Rigid floors and roofs are those in which
the deformation in their own plane can
not take place and they can not be twisted.
RCC slabs are most commonly used rigid
floor and roof.
Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of this seSSIOn
participants will be able to
• Use bars of optimum size and proper
placement of reinforcement in slab;

Use appropriate size of aggregate
and mix ratio for the slab; and

Use proper technique of connecting floor and roof slab to frames or walls.

Module 21 Session 7
Construction of RC Framed

Buildings: Floor I Roof

Scope

• Importance of floor / roof slabs
- Rigid diaphragm action
- Distribute the lateral load to the columns and to foundation

• Common defects and their protective measures in floors/roofs in
framed buildings

• Construction of floors/roofs of framed buildings
• Considerations for staircase and sloped slabs
• Practical considerations

RCC slabs as floors and roofs are superior
than the flexible ones of timber or bamboo
since it gives higher rigidity and helps to
improve the integrity of the building.
However, defective construction of RCC
floor and roof slabs can not contribute to
overall strength of the building. We can
find many defects in the RCC slab
construction. We will discuss now the
requirements of a good RCC slab.

Common Rigid Floor I Roof

• Normally, in an earthquake RC
slabs fail after the failure and
collapse of columns, walls and
beams.

• After the collapse of columns/walls,
slabs fail as if they are pancakes.

• Failure of slab alone is not seen
in an earthquake.

Photo: EERI (Top) & NSET, 2001 Bhuj Earthquake, India (Bottom)
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Damage in a Rigid Slab

• However, failure of slab
alone can be seen in
normal load condition
when it can not resist dead
loads and imposed loads.
Therefore, slab should be
capable to withstand all
possible dead as well as
, imposed loads and also
the earthquake loads.

Photo: NSET;. Shaking Table Demonstration
-,,";"

Kev Issues in RCCSlab,

• Capacity of slab depends on the span, size and
reinforcements

• Size of slab should be sufficient enough - thickness of
slab and size and no. of reinforcement bars depend on
the span of the slab

It should be properly connected with the masonry wall
below it

For connecting the slab with walls a tie beam below the
slab will be good option

ConstrucUon 01RCCSlab

• Formwork - centering and shuttering

Placement of reinforcement bars - cutting,· bending,
placinq, binding

- 'Top bars, bottom bars and distribution bars

- Chairs

• Marking lines and levels for finished slab

• .Concrete batching, mixing, placing, compacting

• Curing
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Placement of Reinforcement Bars

• At the mid spans of slabs, generally bars are required at
bottom face

• Near supports, at the top face also bars are required
• At the locations where top and bottom both bars are

required, these two types of bars should be separated by
chair bars

EmIl

Illustration: NSET NBC 201, 1994

Placement of Reinforcement Bars

Reinforcements in the projection
should also rest on the chair

Photo: NSET, SESP

Reinforcement In RCCSlab

• Size or dia of reinforcing bars for slab -
1/8 t >Dia of bars>1/16t ( 't' is the thickness or depth of
slab)

• Maximum spacing of bars:
Spacing of bars on slab should not exceed the following

• As designed
• 450mm
• 3 times the effective depth of slab
• 30 times the dia of bar
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Reinforcement in RCCSlab

• Curtailment of bars
On all continuous edge- O.2SL from the centre of support
On discontinuous edge- O.1SL from the centre of support
Extension of top bars

For all continuous edge: up to O,33L from the edge towards
the middle
For discontinuous edge: O.2L for discontinuous edges towards
the middle.

...;;..'

Placing of Reinforcements

• Positive reinforcement: In two way slab bars for bottom
mesh should be placed as follows
- shorter bars ( bars along shorter direction) should be
placed below the bars along longer direction.

• N'egative reinforcement ( top bars): Main bars for upper
mesh (top bars) should be placed above the distribution
bars.

• Bars for cantilevers: Top bars are the main bars for
cantilever slab and should be placed above the distribution
bars for cantilevers. All top bars should be resting on chairs
and should not be disturbed or relocated.

Cover to Reinforcements

•• •

Proper Placing of reinforcement

In slabs and also in any RCC member the
cover outside the reinforcements bars
should be provided so that the
reinforcement bars are protecter from
dampness & other weathering effects.

The cover needed in RCC slabs is as
mentioned below .
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Cner IIlelnflreemems

• Clear cover for reinforcement for slab
Roof Slab
• Bottom and top: 15mm or not less than the dia of larger

bar
• Sides or ends: 25mm or twice the dia of larger bar
• Slab on or below the ground level
• Bottom and top: 25mm or not less than the dia of larger

bar
• Sides or ends: 25mm or twice the dia of larger bar

Note: Cover blocks of 1:3 cement mortar and appropriate
size should be used for proper separation

Placemem of lelAloreement Bars

Floor/roof ready for
concreting after shuttering
and reinforcement placing

Photo: NSET, SESP

Concrete Casdng

Photo: NSET, SESp, Gadgade Primary School, Nagarkot, Bhaklapur

Concreting

• Procedure for concreting should follow
the instructions stated earlier

- Concrete grade- rninimuni MIS
i.e. 1:2:4

- well compacted

- Kept moist atleast for 7 days

- For slab of size 4.5mx 3m, props
of formwork should not be
removed before 14 days of
concreting
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Consideration lor Staircase

Typical reinforcement detail
of staircase

"lYP CHAIR IUITAH fOR
t:lD~JN~

Illustration: NSET, SESP

TVPlcal Slab Reinlorment Detail

• . TYpical Slab Reinlorment Detail

• For a panel of 4.5m x 3.0m or less
Slab thickness = 100mm
Reinforcement = Torsteel of Bmm @150mm.c!c
Concrete mix = 1:2:4
Aggregate = 20mm and below
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ami 'While constructing staircase, spacial care
should be taken. In a staircase slab,
reinforcement are placed both at the top
and bottom as shown in the figure.
Following other points are important:

- spacing of bars not less than 150 rom

- concrete grade not less than M15 or
1:2:4 & min

- thickness of slab not less than 120 rom

- removal of framworks not earlier than
14 days of casting

Here is a typical reinforcement detail for
slabs. This will give an idea about how
to'read the drawing of slab reinforcement
detail.

This is requirements for a typical slab
which is vary commonly used size.

The requirements will vary depending
upon the size / span of the slabs
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Module 2 I Session 8
'\

Quality C'ontrol and
Workmanship

A•NSET

Buildings behave as they are actually
constructed not as they are designed-or
planned. No matter how well a building
is planned and designed if they are poorly
constructed. Therefore, quality and
workmanship during each stage of the
construction playa vital role in making a
building, of. good quality, strong and
earthquake resistant. Besides good

. platining and design, quality control should
also be given equally high attention during
the construction of a building.

In this training manual a session is
allocated for discussing about the quality
control and workmanship. This session is
devoted for that.

Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of this session, participants will be able to:
• Explain the properties of main construction materials and distinguish between good and bad quality materials;
• Explain the effect of quality control measures on the earthquake resistance of building; and

'. Assure thequality of materials and processes involved in 'accordance with the guidelines provided.

First factor to affect the quality of a
building is the quality of its planning and
designing. If a building is not properly
planned and designed, the building can
not be of good' quality even if it is
constructed with greater care and quality
control. For a building to be an earthquake
resistant, a good quality planning and
design means that which follows the basic
rules outlined in previous sessions of this
manual- appropriate site selection, good
configuration and layout, appropriate size
and detailing of different structural
elements etc.' -'

, Another factor affecting the quality of a
building is quality of materials used in the
construction. Inferior quality materials

can not make a higher quality building. Therefore materials used in the construction should be of good quality
as mentioned in the specifications. -

Next major factor to contribute in the quality of a building is quality of construction process and quality of
workmanship. This is the ultimate factor to make a good quality building. Each and every stage of the
construction should be in accordance with the provisions and steps mentioned in the standard construction
manuals and guidelines. -

Resources and time available are also the indirect factors to make a good quality building. Experiences have
shown that if the project period is prolonged due to the resource constraints then quality of construction goes
on decreasing. .

QualitV of CODSunCUOD

• Major factors affecting the quality of construction

Planning and design

- Quality of materials

- Quality of construction process (workmanship)

- Resources available I Time factor (Project period)

• Quality control in each stage, starting from planning to
the end of construction, can only produce a good quality
building. .

123' ]M2IS8 - Quality Control and Workmanship
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mmmi

Qu·ality of Some Important
Construction Materials

QualitY of Materials

• Has to.be ensured for assuring the final quality of
construction

• Should be decided beforehand the construction is started

• In standard practice, is decided during the planning and
designing phase

• Differs according to construction type, structural element
and location of site

Now, we will discuss about the required
quality of some very popular construction
materials.

Final quality of any construction is
dependent on the quality of construction
materials used in the construction.
Therefore, the quality of materials should
be ensured for using the final quality of
construction. The required quality of
materials should be decided beforehand
the construction is started; generally it is
decided during planning & designing
phase. The quality of materials required
differs depending upon the construction
type, structural element & location of site.

• CommonlY used ConsuucUon Materials .~

• Cement
• Sand
• Aggregate .
• Steel Reinforcement Bars
• Brick
• Building Stone
• Mud
• Lime
• TimberlWood
• Water
• Roofing and Flooring Materials
• Composite Materials

- Mortar
- Concrete

These are the very commonly used
construction materials. Out of these,
properties and good qualities of most
common materials _-cement, sand;
aggregate, reinforcement bars, bricks,
timber and water are described here.
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cement

• Cement is nowadays most commonly used building
materials

Depending upon constituent materials and ultimate features
cement are of different types:

Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC)

- Quick Setting Cement

- Rapid Hardening Cement

- Slow Setting Cement

Out of these, OPC is the most commonly used type of cement

OPC may be of different grades depending upon their strength
- 33, 43, 53 (grades) etc.

Cement is simply a mixture of limestone
and clay heated in a kiln to very high
temperature and made fine powder by..
grinding.

Cement is seldom used alone, it is mostly
used as binding materials to make
composite materials like mortar and
concrete.

Goes into the voids of aggregates and binds
the aggregates when mixed with water and
hardened.

Qualitv of Cement

• Good Quality
- Hardens/sets within appropriate duration

Achieves required compressive strength within specified
time period .
Absorbs appropriate quantity ofmoisture

- Fully powder form like talcum powder in well packed slacks.

Bad Quality
- Doesn't get strength within specified time duration
- Absorbs more moisture ','
- Not in fully powder form, contains some already hardened

particles
- Defects in packing, transporting and storage.'

Selection and Handling of Cement
• Should fulfill the design requirements

- For RCC and structural elements - cement should not be
of less than 43 grade

• Age should not be of more than 2 months at the time of
construction

• Air tight bags without any holes should be selected
• Should be free from pebbles or any hardened cement·

contents
• Handling and storing

- Bags should be handled with care during transportation so
that they will not be torn out by hooks and will not come
into contact with moisture/water

- Stored in dry, air and water tight and moisture free place
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EmIlSand

• Particles of size less than 4.75mm are called sand, it is
also known as fine aggregate.

• It is a natural construction material, generally available
at river beds, river banks and sand quarries.

• Sand is also not used alone, it is used to make mortar
and concrete.

• In concrete sand fills the voids between coarse aggregates
and then cement fills the voids between coarse
aggregates and sand.

QualltV of Sand

• Many unnecessary and organic things may be mixed
with sand since it is obtained from rivers or quarries.

• Therefore, sand should be carefully selected and used.
• should be coarse river sand, well graded grains, clean

and fresh
• should be free from foreign

particles and minerals (soil,
organics)

• Moisture content to maintain
minimum bulking

CoanelUureuate

• This is obtained from the stones crushed to various sizes
or natural sedimentation on river banks. It is used for
cement concrete works, pavements etc.

• should be hard enough, durable, clean and granule in
shape.

• Minimum abrasion
• should not contain minerals and

foreign materials
• should be well graded to

various sizes

Photo: NSET
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Size of Aguregate

• Size of aggregates used in construction depends on the
thickness of the concrete members, specification and design
requirement.

Size of aggregate for ReC and pCC work
- For the members having thickness > 100mm - 40mm down
- For the members having thickness 40mm to 100mm - 20mm down
- For the members having thickness < 40mm - 12mm down
- For the members other than specified above - As per design and .

specification '

• .Well graded aggregates should always be used (aggregates
consisting of different sizes in the mix)

Steel Reinforcement Bars

• Concrete and masonry have very low tensile strength, so
theycan not resist tensile forces, '

• However, buildings and different structural elements are
frequently subjected to tension. .

• Steel reinforcement bars are provided to resist the tensile
forces, .

Steel bars have very high tensile strength, but have low
compressive strength as compared to concrete or masonry.

• Steel bars are characterized by their strength such as MS
230, Fe 415, Fe 500 etc.
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For columns- minimum 12 mm dia (for
rectangular columns- minimum 4 nos. and
for circular columns- minimum 6 nos.).

Beam: minimum 12 mm dia. ( for
rectangular doubly reinforced beam
minimum 4 nos.).

Slab: the dia of bars should not be more than 1/8 times the thickness of slab and not less than 1/16 times the
thickness of slab.

Qualltv 01Steel Bars ami Reinforcing bars used in construction
should comply with design considerations.
should have sufficient strength to resist
the stress developed.

These are available in various SIzes
(diameter).

Diameter of bars to be used for different
members depends on the design.

Ingeneral, the diameter of bars to be used
for various members should be as follows

• Free from rusting
• Assured standard quality and marked
• should not break while

bending
• Uncracked, uniform

thickness (dia.) throughout
the whole length

Stirrups: dia of bars should not be less than \.4 times the dia of main bars (larger bar)

Photo: NSET

Brick mmmi

l

• Brick is a clay product. It is produced in a standard mould
and burnt in kiln at an appropriate temperature.

• Bricks may be
- Sun dried only or fired
- Burnt in standard chimneys or local furnaces
- Machine made or hand made

• Standard size of modular brick is
240x115x55mm

• Depending upon the final quality
they are classified as
- First class - A, Second class - B

or Third class - C
- Class D is overburnt bricks

Photo: NSET
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QualltV of Brick

• Minimum compressive strength- 7.5 N/mm2

• Well burnt, uniform red color, smooth surface finish

• Regular and uniform shape and size

• Produce metallic ringing sound when struck each other

• should not absorb too much water (more than 25% of its'
weight while soaked in water for 24 hours)

• should not break while dropped from a height of 3 feet

Timber IWood

• Timber is used as different structural members like posts,
beams, joists, rafters etc. as well as in doors and windows.

• Timber is also used to make formwork for concreting,
however their quality differs from those to be used as
structural members and doors and windows.

• Timber to be used as structural
members should be well
seasoned, free from cracks, holes ,
or knots and of hard-wood
species.

• Should have uniform surface and
should be not be twisted.

Photo: NSET, SESp, Vidyodaya Primary School, Jhochhen

Water

• Water is most important nutrition for all the living beings.
• Similarly it is an important material in the construction also.
• Water is required in almost every stage of any type of

construction from starting to the end.
• Water is used to make mortar, concrete as well as for curing

of masonry and concrete.
• As man needs pure and good quality water; concrete, mortar

etc. also need pure and drinkable water.
• Impurities in water may lower down the quality of concrete

and mortar

• In most of the cases, it is seen that
water used in construction is of lower
quality. In rural as well as urban areas
people use pond water, water from
sewerage line, runoff water, ground
water for construction.

It is not possible to use portable water
where public is not served enough
water even for drinking. In these cases
maintaining the quality of construction
is very difficult. In such cases, the
available water should be first purified
then only should be used in
construction.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Quality of Some Important
Construction Works

Qualb 10Works [Workmanship]

• A building to be strong, durable and earthquake resistant,
good planning and design and selection of quality-materials
are not only sufficient, quality of construction process is
also equally important.

• Good quality of workmanship at every stage of construction
can only assure the final quality of a building.

• Quality and process of each construction work should be
in accordance with the standard practice as outlined in
specifications and guidelines. .

Common ConsttucUon Works

Foundation Construction
- Layout, excavationcornpactlon and leveling to required surface
- Soling, P.C.C. and Footing construction
- Backfilling and compaction

Masonry Wall Construction
- Mortar preparation
- Laying of masonry units (bricks/stones), curing

Reinforced Concrete Construction
- Formwork preparation
- Reinforcement placement
- Concreting

Curing, formwork removal

• Construction of Service Facilities
- Electricity
- Water supply and sewerage
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Masonrv Wall ConsuucUon mmmi
Mortar preparation
- Selection of good quality cement, sand and water
- Batching of cement and sand in appropriate proportions
For all important superstructure walls the mix should not be less
than 1:4

. For foundation masonry the mix may be up to 1:6
- In case of manual mixing, do not make mortar of more than 1 bag

cement batch at a time
- First put sand, then over that put cement and mix well in dry stage
- Add appropriate quality of water to the dry mix and stir it until the paste

becomes homogeneous.
- Do not put excessive quantity of water in the mix. Excessive water

reduces the strength of the mortar as well as it becomes difficult to
use since it flows easily.

- Carry the mortar to the required place in proper size of trays so that
it can be easily handled

- The prepared mortar has to be completely used within 1-1.5 hours of
mixing.

1. The selection of mortar for brick
masonry has many consequences.
Choosing the right mortar can lead to
good performance and a -durable
masonry wall. Improper selection can
lead to leaky walls or deteriorating
mortar. Mortar selection is more than
picking a mortar type. All aspects of a
project including design, material
selection and workmanship must be
considered to lead to the choice of
particular mortar materials and type.

The basic rules of mortar selection are:

• No single type of mortar is best for all
purposes.

• Do not use a mortar stronger in
compression than is structurally
required.

Do not use excessive water in the mortar and use it as soon as
mixed with water.

Monar

illustration: from NSET Calendar
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laving 01Masonrv Units
Bricks and mortar should be as mentioned earlier
Bricks should be' fully soaked in water at least for 7 hours before it is used

.' 'Bricks should be laid in true line and level, vertically in plumb
Thickness of mortar should not exceed 12mm and jointsshould be properly
racked out
.~ Strength of masonry gets reduced as the thickness of bed joint increases, Taking

normal thickness of bed joint 10mm an increase of 3 mm may reduce the strength
of brick masonry by about 15% .

Vertical joints of bricks in successive courses should not be in one line
should be uniformly raised and stepping should be maintained for further
extension. No vertical toothing is allowed.
should maintain equal height and level within 2 feet for the whole length.
Construction of brick wall should be restricted to 1.5m in height'in one day.
All earthquake resistant elements should be incorporated at necessary
places. '
should not provide.lateral loads before 14 days of construction
All prick work should be kept wet at-least for 5 days

Plain I Reinlorced ConCrete ConsttucUon mms
Concrete is a composite construction material made up
of cement, sand, aggregate and water. '

Concrete has very low tensile strength, therefore in the
structures/structural members where there is tensile force
steel reinforcing bars are used to resist tension.

Concrete used with steel reinforcement bars is called
Reinforced Cement Concrete (RC.C.) and that without
reinforcement is Plain Cement Concrete (P.C.C.).

P.C.C. is generally used in foundation base, floors, road
pavement etc. and RC.C. is used in beams, columns,
slabs and other main structures.

Plain I Reinlorced Concrete Consttuctlon mms
Concrete is generally categorized by its strength (like M15,
M20 etc.) but also categorized by mix proportion of the
constituent materials (like 1:2:4, 1:3:6 etc.).

For P.C.C. the concrete should not be of less than M10 or
mix not leaner than 1:3:6 and for RC.C. it should not be
less than M15 or mix not leaner than 1:2:4.

For columns - not less than M20 or 1:1.5:3 and for beams
and slabs - not less than M15 or 1:2:4.
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~-- FormWork I Centering and Shunering

Formwork is used to achieve required shape of the concrete
products. . . .

Quality
Hard, durable, enough thickness and of required size
Water tight, to prevent bleeding .
should not absorb water from concrete.
Weather free
Smooth surface
In true line and level
Able to withstand the concrete load
Proper horizontal bracings, props and runners

The forms (where applicable) should be
of wood or metal, straight and of sufficient
strength to resist springing or deviation
during the' process of depositing the
concrete against them ..Wood.form should
consist of two inches surfaced plank, and
.metal form should be of an approved
section. They should be so designed that
devices for holding the form in place will
not. cause weakness in the concrete or
subsequent failure. They should be
securely staked and braced, held firmly
to the required line and grade and should
not permit leakage of mortar. Where
alignment includes curves, flexible strips
of steel should be used. FOrm should not
be removed for at least 15 days after the
concrete has been placed.

Formwork PreparaUon

• Formwork is used to achieve required shape of the Concrete
structures.

·Quality of Timber for formwork
- Hard, durable, enough thickness and required size
- Water tight, prevent bleeding
- Should not absorb water from concrete.
- Smooth surface and in true line and level
- Able to withstand the concrete load
- Proper horizontal bracings, props and runners

Rein,orcement Placement

;, Reinforcementshould be erected as per detailed design
and drawing.

• All horizontal bars should be truly straight on line and
level.· .

• Splicing should be as specified.

• Stirrups should be as specified and placed truly vertical,
tied all with longitudinal reinforcement.

• Distribution bars should be placed below the top bars.
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Reinforcement Placement

• Top bars and bottom bars should be perfectly separated
by using chairs.

• Clear cover on all the sides, top and bottom as specified,
use cover blocks

• Cover block should be placed before placing the concrete
for maintaining clear cover properly.

• Clear cover for concrete elements
- Slab -15mm
- Beam - 25mm but not less than the dia of larger bar
- Column - 40mm but not less than the dia of larger bar
- Foundation - 75mm
- For other cases - as per the instruction of Engineer

Cover to Reinforcement

• •

Placing of reinforcement

Illustration: NSET

Concrete Batchlng
• All required materials of appropriate quality and quantity should

be ready at site before proceeding to concreting work.
Batching should be done by weight for good quality of concrete.
Standard cube box (size 300· 300·375mm i.e, volume of 1 bag of cement)
should be used for batching, where weighing is not possible.

Materials should never be batched by empty cement bags or by the
means other than standard batching cube box as specified.

Photo: NSET, SESP

Make sure the grade of concrete required.

For all Reinforced Cement Concrete
works, grade should not be lower than
M20 (1: 1.5:3). In case of plain cement
concrete, grade should be of minimum
MIO (1:3:6)

The amount of mixing materials can be
assured equal if we measure by measuring
units.

Always use Cube box for measuring the
sand and aggregate.

Size of measuring unit is 1.25 eft which
can be obtained by making metal or
wooden boxes size 12" X 12" x 15"

Better batching is by weighing the
material.
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Concrete.blng

Machine mixing
The batched materials should be properly mixed in concrete mixer till
the mix is homogeneous.

Manual Mixing
In the cases where machine mixing is not possible, concrete can be
mixed manually.
Add 10% cement extra in case of manual mixing.
Batching should be restricted to maximum 5 bags of cement
The batched materials should be mixed in dry till it gets homogeneous,
then water should be added. It should again be mixed thoroughly at least
2 times till gets homogeneous.

• Control water cement ratio.
• Mix the concrete thoroughly till it is uniform and place within 45- 60

minutes of mixing.

concrete Mblng

Mixingmay be done by mixer machine or by hand,
preferable is mixing by machine as it gives uniform quality
and homogeneous concrete mix.
In case of manual mixing
- The area for mixing should be sufficient.
- Add 10% cement extra in case of manual mixing.
- Batching should be restricted to maximum 5 bags of cement
- The batched materials should be mixed in dry till it gets

homogeneous, then water should be added. It should again
be mixed thoroughly at least 2 times till gets homogeneous.

- Control water cement ratio.
- Mix the concrete thoroughly till it is uniform and place within

45- 60 minutes of mixing.

Concrete Mixing
Machine mixing of the concrete is
preferred for better quality.
Proper care should be taken in case of
manual mixing.
Ifpossible small batch should be
prepared and 10% of cement should
be added extra.

• Batching should be restricted to
maximum 5 bags of cement.
Batch should be mixed in dry properly,
then water should be added.

• It should be mixed thoroughly before
placing.

concrete Mixing

Machine mixing

Photo: NSET. SESP

• Picture shows the types of concrete
mixing in construction.

• Mixing should be done by mechanical
concrete mixer.

• In case if mixture is not accessible to
site add lO% cement on hand mixing.

• Use concrete mix within 30-45 minutes
after adding water to the mix.
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• Place concrete as near as possible to its final position. Prevent segregation. Use chutes as necessary. The
maximum free drop should be five feet. Compact during placing with internal vibrators. Work around
reinforcements, embedded fixtures and into form comers.

• Concrete that has obtained its initial set should not be placed in the forms and should be discarded.
Retempering of concrete will not be permitted.
- Use concrete within 45- 60 mins. after mixing with water.
- Prevent loss of water from the ground or sub base.
- While handling, care should be taken not to segregate the concrete particles.

concrete Placing !mil
• Mixed concrete should be placed within 45-60 minutes of

mixing with water.
• Start placing the concrete from one end to complete

another end.
• Concrete should not be spread out or dropped from more

than 1.5m in height.
• should not be segregated while

placing.
• should be compacted and leveled

immediately after placing.
• should not be compacted or vibrated

after 5 minutes of placing.

Photo: NSET, SESP

Soma Equlpmants

Concrete Mixer

fNeedle Vibrator

Compactor

Photo: NSET, Web
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• No concrete should be poured until all
reinforcing that is required for the pour
is in place.

• Sufficient transporting equipment,
clean and in good working order,
should be on hand before work is
begun. Thoroughly clean forms before
placing concrete. Dampen masonry
and porus earth to be in contact with
the concrete.

Place concrete as continuously as
possible until pour is complete so that
no concrete is placed against concrete
that has attained its initial set.
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Compacdng the Concrete

- Concrete should be placed as specified and
compacted as soon as possible after placing.

- Various means of compaction could be used.
- Over vibration should not be allowed, so as

to prevent bleeding and segregation.

Photo: NSET. SESP

mmmi Use concrete with maximum time of
within 1 hr. after mixing with water.
Prevent loss of water from the ground
or sub base.
While handling, care should be taken
not to segregate the concrete particles.

Placing

Photo: NSET. SESP

Concrete Curing .

Curing is most important in order to maintain the quality of
work-
• The concrete surface should be kept wet or moist atleast for a

week.
• It can be done by pounding or covering by jute bags.
• Water for curing should be as used for concrete mixing.

CONCRETE CURING AND FINISH

Maintain concrete in a moist condition
for seven days after placement. Freshly
poured concrete surfaces should be sealed
with clear acrylic curing/sealing liquid
membrane within 24 hours of concrete
placement. Protect form injury from the
elements until full strength is developed.
Repair damage/vandalism occurrences as
needed.
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Formwork Removal

Removal of forms for different elements.

• For vertical members - not earlier than 48 hours.

• For sides of beams, slabs etc- after 24 hours.

• For beams span up to 4.5 m- after 13 days and above 4.5m
span - afte~ 17 days.

• Slab- up to 4.5m span: after 11 days
Over 4.5m to 6m span: after 14 days
Over 6 m span: after 17 days as approval from engineer

• Cantilevers- after 7 days.

Service lines

1. Electricity line

2. Plumbing (Water supply and sewerage)

3. Telephone cabling

4. Gas pipe line

,. Power SUPplVUne

Cables: Standard manufacturer, quality assured, well insulated

Cable laying: Protected from short circuit, possible fire hazard,
safe for chndren.. - -

Fixtures: Standard manufacturer, quality assured, properly
clamped and fixed, hanged fixtures to be assured of fixity.

Control boards: As per design, ofhiqher quality, height not to
reach by children, protected from moisture.

• Auto fuse system

Switches, sockets and all the fixtures -not to reach by children.

Be sure of well functioning

Maintain-alarming system in case of short circuit, fires etc.
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Plumbing I Water SupplY and Sewerage

Good quality of materials such as pipes, fittings, couplings etc.

properly connected, no water leakage should be allowed

Maintain proper head for water supply, bed slope and sufficient
bed cushion for drainage pipes

Sufficient pressure resisting capacity

Proper clamping of pipes.

Maintaining flexible joint connections at critical locations

Construct chambers at every bends for sewerage line in order
to reduce chances of blocking.

Be sure of well functioning

Plumbing I Water SupplY and Sewerage

Provide pressure and air release valves for water supply pipe
lines.

Maintain air vents for sewerage lines

Overhead water storage tanks should have of standard quality

• Tanks resting on the roof should be fixed and clamped properly.

• Water pumps properly fixed and clamped should be protected
from rain, maintain proper air circulation and cables well insulated:

Provide rain water outlet pipe to protect walls from dampness.
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Module 3 I Session 1
Repair and Maintenance of

Existing Buildings

fA-NSET

EmIl Learning Outcomes:

Upon completion of this session the
. participants will be ableto:" ... ".

• Explain the' importance cof timely
maintenance of structural and Don-
structural elements and utilities

• Able to carryout the maintenance of
structural elements

RaUonale

• Timely repair and maintenance help to remain the original capacity
of the buildings .

• Defects seen in a building if not repaired or maintained in time
the capacity of building further goes on decreasing

..,' .

cominon ProblemS.n iUildingS.··· "EmI·
Cracks

• Dampness

..•.. Bulging and .delaminating of walls .

Settlement of buildings - cracks

• Foundation settlement

Roofing I Slab
• Wearing of surface
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EmIllev Issues

Identify whether the problems seen are structural or non-structural

• All the defects may not necessarily be structural; they may not
be dangerous in some cases

Common Defects in Masonry Buildings
and their Corrective Measures

The first priority is to identify the cause
of any cracking or damage.

Some repair jobs might be simple and
straight forward requiring only a day of
time to complete. Other jobs might be a
lot more involved with major work being
necessary together with the coordination
of structural engineers.

Diagonal Cracks al Comers 01Openings EmI
Inspection

Cut 'Y' grove along the cracked line and remove
surface finish and loose materials
Make it clean
Identify whether the cracks are structural or
surfacial
If cracks do not appear beyond extemal surfacial
finish, it is called surface defect and not so serious "",,,'_:"';;"'; __
If the cracks appear beyond surface finish, then
it is structural cracks and might be serious and
need structural assessment by qualified structural
engineer.
Prepare flow chart assessment and work
accordingly.

Photo: NSET, Chamali Earthquake, India
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Cracks

Surface cracks

Though surface cracks may not affect the functioning of the
building or parts, it may lead to serious defects if not repaired
in advance. Therefore it is also necessary to maintain its
original form and functioning.

In this case, remove all the defected surface, clean exposed and
loose materials
Choose appropriate materials
Prepare fresh materials and apply new surface finish coat
Overlaying of new material over defected existing surface shall
not be allowed .

EmIl

• Repair 01Damanaed Roor and Rool

If surface cracks are seen on rigid floor, it shall be repaired
immediately, otherwise it will lead to seepage.

Check the cracks and remove all damaged and loose materials
Roughen the surface, Wash and clean properly
Apply neat cement grout, then apply 20 to 25 mm thick cement
screed of not lower than 1:4 cis mixing with appropriate proportion
of water proofing admixture, then apply surface finish as desired
It is also called wearing coat.
Keep the surface wet at-least for 4 days
Making small blocks on top finish allows moisture to evaporate
and extends the service period.

Cracks
Structural Cracks
If the cracks appear beyond surface, it is called structural cracks. These cracks
may lead to serious damage on structure in and also affect on well functioning
of the structure. Structural cracks appear when the elements are incapable of
resisting forces and stresses acting on to it. If one structural element is defective,
it may cause defect to other elements too, if not repaired in time. Therefore it
is most important to re-strengthen the defective elements as soon as possible
to restore its capacity of withstanding the forces.

Walls
Remove all the external plasters along the
crack line and rack out the cracked surface
up to a depth of 10- 25mm.
Find out the cause of cracks. Check the
foundation if any unequal settlement is
there.
If it is minor structural cracks, apply cement
grout and fill the gap properly.

Photo: NSET (Web site)
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Cracks
t· ... ,~I

Photo Courtesy: AEC, Siddhi Sahr, T es

Cracks
If these are major cracks, replace part of defected' element constructing
new one,
It shall be done part by part.
While removing in parts, provide temporary supports before removing
it and be careful of stability of other parts too.
If any foundation settlement is there, it is necessary to improve.the
foundation before repairing the wall. . .
Underpinning is one of the process of foundation improvement

Underpinning
Remove the earth that covered the foundation and clear out the sides.
It shall be done in parts, shall not be cleared out the whole.
Provide additional support tothe existing foundation, provide more depth
and width as required.
Improving foundation is more technical job so need to involve experienced
technical personal.
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Repair 01RCCSlab

~r'a-.,. ~2._ bIiIIena. 45O«JOnwn «*

Inspect the damaged slab.

Make groves to insert pre-cast battens.

Insert the battens just below the slab, resting on existing wall to support
the slab and grout with cement mortar and apply plaster with 1:3 elm
of 50mm thick.

Illustration: NSET

EmIl

Repair 01ReXlble Rool

Leakage on flexible roof

Roofing system shall be regularly inspected
and identify the causes. These leaks shall
be repaired immediately otherwise it will
case serious damage to the building.

Effects
Seepage from roof
Deterioration of surface coating (Interior
as well as exterior)
De-bonding masonry units
Damage on structure- mucking of
wooden members and corrosion of
metallic members, reinforcement
Loosing out nails and bolts

•Photo: NSET (Web site)

• Repair 01FleXIble Rool

Repairs I Points ofleakage/ wall partially damaged by moisture

Identify the points and area of leakage
In case of clay tile roofing, remove damaged or de-bonded tiles, and seal
properly
In case of CGI sheet roofing, replace damaged sheets, put washers on
fastenings, check the overlapping and re-build. If leakage is from small
holes or from the fastenings, apply tar coal and seal the leakage

Photo: NSET, Sindhupalchwok
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Repair 01Damaged Rool '

Repair of damaged beam

Cracked structural elements or deteriorated reinforcement can be repaired
by guniting.

Remove plaster, roughen the surface, open out the cracked surface to
maximum depth possibly in 'V' shape, surface cleaned of all loose mortar
and foreign matter.' ,

Reinforcement bars cleaned to remove all scales and rust by wire brush
and rubbing with emery paper.

Coat of neat cement slurry shall be applied on the existing reinforcement
before guniting.

Eject guniting mixture (cement and sand) 12 to 50 mm thick under a
pressure of 2 to 3 kg/cm2. ,

Dampness

Dampness

On floor and wall

The most common type of damp is rising moisture from the ground,
it rises by capillary action up the walls on ground floor.

Moisture seen on the wall surface raising up

Masonry bricks deteriorated

Internal decorations are stained and damaged, plaster can debond and, .
become loose. - .

Floors cracked and damaged, settled down or lifted up partially

Dampness

Dampness

Types of Damp

. Damp patches on ceilings may be caused by leaking plumbing system
or rainwater penetration. .

Damp penetrating from outside will appear only on external walls. '
Penetration may be apparent near windows or close to gutters or rainwater
pipes.

Try to establish whether the damp appears only when it rains or all the
time.
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Dampness EmIl
Rising damp is caused by water from the ground penetrating
damp courses. Signs include peeling wallpaper, lifting floor tiles
and discolored patches on lower walls.

Condensation is caused by water from the air coming into contact
with a colder surface. It is recognizable by water drops on windows,
mirrors etc, and sometimes mould patches on walls and ceilings.

Condensation is the third type of damp. This is usually caused
by the lifestyle of the occupants, rather than a defect with the
property. Lack of ventilation and a tendency to use the radiators
for drying clothes are common causes.

Dampness

Dampness caused by
continuous weathering
deteriorates the masonry
units and bonding
materials.

• Apply protective
coating over the
existing surface before
affected by damp

Photo: NSET. SESP

Dampness

Penetrating damp

It is caused by moisture which penetrates through the roof or walls.
Roof problems are usually evident. Damp penetrating through walls,
which includes flashings at roof is usually quite evident, but it is
usually very difficult to pinpoint and cure the precise cause of the
problem and very often there is no quick or easy solution.

Penetrating damp can sometimes be caused by gutter or roof problems
which allow rainwater to spill onto and saturate areas of wall.

Condensation

It is the third type of damp. This is usually caused by the lifestyle of
the occupants, rather than a defect with the property. Lack of ventilation
and a tendency to use the radiators for drying clothes are common
causes.
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countermeasures lor Dampness EmIli
Repair of Damapness

1. Raising damp
Repair existing damp proof course by injection or grouting.
Repair existing floor using water proof compound.
Provide plinth protection (Apron) work all around the exterior wall.
Maintain surface and rainwater drainage with proper slope.
Raise the existing plinth level (floor level)
and remove the earth minimum to bottom
level of OPC or plinth beam.
Prevent the surface water to penetrate
to the foundation and plinth.
Remove already mucked plaster surface
and apply with new material mixing water
proofing agents.

Photo: NSET. SESP

countermeasures lor Dampness

Repair of Dampness

2. Penetrating Damp
Prevent rain water to penetrate from roof.
Provide gutter and rainwater pipe to guide the
rainwater towards drain.
Provide roof projection outwards to the wall
Apply surface coat of cement plaster with water
proofing agents to protect the masonry units and
prevent moisture to penetrate interior surface
Allow the rainwater to drop outside the apron and
guide towards drain with proper slope.

Photo: (Top) NSET

Countermeasures lor Dampness

Repair of Damp on Ceiling
Check the roof, plumbing line of bathroom and Water Supply line passing
over roof and floor
Remove all the finishes over and below the concrete surface and clean
properly
Apply neat cement grout with water proof
admixture over the top surface.
Apply protective coat of minimum 20 mm
thick over it
Let it harden and keep moist by pounding.
Check weather patches are seen on the
ceiling. If not apply surface finishes over
and below the surface.
If patches are seen, employ injection check
and apply finishes

Photo: NSET. SESP
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Countermeasures lor Dampness

Photo: NSET (Web site)

•
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Module 3 I Session 2
Retrofitting of Existing

Unrelnforced
',Mas()nry Buildings

, , ,

In this presentation we will discuss about
seismic retrofitting of unreinforced
masonry buildings. We will cover what
it is, why it is required, what are basic
approach and methods and then elaborate
few of the methods.

, '

Whal is Seismic Relrotining ;a

'Se'ismic'Retro'fitling':is-
Strengthening of Existing House

to Improve their Seismic
Resilience

i·... -::."

.''.$'./

M31S2 - Retrofitting of Existing Unre(nforced
Masonry Bui/dings
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Most unreinforced masonry (URM)
building are highly vulnerable because of
weak construction. materials, deficient
technology. These contribute to major
earthquake casualty and economic losses.
More than 75% of human casualty can be
attributed to unreinforced masonry
buildings. it has high probability-of
sufferring major damage in even in next
minor to medium earthquake unless their
seismic resilience is improved.

It is economically not possible to improve
seismic resilience of URM buildings to
codal requirements and it is obvious these
may suffer major damage-partial to total
collapse-in major event, these can survive

medium events. These medium events are more frequent than the major one so these are of major concern for
URM houses. Even in large events, the retrofitting measures will delay the collapse time thereby giving time
to escape.

Another incentive of retrofitting is that it helps buildings to reduce likelyhood of total collapse during the
earthquake and limit the impact to "repairable damage". The repair can be done at nominal cost with local
efforts after an earthquake because it will most likely not collapse.

WhV Seismic Retrolining;a . EmIl
~ Unreinforced masonry buildings are major source of.

casualty and economic loss in an earthquake event. .

• Improve seismic resilience - retrofitting significantly
improves buildings' seismic resilience .

• Achieve fail-safe damage - delayed collapse, if it happens,
allowing residents to escape during an earthquake

e " : Achieve reduction in the likely.damage - allowing post-
earthquake repair and re-strengthening at nominal costs

Plan shape or too many openings is not a major problem, in general, in traditional house construction. However,
it is becoming a problem in houses with modern construction materials.

Unbalanced openings on different faces of walls is one big problem. Usually, many openings are kept in front
and no openings in the back. It makes front much softer than the back wall. Itmakes building tortionally active ..

Problem IdenUlicaUon

• Major problems in masonry buildings:
- Lack of integrity

- Lack of diaphragm action in timber floor and roof

- Low shear strength of walling materials

• Configuration problem
- Plan shape too elongated or with large wings

- Too many openings

- Unbalanced openings (too many or big openings in one side)

Major problem oflarge majority ofURM
houses is integrity. Practically these does
not exists much connection between
orthogonal walls, walls and roof or walls
and floor. Furthermore, there exits hardly
much connections between components
of floor or roof among themselves. So
these houses are more stacking of materials
rather than a sound structure in most of
the cases (particularly the traditional
.houses with timber floor and roof). It is
further compounded by weak shear
strength of URM.

Because of lack of connection between
components of timber floor and timber
roof; lack of bracing elements in timber
floor/ roof, floor and roof could not provide
any in-plane stiffness.

M3/S2 - Retrofitting of Existing Unreinforced
Masonry Buildings
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Basic Sollllon

Improve integrity between different building components:

- Between walls and walls

- Between components of floors

- Between components of roof

- Between walls and floor

- Between walls and roof

Improve shear resistance of the walls

Improve diaphragm action of floor and roof

mmmi
Integrity between different building
components is the major problem in URM
houses constructed of traditional materials
(mud, adobe, fired brick in mud, timber
floor/or even modem materials (cement,
reinforcing bars). It is the major issue that
should be addressed whatever retrofitting
method employed.

There is not much that can be done to
improve shear strength of wall itself unless
the walls are grouted. However, the
retrofitting method employed may increase
shear strength of walls up to an extent.

Improving the in-plane stiffness and
strength of the floor and roof and their
anchorages with all the walls significantly
improves the seismic resilience of the
house.

Improving the ConftguraUon

Symmetrical buildings in plan and
elevation are better than
asymmetrical ones.

Photo Courtesy: TAEC, 1988 Udaybpur Earthquake, Nepal & Illustration: NBC

Large wings and asymmetry in plan
causes torsional effects and causes stress
concentration and higher damage.

Wings and SVmmetrv

Asymmetry of
building in
Plan

Seismic Joints

Or

Strengthening
of Connection

Unsymmetrical plans can be made
symmetrical by breaking building in parts.
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Unbalanced Openings EmIl

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Dushanbe, Tajikistan

The picture shows a house with a lot of
openings in the front where as no openings
in the back. It causes torsional effects
there by higher stresses in the comer piers,
consequently higher damage.

If the openings are unbalanced (more on
one side), the problem can be solved by
closing or reducing size of few of the
openings. Alternatively, the problem can
be addressed by making new openings on
the opposite walls or mix of above.

Damage Due to Inappropriate Openings

Shear diagonal cracks to a building from openings and at
comers also lead to collapse during earthquake

Photo Courtesy: LeI! ·/AEE, & Right· NSET, Dshanbe, Tajikista

As shown in the picture, too much
openings are sources of weakness. The
openings decreases effective wall plan
area thereby reducing strength and stiffuess
of the house.

If there are too many openings as shown
in second picture, the problem can be
solved by reducing size of openings or
closing few of the openings. When doing
so, the new material should be well
integrated with the original material.

Retrofitting Methods

An URM house can be retrofitted
employing different method. Among
different methods splint and bandages
jacketing of all the walls, beam-column
caging of the house, bolting and
prestressing are few of the methods to
improve vertical structure. These all
improve seismic resilience of walls and
each method have their pros and cons.
Besides above methods, improvement of
floor and roof structure is also a must.
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Dmerent RetroliUing Techniques _

Bolting of walls Jacketing of walls

Photo Courtesy: EERI

Different RetroliRlng Techniques _

Beam-column caging Splint and bandage

Photo Courtesy: NSET

Here first photograph presents method for
improving integrity of a house using
bolting method. These bolts are anchored
to wall of other sides. Also note, windows
are filled up with new walls to improve
strength.

The second photograph presents jacketing
technique for strengthening of a
unreinforced masonry house. Here all the
wall are covered with steel bars. It will
be covered with micro concrete.

Here, first picture presents a house
retrofitted with RC beam and column
caging where as second picture is of splint
and bandage methods. Splint and bandage
is economic version of jacketing.

Dmerent RetroliUing Techniques OM

Photo Courtesy: EERI

Here first picture presents strengthening
of a house employing diagonal bracing.

The second picture presents strengthening
using vertical bracing.
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omerent ReUoDnlng Techniques _.

Photo Courtesy: EERI

In this picture wall is strengthened using
vertical columns to improve out-of-plane
behavior of masonry.

omerent RetroDning TechniqueS _

Building and safety. pdf, EERI slides Plywood diaphragm

Photo Courtesy: EERI

These two pictures presents two techniques
to improve floor stiffness and their
integrity with vertical-lateral load resisting
structure.

In first technique, ties are used where as
in second plywood has been used.

omerent RetroDnlng Techniques _

J
.3

I
I
J

Photo Courtesy: EERI

This picture presents strengthening of
parapet wall using bracing. Parapet walls
are among the first to collapse in an
earthquake.
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More Methods of RettolitUng

• Steel beam-column caging

• Bolting and prestressing

• Jacketing of walls

Splint and Bandage System
of

Retrofitting of Masonry Walls

EmIl

Hereafter we will focus on splint and
bandage method for retrofitting of URM
house. Inaddition to it, we will also discuss
stitching of the walls, improving floor and
roof. First we will try to identify what are
the sources of the problem and then we
will discuss the possible solutions.

Wall Separation

Photo Courtesy: Top - TAEC, 1988 Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal,
Bottom - NSET 2001 Bhuj Earthquake, India

Connections between orthogonal walls
are among the weakest links in the URM
houses. These weak connections can not
hold out-of-plane walls during an
earthquake leading them to collapse. Once
the floor/ roof carrying walls collapse,
obviously the floor and roof will collapse
leading to total failure of the building.
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• Common Delecls In Masonn Buildings

Comers in masonry buildings are
inherently week and first suffer
from horizontal force during
Earthquake.

Photo Courtesy: EERI

Common Weakness al Corners

Toothing as our construction
practice make the building

mn,F"rp.,,,,v weak at the corner

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Bhairhawa

Wall SUlchlng althe Corner

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Kathmandu

M31S2 - Retrofitting of Existing Unreinforced
Masonry Bui/dings
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This picture shows toppling of wall due
to weak wall connections though the
building was constructed of stone in
cement mortar.

It shows vulnerability of a house just due
to few weaknesses. Just by improving this
weakness the strength of the house can be
significantly improved.

The weak wall junctions are result of
wrong method of wall construction. It is
common practice to leave toothing for
construction of orthogonal walls. What
happens is when orthogonal walls are laid,
the mortar can not be filled between bricks
at the connections.

Inaddition to it, wall junctions are location
of stress concentration. These need special
attention.

The connection between orthogonal walls
can be strengthened by installing stitches
between orthogonal walls. The stitches
can be installed

• by drilling a hole at the junction
penetrating orthogonal walls. The hole
can be filled with cement-sand grout
and then inserting the steel bar in the
hole forcefully.

• alternatively, the bricks can be taken
out as shown in the picture. Steel bar
can be installed in the recess and the
recess can be filled with the concrete.
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Corner Slhch Detail EmIl

8 mm dll.Tolntee'

Illustration: NSET

This picture presents the details of corner
stitch.

Corner SUtch alter CasUng

Stitch on inner face

Photo Courtesy: NSET - School Earthquake Safety Program

These pictures show completed corner
stitches. Corner stitch on one face of the
wall is good enough.

. Wall Slhchlng althe I-JuncO on

For 1 brick thick wall

Photo Courtesy: NSET - School Earthquake Safety Program

The picture and drawings show stitching
at the T-junctions.
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CasUng 01Stitch

Be careful when compacting concrete

Photo: NSET, SESP

EmIl When compacting concrete in the recess,
special care shall be exercised to fill up
the recess.

Photo Courtesy: TAEC, 1988 Udaypur Earthquake, Nepal

This picture shows a house with toppled
wall, however the end of the wall are
intact. It is because the end connections
are strong which are constructed using
long stones. However, the central part of
the wall toppled because of large
unsupported length. The situation can be
avoided either increasing wall thickness
or providing buttresses at some distance.

BURress Walls

Photo: NSET

If the free wall length is more than 6 m
in weak mortar, or more than 9 m in
cement mortar, buttresses should be
provided in between. These buttresses
should be well integrated with the wall.

It should also be noted free height of wall
in weak mortar shall not be more than 10
times the wall thickness.
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Cracking 01Walls mmmi

Photo Courtesy: Left· NSET, Right· NSET 2001 Bhuj Earthquake, India

If the free length between cross walls is
large and end connections of the wall with
orthogonal walls is good then out-of-plane
wall fails in bending as shown in first
picture. To avoid it, bands are required.
In new construction, new bands can be
installed during construction, however, in
old construction bandages can be
employed just above the windows.

The second picture shows how cracks start
from opening comers and are extended to
wall ends. Unless these pieces of
brickwork are hold, these will disintegrate
in subsequent shaking. These can be hold
by confining windows and providing
splints.

Micro-ConcreUng

Photo Courtesy: NSET· School Earthquake Safety Program: Upayogi Primary School, Kathmandu

This picture shows first stage of bandage
construction (horizontal elements above
window), splint (vertical elements at the
wall comers) and confining of windows
to avoid significant cracking.

For it the wall mortar needs to be racked,
may be 20 mm, and bricks be cleaned.
Then the walls can be plastered with
micro-concrete (one cement: one and half
sand: one and half chips) where new
elements are intended.

The surface of the plaster should be kept
rough to provide good anchorage for
second coat of plaster.

Curing 01Concreted Area

Use of Jute bags / mats for better curing

Photo Courtesy: NSET· School Earthquake Safety Program: Upayogi Primary School, Kathmandu

Curing is most important activity for any
concrete work. Just by spraying water, as
most commonly done, concrete can not
be well cured. It is better to hang sacks
on the concrete and keep it wet. It
continually cures concrete.
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Steel Bars at all Bandages and Splints

Photo Courtesy: NSET - School Earthquake Safety Program: Upayogi Primary School, Kathmandu

Outer and Inner Bandages are Connected
In Cenaln Interval

Smm dia. Torsteel @600mm C/C (Staggered)

2 Nos Smm dla. Torast •• 1
.75 mm dUo.To,ka,1 ~l50mm c/c

Illustration: NSET

Splint slam from FoundaUon

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Kathmandu

M31S2 - Retrofitting of Existing Unreinforced
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This picture shows how bars are laid for
splint and bandages. These bars needs to
be nailed to the wall to keep them in
position.

This picture presents a schematic view of
bandages and their connections.

This picture shows a blow-up of splint
reinforcement and presents how these
reinforcements should be anchored in
foundation.

After laying steel reinforcements, these
are covered by second coat of plaster.
Mixture of this plaster is same as first coat
of plaster,
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Steel Ban Details InComer Splints

0.36

_L

The bandages are provided on both the
faces of the wall and are tied up together
by dowel bars. These dowel bars pass
through the walls at around 900 mm center
to center staggered and are tiled up with
the bandage reinforcement.

Splints are provided on only external face
at comers and wall junctions. However,
here in the picture splint is visible on
internal face as well. In fact, this splint
has been provided on both the faces to
reduce free horizontal length of the wall.

Illustration: NSET

Steel Ban Details in I-Joint Splints

".75mm Torkart 0150mm clc

2"0 •. 8 mm die. To..... 1

Illustration: NSET

Bandage and Splint lInside Room]

Photo Courtesy: NSET SESp, Kathmandu
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Bandage and Splint [Inside Room]

Photo Courtesy: NSET - School Earthquake Safety Program: Upayogi Primary School, Bahktapur

This photograph was taken after
completion of the retrofitting work. A wall
bracing is visible in first story wall. There
has been many vertical joints in this wall
which could have split during an
earthquake shaking. This bracing has been
constructed to avoid this splitting.

Furthermore, these sacks are hanged on
the concrete elements to avoid drying and
curing of the concrete elements.

• Retrofttllng Techniques for Masonn Buildings EmI
RetrOfitting Techniques for Masonry Buildings

These V9t'Ucateten,.nta (Sptlnt). Horizontali.MMtl: (BandilV"). and stitd1lmprove the ovemS fntffgrity
of tM building to at •• a sIngle unit 'and can saw from sudden collapse during e~uake.

Illustration: NSET Fliers

This schematic diagram presents what we
have talked till now. These measures are
good for building with reinforced concrete
slab as floor and roof. If floor and roof
are constructed of timber, these need more
measures to improve their integrity and
connections with walls.

Strengthening of Floor and Roof
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Few examples of roof collapse during past earthquakes are shown in the photographs. In these pictures, the
roof has collapsed due to the sliding and failure of supporting elements like rafters, purlins and ridge poles.

Failure 01FleJdble Rool mmmi

Photo Courtesy: NSET 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

Failure 01FleJdble Rool

Photo Courtesy: NSET 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

M31S2 - Retrofitting of Existing Unreinforced
Masonry Buildings [ 165 ]

The major cause behind failure of roof or
floor during an earthquake is lack of
integrity between the components of these
structures. The picture shows how
elements of roof have slide off their
original position. Clearly there seems no
integrity between them. This damage is
further enhanced by heavy load of these
structures, lack of integrity between
roofmg elements.

If the beams, joists, rafters, purlins and
other floor / roof elements are not properly
tied with walls or columns and are not
made rigid, they may slide from their
original position and floor and roof may
collapse.

This is another example of failure of
flexible roof during earthquake.
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Failure 01FleJdbleRool

Photo Courtesy: NSET 1998 Chamoli Earthquake, India

mmmi
Roofs and floors collapse also due to the
lack of structural integrity between
different floor / roof elements very little
bearing of joists/rafter. Different elements
are normally just placed one over another
without any anchorage in their joints.

The rafters and purlins shift from their
position mainly due to no or low bearing
length into the walls or wall plates and no
proper connections between wall and
rafter.

Light Floors and Rools

Heavy Floors and Roof Light Floors and Roof

More damage in a building with heavy floors and roofs

Building with heavy floors/roofs is
subjected to higher seismic force as
compared to that in a building with light
floor/roofs. This higher seismic force
causes more damage in the building.
Figures show more cracks and damage
due to heavy floors and roof than in light

Floor ones.

Illustration: NSET Archeological Guidelines

I. light Weight Floors and Rools

Photo Courtesy: NSET Shake Table Demonstration

Buildings should be as light as possible
in order to be more seismic-resistant. The
practice of laying thick layers of mud to
achieve a firm floor/flat roof is common.
This increases the overall building weight
and it will be subjected to high seismic
force. Therefore, thickness of the mud
layer used for flooring! roofmg should be
kept as small as possible. Reducing the
thickness of mud layer can reduce the
overall weight of a building significantly,
Using light flooring and roofing materials
in place of heavy materials can also reduce
the weight. For example using CGr sheet
roof instead of using tile or jhingati roof
will significantly decrease the weight of
the roof.
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ConnecUng Roor Joists with Wall EmIl

Illustration: NSET Archeological Guidelines

The base pad provided below the woode
beam is called the wall plate. Wall plates
are provided in the walls so that wooden
beams can rest over it and the floors can
be made more rigid by providing shear
keys or anchors. In case of timber wall
plates, shear keys as shown in the figure
are provided at both inside and outside of
the walls and in case of concrete pad,
hooks or anchors are provided.

Floor Bracing

Wooden
Beams

Illustration: NSET

Beams are main structural elements in a
flexible floor and wooden beams are most
commonly used. Beams take the loads
from floors and transfer it to the walls or
columns. If these beams are not properly
connected with floor joists and the
supporting walls it can not properly
transmit the loads. Therefore while
constructing beams following important
points should be considered.

AltemaOVe Method 01Floor Sunening

Thin concrete layer

Iron Mesh

Thin layer of concrete over iron mesh can also be an alternative solution to
make the floors stiffer.

Illustration: NSET Archeological Guidelines

Another alternative method of floor
bracing and providing rigidity to the
flexible floors is construction of thin
concrete layer with iron mesh inside.

In this method, iron mesh is laid over the
wooden planks, bamboo strips or wooden
chirpats covering the whole area of the
floor and then a thin layer of cement
concrete is casted to make a thin rigid
concrete slab. The iron mesh may be
chicken wire mesh or welded wire fabric
or mesh of smaller diameter reinforcing
bars. For making concrete, smaller sized
aggregates i.e. 12mm or down are used
since the thickness of the concrete layer
has to be as small as possible.

The floor should be well connected with the wall around by making recesses.
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Posts and Capitals

If wooden posts are used to rest the
floor joists, the joists should not
directly rest above the post. There
should be capitals above the posts
and the joists rest above the capitals.

Illustration: NSET Archological Guidelines

ami In traditional buildings we can see the
timber posts as vertical as well as lateral
load resisting elements besides the load
bearing masonry walls. If timber posts are
used as main load resisting elements, floor
beams or joists should not directly rest
over the timber posts. At the top of the
posts wooden capital should be provided
as shown in the figure and beams or joists
rest above the capitals. The minimum
required connection detailing of such
capitals is as mentioned in the figure. In
a building, there may be single post system
or double post system, accordingly there
may be single capital or double capitals
as shown.

Ie Struts

Beam
Nail

V./---- Metal Strip

The capitals or struts should be well connected with the posts and the joists
with keys, nails or metal strips

Illustration: NSET

In place of capitals, inclined timber struts
can also be provided as shown in the
figure. Joints between posts, beams and
struts should be made strong by using
metal straps, nails or keys and they should
be well connected to each other. In some
cases, metal strut can also be used in place
of timber struts.

ConnecUnu Hanen and Wall

No connection between floor elements and walls

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Kathmandu

No proper connection of different flooring
elements like beams, joists with the walls
makes the floor flexible and can easily
collapse due to sliding and falling of the
.members.
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Rafters

'. Rafters should also be
long enough to extend
beyond supporting
members such as walls
and/or beams.

• The extended rafters
should have timber keys
on both external and
internal sides of the
supporting
elements.

I/Iustration: NSET

Similar to beams, rafters should also rest
on wall plates or bands. They should also
be long enough to extend beyond the
supporting walls so that they can also be
tied with the wall plates by using shear
keys on either sides of the walls or nails
or anchors.

Proper ConnecUon at Joints

Each joint between two structural elements should be properly joined
together by metal strips, nails or lashings

Use of metal strips
and nails

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Kathmandu

There are many joints between different
structural elements in flexible floors and
roofs. If the joints between these elements
are not properly connected, they can easily
move from their position, fall down and
hence the whole floor or roof fails.
Providing bracings, wall plates etc. only
can not make a floor rigid if the
connections at the joints are not proper
and strong. The joints can be made strong
by use of shear keys, nails and anchors.
Providing metal straps, nailing and
lashings are also some ways of making
the joints strong. Above picture shows the
joint connection of floors joists by use of
metal straps and nailing.

Proper Connection at Joints

Use of Lashing

Photo Courtesy: NSET, Sindhupalchowk

These pictures show the use of rope
lashings/ wires at the joints between
rafters, posts and the ridge beams. These
help to improve integrity of roof structure.
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AddlUonal Suenlllhening

Metal strap connecting two
rafters to minimize the impact
on middle wall.

Bracing provided at the end of
rafter to reduce the force on
supporting walls

Illustration: NSET, Archeological Guidelines

mmmi
In case of flexible roofs, some additional
elements can be provided for increasing
the strength. Horizontal wood strips could
be nailed to rafters to improve integrity.
These strips help to increase the rigidity
of the roof.

Another extra strengthening element is
bracing or strut provided at the end of the
rafters. This additional bracing also
contributes to make the roof more rigid
and helps to reduce the force on the
supporting walls.

Bracing 01Rools

Illustration: NSET

Bracings are normally provided at the
lower part of roofs as shown in the figures
to stiffen the roof.

Bracing 01Rools

Photo Courtesy: NSET

The roofmg materials should be well tied
up with the roof structure. Otherwise it
may slide-off the roof and cause casualty
though the structure may survive.
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